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1. INTRODUCTION 
Establishing correct implementation of data structures and 
correct translations from one language into another are important 
problems in computer science. The research reported here is pri­
marily concerned with the definition and implementation of data 
structures, and how to prove an implementation correct. 
Data structures [10, 11, 18] are needed in the design of 
algorithms to solve many problems. The practical application of 
data structures is an area upon which much attention is being focused. 
Indeed, specification and implementation of data structures is the 
basis for data base systems and software engineering. Currently alge­
braic concepts for specification of data structures [8, 9] are 
available. This thesis addresses itself to the determination of an 
adequate notion for the implementation of data structures. 
Recent works on data structures suggest that the algebraic 
[8, 9, 10] or axiomatic [17, 18] approaches are useful for the 
specification of data structures. We believe that algebraic tech­
niques are promising and appropriate for the specification of data 
structures, because concise and rigorous proofs can be outlined. 
Our specification of data structures is considered to be abstract, 
that is, implementation independent. The fundamental hypothesis 
of this approach is that the requirements to be met are specified 
by a set of equations and a semantic algebra, without referring to 
a real implementation. 
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The algebraic approach treats a data structure as an algebra 
with specifications giving properties in terms of equations that 
the operations of that algebra must satisfy. Basically, we will 
consider a data structure as a set of values together with a set of 
primitive operations and equations on those values. 
This thesis deals primarily with developing criteria for pro­
viding provably correct implementation of data structures. To this 
end, we need to first develop a methodology to write equational speci­
fications for data structures. That is, we design a specification 
for a data structure. One of the main reasons for designing a 
specification of a data structure is to have an implementation in­
dependent of any specific programming language. Thus, in our work, 
a distinction is made between a specification and implementation of 
data structures. 
The work reported here is concerned mainly with formalizing the 
data structure implementation via "consistent" tree transducers. 
A tree transducer [3, 7, 28] is a mechanism for performing language 
translation and is used by us to determine the implementation of a 
source data structure by a target data structure. 
To specify a data structure implementation, it is sufficient to 
specify the behavior of each operation associated with that data 
structure in terms of other (old) data structures that already have 
been implemented. Our approach, reduces the correctness of data 
structure implementation to the correctness of translation. 
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The syntactic information about a data structure is conveyed 
by its "signature", an algebraic machinery which gives the names of 
operations and domains, and specifies the domains and codomains of 
the operations. Semantic information associated with a data structure 
is conveyed by an algebra having the same signature. The properties 
of the operations are given by a set of algebraic equations. Algebraic 
equations (we develop two types, unconditional and conditional) enable 
us not only to specify the properties of data structures but also to 
check the equivalence and correctness of implementation of data 
structures. 
Using the concept of equations on tree transducers, implementa­
tion of data structures will be defined on syntactical and semantical 
levels. Syntactical implementation of a source data structure by a 
target data structure is a mapping from equivalent class of elements 
of source data structure into equivalent class of elements of target 
data structure. In contrast, semantical implementation means mapping 
of elements of a source data structure into elements of a target data 
structure which have the same meening. 
Our work has been influenced by Guttag [13] and Goguen [8] for 
their work on the algebraic approach of data structures; by Engelfriet 
[7] and Krishnaswatny and Strawn [31] for their work on tree transducers. 
1.1. Related Work and Motivation 
There are two main approaches for specifying data structures, the 
abstract equational approach and the Axiomatic approach. Liskov and 
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Zilles [34] give a survey of different specifications for data 
structures. 
Algebraic specification techniques have been studied by several 
researchers including Guttag [13], Goguen [8, 9], Goguen, Thatcher, 
Wagner, and Wright [10] to mention a few. The algebraic approach to 
data structures has stimulated a number of languages for data struc­
ture specifications, including CLU [33] and ADA [44]. The axiomatic 
approach of data structuring, mostly, has been treated by Hoare [17, 
18, 19]. 
Previous work [8, 9, 10] to address the issue of data structure 
implementations by used homomorphisms from one algebra into other. 
Our approach to this problem is by developing a tree transducer that 
specifies the implementation. One advantage of this is that by ex­
pressing data structure implementation as a translation problem, 
correctness of data structure implementation might be reduced to the 
correctness of translation. 
This paper addresses the issue of data structure implementation 
via translation. That is, we associate each basic operation and com­
posite operation of the source data structure by composite operations 
of the target data structure. Our implementation will be done by 
tree transducers. 
Tree transducers have been examined by several researchers, 
including Baker [3], Engelfriet [7], and Thatcher [40] to mention a 
few. Our development follows that of Krishnaswamy and Strawn [31], 
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who investigated conditions to be imposed on tree transducers to 
guarantee that they induce semantic-preserving translations. 
Goguen [8] addresses the issue of "errors" in abstract data 
types. In our work, this issue has been resolved by introducing con­
ditional equations. Error values are associated with exceptional 
conditions, such as the underflow of a stack. In our work, it turned 
out that conditional equations enable us in specification of com­
plex data structures. 
The work developed in this thesis, approaches the implementation 
of data structures specified in a general way using conditional equa­
tions. Correctness of data structure implementation is examined at 
the "syntactic" and "semantic" levels. Syntactical correctness is 
associated with source and target equations; and semantical correctness 
is based on semantic homomorphisms. 
We develop a lattice theoretic approach to derive the criteria 
for a correct implementation of data structures. 
1.2. Outline of the Thesis 
The second chapter introduces a formalism for defining tree 
transducers and specification of data structures. We first discuss 
essential facts about context-free grammars. Then we define a 
signature associated with a context-free grammar, which plays an 
important role in the specification of data structures. Later, in 
the algebraic framework, we define the concept of a language defi­
nition system, a pair comprising the syntax and semantic definition 
of a language. 
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The third chapter discusses algebraic equations, which are used 
in simplifying data structure elements. The algebraic equations de­
fine the behavior of a data structure. We view equations as rewrite 
rules, and then we define a lattice theoretic approach to equivalences 
in tree rewriting systems. This will later be used in development 
of "natural" tree transducers. 
The fourth chapter discusses natural tree transducers. We dis­
cuss how the lattice theoretic development can be used as a basis 
for defining tree transducers. We first introduce tree transducers 
and then discuss certain properties of tree tranducers, namely: "con­
sistency" and "semiconsistency". The consistency and semiconsistency 
are syntactical properties of tree transducers using algebraic equa­
tions. 
The fifth chapter extends the formalism of algebraic equations 
(Chapter 3) to conditional equations, a more powerful class of equa­
tions than the simple algebraic equations, considered in Chapter 3. 
Conditional equations enable us to define more complex data structures. 
The sixth chapter presents specification, and correctness of 
data structure implementations. We identify three classes of data 
structure specifications. A method is stated for checking the equi­
valence of data structures. This is followed by the basic definition 
of the implementation of a source data structure by a target data 
structure. Two levels of implementations are identified: syntactical 
and semantical. We state basic definitions for the correctness of 
7 
of an implementation, and develop a methodology for proving the 
correctness of an implementation. This chapter concludes with a 
complete example illustrating the process of provably correct data 
structure implementation. 
The seventh chapter contains our conclusions, and indications 
of directions for future research. 
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2. PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND 
This chapter provides the basic terms and machinery needed to 
develop general mechanisms for "algebraic tree transducers", "con­
sistent tree transducers", "semi-consistent tree transducers", and 
the "implementation of data structures". We develop an algebraic 
model by defining syntax and semantics, and later add "semantic 
equations" to this model. The rationale for this algebraic approach 
is to treat key issues in a concise and general manner, and also to 
be able to prove results rigorously. 
The study of a language includes syntax and semantics. We will 
consider a language as a set of strings over an alphabet along with 
their meanings. Syntax of a language (syntax of strings) is speci­
fied using the mechanism of context-free grammars (cfg), and seman­
tics of a language (meaning of strings) is specified using a mechanism 
similar to Knuthian synthesized attributes 125]. Before beginning 
our development, we present some notation and basic definitions which 
will be used throughout this paper. 
2.1. Basic Concepts and Notation 
If S is a set, then |S| is the number of elements of S, the 
empty set is denoted by 0, and P(S ) is the set of all nonempty sub­
sets of S. If A and B are sets, then A^ is the set of all functions 
from B into A. The term "tree" means a node-labeled ordered tree. 
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as defined by Knuth [26]. The height of a tree t, denoted H(t). 
If t consists of a single node, then H{t) = 1, if t = f(t2,...,ty,) 
where f is the root of t, then H(t) = 1 + maximum (H(tj^),..., H(t^)). 
If S is a set and n > 0, then S" is the set of all strings over S of 
length n. S^= u s" is the set of all nonempty strings over S, 
n>0 
and S* = uU} where x denotes the empty string. If seS"*", then 
seS" for some n > 0, and length (s) = n. If s = A then length (s) 
= 0. An "equivalence relation" is a relation on a set that is re­
flexive, symmetric, and transitive. A "partition" of set S is a set 
{Bp..., B^} such that 
(a) B^ ^ 0 for M<n; 
(b) B_.n Bj = 0 for ij<i^ j<n; and 
(c) BjuBg u .... uB^ = S 
The symbol • is used to mark the end of theorems, definitions, examples, 
and so forth. 
2.2. Context Free Grammar 
The following description of "context free grammars" is a quick 
review of the development presented by Hopcroft and Ullman [20]. 
A "context-free grammar" (cfg) 6 is a quadruple G = (N, A, P, Z) 
where (1) N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols (usually denoted 
by capital letters), (2) A is a finite set of terminal symbols 
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(usually denoted by lower case letters), (3) P is a finite set of 
productions, and (4) ZeN is the start symbol. Furthermore, we 
assume that V = Nu£, NnA = 0 (the empty set), and P is a finite set 
of productions (rules) of which each element has the form A ->• w where 
AeNand weV (V is the set of all finite words over V). 
The set P induces a binary derivation relation => on V defined 
as follows; if a,geV*, thena=>gif and only if a=W2Aw.2, e=WjWW2, and 
A-»w is a rule in P. Relation => denotes the reflexive and transitive 
closure of =>, i.e., o => g if and only if either a = g, or there 
exists ^ such that , 0^ = g and =>$.+2 for all i 
(M<m). 
The (set of) sentences of context-free grammar G, denoted by 
SEN(G) is the set {w/weA*, and Z => w}. If A => $ => a for some 
AeN, we say * derives o, and a are called derived sentences. We 
will display derivations as trees. These "derivation trees" impose 
a structure on the words of a language that is useful in applications 
such as compilation and translation of programming languages. 
The nodes of a derivation tree are labeled with terminal and 
nonterminal symbols of the grammar. If an interior node m is labeled 
A, and the sons (subtrees) of m are labeled b^, bj from the left, 
then A •> bj ... bj must be a production. Furthermore, if t is a 
derivation tree, root (t) = Z, and frontier (t) = w then A => w. 
A derivation tree t is associated with a "leftmost" derivation, and 
11 
this particular derivation is sometimes denoted Z =? w, the leftmost 
derivation of w from Z via t. A more detailed treatment of this 
method may be found in [20]. 
2.3. Albegraic Syntax and Semantics 
The following definitions are needed for developing algebraic 
syntax and semantics. These are similar to the definitions presented 
by Goguen, Thatcher, and Wagner [11]. 
Let N be a nonempty set, called the set of "sorts." The letter 
N will be used throughout this paper for sorts, N* denotes the set 
of all finite words over N, and the empty word being X. Concatenation 
of ni letters s. s eN is denoted by s, ... s eN*. An N-sorted in X n • 
set A is an indexed family {A^/neN}. If w = s^.. .s^j^eN*, then A*^ denotes 
that set A x ... x A_ . In particular A" for neN denotes A„, and 
^1 ®m " 
A^ is the singleton {0}. A^ is called the "carrier" (underlying set) 
of sort n. The carrier A^ can be thought of as having the name "n". 
The following definition of N-sorted signature is key in our develop­
ment. 
Definition 2.1 [N-sorted Signature] 
Let N be a set of sorts. Then, an alphabet s is an N-sorted sig­
nature if z = {E(w,n)/weN*, neN} where the E(w,n)'s are disjoint 
subsets of E such that only finitely many of them are nonempty. If 
feE(w,n), then we say that an operator (function) f has rank |w| (the 
length of w) and sort neN. • 
Example 2.2 
Let N = {Set, Integer, Boolean} and z be an N-sorted signature 
as follows (abbreviating Set, Integer, and Boolean as S, I, and B): 
z(À,B) = {TRUE, FALSE}, z(x,I) = {ZERO}, E(I,I) - {SUCC, PRED} 
Z{X,S) = {NULL}, Z(IS,S) = {ADD, DELETE}, z(S,B) = {EMPTY} 
e(IS,B) = {MEMBER}, z(SS,S) = {UNION}, Z(S,I) = {SIZE} 
E(SS,B) = {EQUAL}, r(BSS,S) = {IF}. 
We will later see the "meaning" of z precisely, but for the moment 
it suffices to say that the members of z are operation names for a 
"set" data structure. 
The basic syntactic information about a data structure is con­
veyed by its signature, which gives the sorts, the operation names, 
and the sorts of their arguments and values. Syntactic information 
of a data structure can be expressed in a graphical form, in which 
each sort is a node, and each operation is a "polyedge", drawn 
as an arrow whose tails come from the arguments of z, and whose head 
go to the results sorts (codomain) of the operation. For example, 
the signature of "set" data structure (Example 2.1) appears in Figure 
2.1. We now need to define an N-sorted z-algebra. Basic definitions 
and results concerning N-sorted (many-sorted) algebras can be found 
in [41. • 
Definition 2.3 [N-sorted z-algebra] 
Let N be a set of sorts. Then an "N-sorted z-algebra" is a 
pair <A,F> such that A is an N-indexed family of sets {A^/neN} 
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UNION 
SUCC.PRED 
ADD,DELETE TRUE .FALSE 
SIZE EMPTY INTEGER SET BOOLEAN 
EQUAL 
NULL 
ZERO MEMBER 
Figure 2.1 Signature for "set" data structure 
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(each is called the underlying set), and F is a z-indexed family 
of functions {fy^/feE(w,n)} such that if feE(w,n) then f^:A^-»A^ (where 
A* = A. X ... xA_ for w = s, ... s_). However, if gez(x,n) then Si s^ 1 m 
g^: {0}-»Af, and we write g^ for gy^(0)eA^. We will often refer to a 
z-algebra <A,F> by A if the operation set F is understood. • 
Example 2.4 
Let A be the following algebra, and i be defined as Example 2.1. 
The underlying set for algebra A are Ag, Aj, Ag where 
Ag = {true, false}, 
Aj = {0, 1, -1, 2, -2, ...}, and 
Ag = P(Aj), the powerset of Aj by defining its functions (operations), 
we have: 
F = {NULL^, ADDy^, DELETEy^, UNIONy^, EMPTY^, MEMBER;^, EQUALy^, SIZE^, 
IFy^, ZEROy^, SUCCy^, PREDy^} 
where 
NULLy^: (OKAg 
NULLy^(0) = NULLy^ = 0 
ADDy^: Aj X Ag-»Ag 
• • •»  @^^)  ~  • • •»  w{x }  
DELETEy^ : Aj x Ag+Ag 
DELETEy^ (x, fa^y ..., 8^^) — fa^, ..., a^^} -
15 
UNION^: Ag X 
UNION^({x*^j 2* •••> tXj» •••» ufy^* •••* 
EMPTV^: 
EMPTY^({aj = {false if m > 0^ 
MEMBER: Aj x Ag-»Ag 
MEMBER^(x, fa^, ...» a^}) - (false otherwise ' "" 
EQUAL^: A^ x A^^^ 
rnum, , r 1 ru u 1\ ftrUB if {â, 3 } = 
EQUAL^ ({a^ &m * 1' **" k ^ ~ false otherwise 
{b j ,  , , . ,  b | ^ }  
SIZE^: Ag^^ 
SIZE/ta, a^}) = : g 
IF.: A X A X A ->-A 
A B S SS f{a., ..., a } if b = true 
IF (b, {a a }, {c , ..., c }) = |{cj cjj} if b = false 
ZERO^: {0}-^j 
ZERO^(0) = ZERO^ = 0 
SUCC^ = Aj->Aj 
SUCC^(x) = X + 1 
PRED^: Aj-^AJ 
PRED^(X) = X - 1 0 
z of Example 2.2 can be represented by the following cfg G (Figure 
2.2). We will demonstrate formally that there exists a signature 
(z) for every cfg. The cfg 6 of Figure 2.2 along with the "semantic 
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rules" as in Example 2.4 are said to form a "language definition 
system" (LDS). At the end of this chapter, we will provide the 
formal definition of a language definition system. 
In Chapter 1, we mentioned that algebraic tree transducers are 
crucial to our developments. Algebraic tree transducers will be 
determined by means of certain mappings between algebras, called 
"homomorphisms", defined below. 
Definition 2.5 [N-sorted z-homomorphism] 
Let A and B be two N-sorted z-algebras, and let h = {h^: A^-^B^/ 
seN} be an N-indexed family of functions (i.e., h: A^B). Then h: 
A-^B is a "z-homomorphism" if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(HO) if feE(A,s) then h.(f.) = f_ 
 ^ Pi D  
(HI) if feE(w,s), w = S} ... s^, a^EAg , 
then •••. a^)) = fgfh^ (a^) h^ (a^)). • 
Representing = h x ... x h for w = s ... s , then the défi­
ni ^m i m 
nition of z-homomorphism may be pictorially represented as the com­
muting diagram in Figure 2.3. 
We introduce an "initial algebra" concept that enables us to 
characterize an object "abstractly," or independent of representa­
tion, only in terms of its structure. In our development, we will 
consider syntax of a language as an initial algebra in a class of 
algebras. Initiality of an algebra will also enable us to find a 
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cfg G = (N, A ,  P, z) where 
N = {S, I, %}, Z = {S}, 
A= {add, delete, union, if, (,), then, else, empty, member, equal, 
true, false, o, 1, +, -, 
arid P is given below: 
Name of production Actual production 
NULL s->x 
ADD S-^add (I, S) 
DELETE S-^elete (I, S) 
UNION S-Hinion (S , S ) 
IF = S^-if (B) then S else S 
EMPTY B-»-empty (S) 
MEMBER B-miember (I, S) 
EQUAL B->equal (S, S) 
TRUE : B^true 
FALSE B-»false 
ZERO I-K) 
SUCC UI+1 
PRED M-1 
Figure 2.2 The cfg for "set" data structure 
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unique meaning of sentences of a context-free grammar. NoWj we give 
the definition of an initial algebra, then, we give the definition 
of an important algebra that is initial. Also, the class of z-
algebras will be denoted by ALG (z). 
Definition 2.6 [Initial Algebra] 
z-algebra A is "initial", if for every (any other) z-algebra 
B there is a unique homomorphism h: A-+B. 
Thus, initiality can be used to capture a particular structure 
abstractly, that is, independently of implementation. '• 
Definition 2.7 [T^,] 
T^ is a z-algebra defined as below. We also concurrently define 
the lengths of elements of T^. 
(1) f = feT if fez(x,s) and |f| = 1. 
'z 
( 2 )  f ^  ( t  ,  . . . ,  t  )  =  f < t  . . .  t  > e T  i f  f e z (w,s), W  =  S ^  . . .  S  ,  
1 ^ X n J* n tig X n 
t^.eTj; for i = 1 and |f<t^ ... t^>l= l+|t^|+...+[t^| 
s-
(3) nothing else in T^ other than elements obtained as above. 
s 
The elements of T = (T /seN} are called trees. Thus, a tree consists 
s 
of a labeled node, such that a node labeled with fez(w,s) has |w| sons 
(subtrees). If fez(w,s) is a root of tree t then t is of s. • 
19 
Figure 2.3 Commutative diagram: homomorphism 
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Example 2.8 
Let N = (I) and z be an N-sorted signature where 
z(A,I) = {a, b}, z(I, I) = {f, g}, E(II, I) = {h} 
Then h<f<a>h<g<b>b»eT^ and is represented pictorially in Figure 2.4. 
Theorem 2.9 shows that T^ is initial in ALG (Z). • 
Theorem 2.9 
T^ is an initial algebra. 
Proof; It suffices to prove that there is a unique homomorphism 
h: Tj.->A for any given s-algebra A. We show that hg(t) is uniquely 
defined for all seN and for teT„ on the length of t. If |t| = 1, 
s 
then t = feE(x,s), hence, h^ft) = h^(fj ) = f^-
Now suppose that the hypothesis is true for all seN, teT_ with (tj 
s 
<m. Now consider teT„ with |t| = m. Hence, h (t) = hi (f<ti ... t >) 
^  S i n  
for some integer n, and some fez(w,s) where w = s^ ... and t.eT^ . 
^i 
Hence, hi (t) = f.(h^ (t,),..., h (t )). By induction hypothesis S M S1 1 S n 1 n 
each hg (t^) is uniquely defined, hence hg(t) is uniquely defined. • 
Since one of our aims is to translate between two context-free 
languages, we define signature of context-free grammars. If2 is a 
signature of cfg G = (N, a, P, Z), then each element of z corresponds 
to an element of P (i.e., is the "name" of a production). 
21 
Figure 2.4. Pictorial representation of h<f<a>h<g<b>b» 
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Definition 2.10 [Signature of a Context-Free Grammar] 
Let G = (N, A, P, Z) be a context-free grammar. Then the signa-
* 
ture of G is Eg = {2g(w,s)/weN , seN), where for all peP, if p=B-> 
... B|^b|^ with B, B^ ..., B^eN and b^, b^, ..., b^sA , then 
peZg(w,s) where w = Bp..B|^ and s = B. • 
The elements of Zg (i.e., i:g(w,s)) are disjoint for a cfg G, 
because each production of G has a unique name. For a cfg G, T 
^G 
will be called the set of "concrete syntax trees". 
An important algebra that is concerned with cfg's is the "string" 
s-algebra. Let Eg be the signature of cfg G = (N, A, P, Z). Then 
the string Zg-algebra ST is a pair <{ST^/neN}, {pgy/pEP}> where 
•k 
ST^ eA for all neN. If peP is B^b^B^b^ ... B^b^ where b^, bp ..., 
"k 
b|^ eA , and B, Bj, ..., B^eN and if x = (Xp .... X|^) eSTg^ x ... x 
STg^ then p gy(x) = " Xk^k" 
Now consider the unique homomorphism 6: T^^ST such that i is 
a signature for some cfg G and ST is a string E-algebra. Then for all 
neN and teT , 6 (t) = w iff n -$w, where nlw denotes that w is the 
n " 
result of a leftmost derivation from n via t. We will call 6 a "con­
crete syntax homomorphism" and 6(T ) = {6 (T )/neN} is the set of 2, n 
sets of strings derived from various nonterminals of cfg G. The next 
example illustrates the concept of string algebra. 
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Example 2.11 
Consider cfg 6 of Figure 2.2. The string x-algebra of cfg G is 
ST = <{STg, STj, STg}, {pgj/peP}> with STj = STg = STg = A . The 
function p^j for peP are given below for some productions, and the 
symbol H is a concatenation operator. 
NULLGY: {GKSTG with NULLgyCP) = A 
ADDgy: STJ X STg-^STg with ADDgyfx.y) = 'add ('11x11'. 'l|y11')' 
IFST-' STg X STg X STg-^STg with IFgyCb, x. y) = 'if | lb|| 'then' | |xl | 
' e l se ' l l y  
ZEROgy: {0}-»-STj with ZEROgfCP) = '0' 
SUCCgy: STj->STj with SUCCgytx) = x ll'+l' 
The construction of Pgy for the remaining productions is left to the 
reader. 
The unique homomorphism 6: Tj--»-ST has: 
6s(NULLy ) = NULLgy 
ggfADDy (x^, Xg)) = ADD^^(6j(xi), 6^(X g)) 
6j (SUCC (x)) = SUCC^^(6j(x)) 
The construction of the remaining homomorphisms is left to the reader. 
For t = ADD<ZERO ADD<SUCC<ZERO>NULL»ET^ we have: 
<Ss(t) = 6s(ADD<ZER0 ADD<SUCC<ZERO>NULL») 
= ADDgyfZEROgy, ADD5j(SUCC5y(ZER05j), NULLgy)) 
- ADDgy(0, ADDgjCSUCCgjCO), x)) 
- ADDgy(O) ADDgj(0+lj x ) )  
- ADDgj{0» add(0+l), A)) 
= "add(0, add (0+1, x))" 
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We should note that "add (0, add (0+1, X))" is the frontier of the 
derivation tree t of cfg G. Furthermore, the set of sentences gen­
erated by G is {6(x)/xeTy }. • 
S 
Previously, we mentioned that a "language" is a set of pairs, 
sentences along with their meanings. So far, we have discussed 
syntactic issues about languages. Now, we define another important 
homomorphism, the "semantic homomorphism" that deals with semantics 
of context-free grammars. The notion behind semantics is to give 
meanings to every sentence of context-free grammar G. For finding 
the "meaning" of a sentence, (where ^ is the signature of G) plays 
an important role, because Tj, is an initial algebra. Hence, for each 
sentence of cfg G there is a unique way of finding the meaning using 
the unique homomorphism y: Tg-^A, where A is an algebra for semantics. 
Now we have enough machinery to give the formal definition of a 
"language definition system" (IDS), which is a pair of syntax and 
semantics. 
Definition 2.12 [Language Definition System] 
Let G be a cfg with associated signature of z. Let A be an ar­
bitrary z-algebra. Then a "Language definition system" (LDS) is a 
pair D = (G, A), whose algebraic semantics is A. • 
The algebra T^ (where z is a signature of cfg G) along with 
the semantic rules (the definition of y: T^-tA is called the set of 
rules for obtaining the meaning of each syntactic structure) is said 
to form an LDS, and the Language of an LDS is a set of pairs (<s(t). 
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y(t)) such that t is a concrete syntax tree and y(t) is a meaning 
assigned to t, and 6(t) is the string of SEN(G) determined by t. 
Thus, if D = (G, A) is an LDS, we consider the language D as 
a set of pairs LAN(D) = {(6(t), y(t))/teT , neN}. Figure 2.5 shows 
^n 
how we obtain strings (sentences) and the associated meaning from 
5 and ]i. 
2.4. Derived and Represented Algebras 
Here we need to define two important signatures and their 
associated algebras, which will be used in construction of algebraic 
tree tranducers in Chapter 4. Derived signatures enable us to have 
complex trees (trees of height greater than one) in construction of 
tree transducers. Represented signatures enable us to translate 
languages whose underlying grammars are of different signatures. 
Definition 2.13 [Derived Signature] 
* 
Let E = {2(w,n)/weN , neN} be an N-sorted signature. Then the 
^ * 
"derived signature" of z is z = {i(w,n)/weN , neN with N = N u{a}}, 
which is the smallest set such that 
(1) {'x"/ 0£i£k, a = (Xj ... «1^ e N*}c Ë 
with fx" ez(a,a^.) if i>0 
[Xq eZ(o,X) if i = 0 
(2) if qez(x, s) then q[X^^eË(A, s); and if qeï(s^...s,^, s) then 
q[X? ... X? ]ef(a, s) where a. ... a. = s ... s 
U k h k ^ ^ 
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Strings Concrete Meanings 
Syntax 
Trees 
Figure 2.5 Syntax and semantics homomorphisms 
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(3) if Çg ei(w, s) and eË(w, a^.) for i = 1, k where a = 
... 0|^ then q = q^Iq^ ... q^^] ei(w, s). • 
An element x" of z is a "variable" of sort a.» Let i be the derived 
signature of z, since i is a signature, it gives rise to be a class 
of z-algebras. i-algebras derived from z-algebras play an important 
role in computing the meaning of "derivation trees." We now give 
the formal definition of derived algebra. 
Definition 2.14 [Derived Algebras] 
Let A be an N-sorted z-algebra. Then the derived N-sorted 
z-algebra Â is <{Â^/neR}, {f^/feZ}> 
where 
(a) = A^ for neN and - {0} 
(b) if fez(a,s) then f^: moreover if y = (y^, ..., yj^) is an 
element of Â", then 
(1) (y) = 0 
(2) x" (y) = y. (a variable of sort a.); and q [X? ... X? ]g (y) = 
l .A  1  1  1% Tk  
Aa j  »  « ' "»  ) '  
^ 1 k 
13) ... (y) = \A"" 
From now on we will write A instead of S . • 
n n 
Note that any (derived) operation of î has a uniquely determined 
"normal" form. To expand, if Â is a derived algebra and if P, P', 
P" are elements of Â such that ZeN, ZZZZ = a, 111 = a'; and 
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P =  a%r [b [x^x2 ]«c [x^ rx ; ]  
[bEX^X^r C[X^]« x;] 
P" = atbEX^Xg]* X3 xJlEXjXg clXg]^ xj] 
Then (y^-yg, y^, y^^) = P^ (yj. y^, y*) 
= Pa (yi, yg, ^3, y^) 
So, we use P as the "normal" form of the derived operations of P, P', 
and P". The normal form derivation does not need to have the x" written 
out. So, 
aEXjXgXgl^lblXjXgl^cEXj]^ xj] , atbtX^XgjctXg] X^]" 
Thus, we use the following correct form of elements of % as: 
(1) (xyoiilk, a = «1 ... eN*>l I 
X?tZ(a, a.) if i>0 with 
X^^z(a, A) if 1 = 0 
(2 )  i f  qeZ(A ,s )  t hen  qEX^ ]  eZ (A ,  s ) ;  and  i f  qEZ(s^ . . . s^ ,  s )  then  
q [ x "  . . .  X .  ]EË(a ,  s )  where  a  . . .  a  =  s  . . .  s^ .  
(3 )  i f  qQGZ(w,  s )  and  q .  ez fw ,  a^ . )  f o r  i  = 1 ,  . . . ,  k  where  a  =  
. . .  then  q  =  qp tq^  . . .  q ,^ ]  =%(%,  s ) .  
However, note that the formal definition of ^ gives the second type 
of definition. 
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Example 2.15 
To illustrate the use of derived algebras, consider the following 
algebra A. Given N = {Integer, Boolean} = {I, B}, let z be defined 
by: 
Z{A, I) = {ZERO}, Z(A, B) = {TRUE, FALSE } 
Z(II, I) = {ADD, SUB}, Z(II, B) = {EQ}, z(BII, I) = {IF}. 
Thus, the underlying set for A is {Aj,Ag}with Ag = {true, false}, 
Aj = {0,1,-1,2,-2,...}, and F = {ZERO^,ADD^, SUB^,EQ^, IF^, TRUE^, 
FALSE^} where 
ZERO^: {0}^j 
ADD^: Aj X Aj Aj 
SUB^: Aj X Aj Aj 
IFA: AG X AJ X AJ AJ 
TRUE^: {0}->Ag 
FALSE^: {0}->Ag 
with ZERO^ (0) = ZEROy^ = 0 
with ADD^Cxj.Xg) = Xj fXg 
with SUB^CxpXg) = X} - Xg 
with EQa(x.,x,) = (true if x, = x, 
^ ^ (false if Xj Xg 
with IF 
>2 if 
b = true 
b = false 
with TRUE^fp) = TRUE^ = true 
with FALSE^da) = FALSE^ = false 
The derived signature of z is % = {Xg^, 
ADD[xJ^ Xgl], IFExJ^^ ZERO[XQ^^]X^"],...}. Thus, if R e z, then R 
is an ordered tree with elements of z labeling the branching nodes 
and various x" labeling the leaf nodes. Since a is the same for all 
leaf nodes, it need only once in a derived operation. For the sake 
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of simplicity, we can eliminate all occurrences of Xq which appear 
directly under nullary element of E. Thus 
ZERO[Xg^^] = ZERO®-^ = ZERO, 
ADDExjl Xg^] = ADDtX^Xg]!!, and 
IF [X j ^^  ZERO[xg I I ] xB I I ]  =  IFCX j  ZERO 
The i-algebra Â derived from E-algebra A is 
Â = <{Aj,Ag},{fj^/fêË}> 
where f^ is an operation as determined by Definition 2.14. In order 
to exemplify the concept of derived algebra A, we compute the following 
operations: 
ADDïXjXglI^Xj.Xg) = ADD[X|^X"]^(Xi,X2) 
- ADD(X2 
= ADD (Xj, Xg) 
= Xj + Xg, and 
IFETRUE SUBEXgXg] Xgl^^^Cx^Xg.Xj) 
= IF [TRUE[XQ]BII SUBEXgXglBII X2^^]^(Xj.Xg,X3) 
= IF(true, SUB[X3Xg]5II(xi,x2,X3),X2|^(xi,Xg,X3)) 
BIT BIT 
= IF(true,SUB(X3%(xi,X2,X2),X2%(Xi,Xg,X3)),X2) 
= IF(true,SUB(x2,X2),X2) 
= SUB(x2,X2) 
= Xg - Xp. • 
The following list of identities is true in every derived z-algebra 
Â. 
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1) xg[Pi ... ^ whenever P.ez(3,a.) and a = «^ ... 
2) X?[Pi ... Pkl* = P,,a 
3) P[Pj ... P^lEAi ... Am^Â " ••• 9^,] ••• 
4) P[Xj ... xj]^ = P^ whenever Pei (a,n) for some neN. 
Since we will be working with trees, the following definitions are 
necessary to distinguish the terminated trees from the nonterminated 
trees, which will be used in the next chapters. 
Definition 2.16 [Terminated Tree, Nonterminated Tree] 
Let z be a signature and z be the derived signature of s. 
If teT- for some sort s) then t is called a "terminated tree" (a 
Z's 
tree which has no variables in it). The symbols t, t', t" t^, 
t^, tg, ... tj, tp tj, ... will be used for terminated trees. The 
symbols T, T^, T^, T2, ... will be used to denote sets of terminated 
trees. If fei{w,s), then f is called a "nonterminated tree" (a tree 
which has variables in it). The symbols f, f', f", .... f^, f^, f^, 
f  f l  f  H  P  P »  P "  P  p i  P "  P  p i  p i l  
* * * *  1 '  X*  1 '  • • • '  •  '  )  *  9  • • •»  r  , r  ,  r  }  • • • )  0 *  0 *  0 '  
...» q^, pQ, pQ, ..., qp qj, q^, ... will be used for nonterminated 
trees. The symbols G^.Gg,... will be used to denote a set of non-
terminated trees. 0 
Thus, if fei(w,s), w = Sj ... s^, and t^-eT^, for i = 1, ..., n 
^i 
then fj-Xtj t ) is a terminated tree. In Theorem 2.9 we proved 
'z • 
that there is a unique homomorphism from T^ to A. In a similar way. 
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it has been shown in [31] that there is a unique homomorphism from 
T- to Â, if Â and i are derived algebra of A and derived signature 
of z respectively. Also, in [31] they have proved that if A and B 
are z-algebras, Â and B are derived algebras of A and B respectively, 
then h: A-)-B is a homomorphism if and only if h: Â^B is a homomor­
phism where h = hu{h^: In order to be complete, we pre­
sent these results below. 
Theoren 2.17 
Let E be an N-sorted signature with derived signature i. Let 
A and B be E-algebras, and Â and B be their derived Ê-algebras. ' TJien h: 
A+B is a homomorphism if and only if h = hu{h^: {0} ->-{0}} is a 
homomorphism from Â to B. 
Proof: Only if: The proof that h: A->6 is a homomorphism given 
that h: A-*B is a homomorphism is by induction on the height of feZ. 
We define the height of f(H(f)) to be 0 if f = and 1 + MAX(H(f^.)> 
lli<.k) if f = fglf} ... f^]. It can be shown by induction on H(f) 
that h^^f^fx)) = fgCh^Cx)) where feiCa.n). 
If: The proof that h: A-+B is a homomorphism given that h: Â->B is 
a homomorphism is obvious from the statement of the theorem. D 
In order to construct tree transducer algebraically, we need to 
define "represented signature" and the associated "represented 
algebra". These two concepts enable us to translate from one algebra 
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to another, which have different signatures, overcoming the limitations 
of homomorphisms which are only defined between algebras of the same 
signature. Represented signatures will be used for two purposes: 
first, they enable us to translate between languages whose underlying 
grammars are of different signatures; second, they enable us to im­
plement a new data structure in terms of other data structures. 
Definition 2.18 [Represented Signature] 
Let z and z' be N-sorted and N'-sorted signatures, respectively. 
Let n: N'*+N* with n(A) = A, n(sj...Sj^) = nis^) ... n(s^), and n; 
z'+z be given functions. If for each fez'(w,s) we have n(f)ez(n(w), 
n(s)), then z' is said to be represented in host signature z. • 
Now we give the definition for a "represented algebra", which 
will be used in the construction of tree transducers discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
Definition 2.19 [Represented Algebra] 
Let z' be represented in host signature of z via representation 
functions of n and n. Let A be an N-sorted z-algebra. Then the N'-
sorted z'-algebra <A',F'> is said to be represented in A where A' = 
{An/n=n(n') and n'eN'}, and F' = {f^/f=ii(f') and f'ez'(w',n')}. • 
Example 2.20 
This example illustrates the concept of represented signature. 
Let ZpZg, and z' be signatures such that z' is represented in z. 
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(1=1.2) with ni(I)=E, n2(I)=F, and nj(C)=n2(C)=B. 
Zj signature Zg Signature z' signature 
ZJ(EE,E) = {ADD.MUL} ZgtFF'F) = {SUB.DIV} Z '(II. I )  = {a,b} 
ZJ(EE,B) = {EQ} ZgfFF.B) = {LE} Z '(II,C) = {c} 
Z^(BEE,E) = {IF} ZGFA .F) = {ZERO,ONE} Z'(A ,I) = {d} 
Zj(x,E) = {ONE} ZgtBB) = {AND} Z'{X ,C) = {e,f} 
Zj{A,B) = {TRUE,FALSE} ZgfX.B) = {TRUE,FALSE} 
Hj: : Z'-^Zj 
^2 * 
n^Ca) = ADDfXjXg]^^ ngCa) = SUB [X jSUB[ ZERO [XQlXg]] '" '  
nj{b) = MULCXjXg]^^ Hgfb) = DIV[XiDIV[ONE[Xo]Xg]]FF 
nj(c) = EQEX^Xg]^^ ngCc) = AND[LE[XiXg]LE[XgXi]]FF 
nj(d) = ONE ngCd) = ONE 
= TRUE Rgfe) = TRUE 
ni(f) = FALSE Ogff) = FALSE 
Now, we have enough machinery to use algebraic concepts for formulating 
a mechanism for performing language translation. We will use and 
Hg to define a tree transducer, which will transform syntax trees 
of one grammar into syntax trees of another grammar. The represen­
tation functions enable us formally to associate the source and tar­
get trees in a row of a tree transducer, which will be defined in 
Chapter 4. For instance, n^(c) and u^(c) may associate a source tree 
and target tree in the definition of a tree transducer. Figure 2.6 
Indicates one row of a tree transducer, and the association of argu­
ments shown as arrows is automatically specified by n^(c) and Hgfc). • 
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AND 
Figure 2.6 A row of a tree transducer 
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Previously, we stated that if A and B are Z-algebras, and Â 
and B are derived 2-algebras, then h: A+B is a homomorphism if and 
only if R = hu{h^: {0W0}} is a homomorphism from A to B. Now 
similarly we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.21 
Let Z' be an N'-sorted signature, which is representable in an 
N-sorted signature of Z. Let A* and B' be Z'-algebras represented in 
Z-algebras A and B respectively. If h: A->B is a homomorphism of 
Z-algebras, then h' = {h^/n(n') = n for n'eN' } is a homomorphism of 
Z-algebras from A' to B'. 
Proof: Let n and n be representation functions, then consider any 
f'eE'(a',n') with fe2(a,n) where f = n(f'), n = n(n'), and a= n(a'). 
Then (f(x)) = h^^^,^n(f')^(x)) 
=  \ ( fAW) )  
= fg(h (x)) since h: A->B is a homomorphism 
= n(f)j(h'''"''(x)) 
Hence h': A'-vB'; is a homomorphism of z'-algebras. g 
Theorem 2.21 shows that if h: A-+B is a homomorphism of E-alge-
bras, and if z' is representable in host signature of E, then there is 
a represented homomorphism h': A'-^B'. Consider for instance an LDS 
(G,A) with signature of e and a semantic homomorphism y: T^-)- A. As 
discussed earlier, y induces a "derived" homomorphism ji:. T-**Â. Thus, 
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if signature z' were representable in host signature z, then w': 
T^'+Â' would be a homomorphism of E'-algebras. This notion has 
been found useful in correctness of tree transducers, which will 
be discussed in Chapter 4. 
Formally, in Chapter 4, we will see how the notions of derived 
and represented signatures and homomorphisms between algebras can 
be used to define tree transducers. These will then construct the 
output (transduced tree) associated with a given input (source tree) 
by considering the source tree to be composed of derived operations. 
In summary, we have so far presented development of the languages 
by an algebraic interpretation. 
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3. REDUCTION ON DATA STRUCTURE TREES 
Data structures will be specified, as we shall see by a tuple, 
one of whose components is a set of "equations". In this chapter, we 
investigate some consequences of applying a set of "equations" E to 
a set of trees (operations of Ë), which are associated with the det 
rived signature of z of a data structure. A formalism needed to 
be developed for studying application of E to f in z. One of our 
aims in this chapter is to establish certain facts about "reduced 
trees," trees to which equations are no longer applicable. Later 
on, we will use the results of this chapter to develop the back­
ground for natural construction of tree transducers for an imple­
mentation of a source data structure ^ by target data structure 
The theory to be developed here centers on determining a re­
duced form of a tree f in Ê when equations can be no longer applied 
to it. This development depends on some lattice theory, which will 
be reviewed. 
3.1. Algebraic Equations 
This section discusses the "equations", which can be used in 
expressing, simplifying, and implementation of data structures. In 
the algebraic framework, we will consider a data structure as a 
signature along with a set of equations E. Hoare [17] and Guttag [13] 
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and some other researchers defend the notion of a data structure as 
a set of values together with a set of primitive operations on those 
values. 
In this section, we will study "equations" which not only can be 
used for specifying the properties of data structures but also can 
be used to simplify the data structure elements. 
Guttag [13] and Goguen [11] have used algebraic equations for 
an implementation of a data structure. Related work has been done 
by Hoare [17]. Goguen [9, 11] has investigated that algebraic equa­
tions can be used not only to define more complex data structures, 
but also to define the meaning of data structures. 
The following example illustrates the concept of "algebraic 
equations". 
Example 3.1 
In order to illustrate the concept of "algebraic equations"; we 
employ the example of Linear Lists (S-expression data structures of 
atoms from a set A). In [2], they have used Pascal programming lan­
guage for an implementation of S-expressions, which form the basis 
for pure Lisp. The set of S-expressions is defined recursively as 
the smallest set such that 
i) Atoms are S-expressions (Atoms are members of a scalar type) 
ii) If SI and S2 are S-expressions, then so is (S1-S2) 
In order to manipulate S-expressions, we consider the following 
operations (functions), which are defined below: 
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1) CAR, CDR are selector functions. CAR takes an S-expression 
(S1*S2) and returns SI. CDR takes an S-expression (S1*S2) 
and returns S2. 
2) EQUAL is intended to test equality of two S-expressions. 
3) CONS is a function which takes two S-expressions SI and S2 
and returns (S1'S2). 
4) NIL is a constant function which denotes the empty S-expres­
sion. 
For example, if t=(A*(B«C)) is an S-expression then 
CAR(t) = A 
CDR(t) = (B'C) 
CONS(t,t) = ((A-(B-C))-(A-(B-C))) 
First, we define z as an N-sorted signature for specification of S-
expressions and then we provide the equations, which are specifying 
the properties of S-expressions data structure. 
N = {S, B, A} where S, B, and D stand for S-expressions, Boolean, 
and Atoms respectively. 
Signature z: 
E(SS,S) = {CONS} 
Z(A ,S) = {NIL, ERROR} 
E(S,S) = {CAR, CDR} 
Z{SS,B) = {EQUAL} 
E(BB,B) = {AND} 
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Informally, CAR(CONS{xpX2)) " specifies the meaning of the CAR 
function and COR (CONS (x^, Xg)) = Xg specifies the meaning of the 
CDR function. The above two equations can be written formally as: 
el: CAR[CONS[XjXg]] 
e2: CDRLCONSEXjXg]]^^ = Xg^ 
Equation (el) indicates that the CAR is a function which selects the 
first component of a list, while equation (e2) indicates that CDR is 
a function, which selects the second component of a list. In order 
to clarify the equations, we will not write the domain of equations. 
Thus, equations (el) and (e2) will look like: 
el: CAR[CONS[X^Xg]] = 
e2: CDR[C0NS[X^X2]] = Xg 
The rest of the equations can be written as: 
e3: CARENIL] = ERROR 
e4: CDRENIL] = ERROR 
65: EQUALECONSEXjXglNIL] = FALSE 
e6: EQUAL[NIL CONSfX^Xg]] = FALSE 
e7: EQUAL[XjXj] = TRUE 
e8: EQUAL[CONS[X^Xg]CONS[XgX^]] = AND[EQUAL[X1X3]EQUAL[X2X4]] 
e9: CONS[NIL X^] = X^ 
elO: CONS[XjNIL] = X^ 
For instance, equation e8 indicates that two lists C0NS(x2,Xg) and 
C0NS(x3,X4) are equal if and only if Xj = Xg and Xg = x^. 0 
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The preceding example introduced an informal concept of semantic 
equations (equations). Now, we give the formal definition of equa­
tions, which will be used in implementation of data structures. Later 
on, we will generalize equations to a class of logical sentences 
called "Horn clauses" (conditional equations). For the moment we 
use the terms "equations", "simple equations", and "semantic equations" 
interchangebly. 
Definition 3.2 [Simple Equation] 
Let I be an N-sorted signature. Then a set of "simple equations" 
is an indexed family of sets 
E = {E^/neN and <L,R> eE^ implies that L, R eË(w,n) for some 
weN*} 
Furthermore, if A is a z-algebra, then A satisfies E if and only if 
for each <L,R>eE^, L^=R^ (i.e., the functions L^ and R^ are equal). 
Finally, we will often write an element <L,R>eE as an "equation" 
L=R. 0 
We reserve the symbols L, L', L" R, R', R", ... for 
equations. Informally, L=R means that the sequence of operations 
expressed by the trees L and R have the same behavior. That is, 
when values are substituted for variables in L and R, the instantiated 
trees interpret to equivalent values. The term "simple equations" 
or "equations" will be used instead of "semantic equations" in the 
following chapters. 
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3.2. Informal Description of a Rewrite Rule 
Informally, the set of "reduced trees" of a tree t under E (a 
set of equations) is a set of trees t' such that further application 
of equations of E to t"s will not be useful (they yield members of 
the set of reduced trees of t). Typically, when a user specifies 
an equation for a data structure, the intent is as a "simplification 
rule". For instance, 
addtoset{addtoset(s,x), x)=addtoset(s,x) 
says that the composite operation of adding x to the same set twice 
may be replaced by the operation of adding it once. Based on this 
operation, we deal with equations as "directed rewriting rules", 
specifying that the lefthand side of equation is to be rewritten by 
the righthand side. 
Huet and Oppen [23] refer to such equations as "directed equa­
tions", and use them to define "term rewriting systems". Clearly, 
equations in the classical sense are easily dealt within this frame­
work by expressing each equation as two rewriting rules, one replacing 
the lefthand side by the righthand side, and another replacing the 
righthand side by the lefthand side. Furthermore, this directional 
view of equation gives us a notion of "reduction" where one tree t' 
is "more reduced" than t if t' is obtained from t by applying a 
directional equation to it. This, consequently, yields the set of 
reduced forms of a tree, which is a set of trees that cannot be 
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further reduced by application of equations. We, thus, often use the 
phrase "tree rewriting system" instead of "equations". 
3.3. Previous and Related Work 
The idea of a "rewrite rule" has been investigated by several 
researchers, including Guttag et al. [13, 16], Huet et al. [22], 
Goguen et al. [11], Rosen [38], and Knuth and Bendix [27] to mention 
a few. Our development is similar to that of Guttag et al. [15], who 
investigated conditions to be imposed on rewrite rules to guarantee 
the termination of a rewriting system. In [22] and [27T, they have^ 
proved the undecidability of termination of rewriting systems and in 
[16], Guttag has imposed syntactically checkable conditions, which 
provides a formal basis for termination of some term (tree) rewriting 
systems. 
Knuth and Bendix [27] have investigated a partial ordering on 
trees such that if the lefthand side of an equation (rewrite rule) 
was greater than the righthand side in their ordering, then the 
equation could be constructed as a reduction. Rosen [38] has dis­
cussed Church-Rosser theorems for rewriting systems, which address 
the issue of normal forms in tree rewriting systems. 
In this work, we construct a "Lattice", given a set 0 of trees 
(derived operations of the signature z), and a tree rewriting system 
(set of equations) that is applicable to 0; we are not primarily con­
cerned with the termination or otherwise of the tree rewriting sys­
tems, though a set of conditions for termination will be presented 
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later. Our goal is to eventually partition 0 into classes of trees 
that are "equivalent" under the tree rewriting system we provide. 
The Lattice will be "complete", and the "least element" of this 
lattice will be most useful for our purposes (section 3.6.3). We 
will, however, use the techniques of [16] to make the construction 
of this Lattice algorithmic. 
3.4. Application of a Rewrite Rule to a Tree 
The formalization of the concept of application of E to Ë is 
given below. 
Definition 3.3 [Application of E to Z] 
Let z be an N-sorted signature and let E = {e^, ...» e, ..., e^} 
be a set of simple equations. Let <L,R> be an equation e {L,ReZ(w,s)). 
Then => is a relation defined as: 
e 
(i) if f = L, f = R then f=>f'. 
(ii) if f = L-[fj, .... f^] and f = R-[f^, .... f^] then 
f=>f' 
e 
(iii) if f = gj [f^, •.«, fj, ..., f^^], f - Qj [f^ fj> •••» 
f^], and fj |> fj then f => f' D 
Furthermore, fg={f7f|>f'Also, we define f^ as f^ = {f'/fg>f', 
eeE}. If f^efg then we write fg^fj for some f in z. The relation => 
will be called a "reduction relation". 
We denote the reflexive-transitive and transitive-closure of |> 
* * / */ + by => and => respectively. The symbols |>, and |> denote the com-
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* + plement of =>, =>, and =>.respectively, i.e., if f^ then it 
is impossible to obtain f^ by applying equations of E to f^. The 
subscript E will be left out when understood from the context. From 
now on, we will use and consider equations E as "rewrite rules", and 
the terms "simple equations", "semantic equations", and "tree re­
writing system" will be used for the same purpose. 
Directed rewriting rules such as E have received much interest 
[22, 38]. One of the key issues of such rewriting rules is the deter­
mination of "normal forms", and the notion of equivalences of "normal 
forms". The question essentially posed is, given trees t^ and tg 
and a set of directed equations E, can we determine that t^ and tg 
are "equivalent" by reducing them using E to a common "normal form"? 
Properties of this nature have been referred to as Church-Rosser 
properties, due to the initial investigations of this problem in 
the Lambda calculus [5]. While our work does not directly deal with 
the issues of normal forms and Church-Rosser theorems, we briefly 
present some of this work in our context below. 
To begin with, we need to define the set of "normal forms" of 
a tree in Ë. Following this, we will present Church-Rosser properties 
and an example. 
Definition 3.4 rf s> f l I 0 E n^ 
Let E = {e^j •••» be a set of equations, if 
fg => f^ => fg =>... => fj, and CjEE, i=l, ..., n then we write 
12 n 
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n fg |>f^ or fg f^. If E is understood from the context then the 
subscript E will be left out. • 
Definition 3.5 [Normal Form of a Tree] 
Let f^, f^, •••» z and E = {e^, ..., e^}. If f^ => 
f^ => ... => f^ and if there does not exist any f in i such that 
f^ => f for any e in E, then f^ will be considered a "normal form" 
of f^. Furthermore, for f in i, NORM(f) is the set of all normal 
forms of f. • 
If NORM(f) is a singleton set for each f in I, then it means 
that every element of has a unique normal form. We, next define 
a Church-Rosser set of rewrite rules and related concepts. 
Definition 3.6 [Church-Rosser] 
A set of equations E is said to be Church-Rosser if and only if 
* * 
t, tj, tgcTg, t => tj and t => tg implies that there exist a tg in 
* * 
Tg such that tj => t^ and => tg. . 0 
The Church-Rosser property pictorially is represented as in Figure 
3.1. The use of Church-Rosser properties for issues like "tree mani­
pulation systems" was investigated by Rosen [38]. 
The Church-Rosser property guarantees that any two reduction 
sequences starting with a tree t which end in normal forms, end in 
the same normal form. We should note that t may have a normal form 
and also an infinite sequence of reduction. In order to find a 
normal form whenever such exists, we have to choose a reduction se-
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Figure 3.1 Church-Rosser property 
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quence carefully. If for each tree p, there is a constant kp» such 
that, no more than kp successive applications of the transformation 
(applying E to p) are possible, starting with p and if a transfor­
mation is iteratively applied to p until no longer possible, a unique 
tree p is reached then we call such a transformation (=>) Finite 
Church-Rosser (FCR). Formally, we define FCR as below. 
Definition 3.7 [Finite Church-Rosser] 
We say => is Finite Church-Rosser (FCR) if 
(1) for each p in T^, there is a constant kp such that if P |> q, 
then n<k„> and 
- P 
(2) q^, qg E NORM (P) implies q^ = q^. n 
We state the following theorem from [1] without providing the proof. 
Theorem 3.8 
Let |> be a relation on T^, then => is FCR if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) for each t in T^, there is a constant k^ such that if t => t' 
then n_<k^, and 
(2) for all t in Tj, ,if t |> t^ and t |> tg, then there is some 
* * 
tg such that tj => tg and tg 0 
The following example illustrate the Church-Rosser property for stack 
data structure. That is, there is a normal form for all t in T^. 
Example 3.9 
Let N = {Stack, Data, Boolean} = {S, D, B} be a set of sorts 
and z be an N-sorted signature as: 
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Z(A,D) = {1,2,3,4,5,UNDEFINED} 
Z(A,S) = {NEWSTACK, UNDERFLOW} 
z(SD,S) = {PUSH} 
Z(S,S) = {POP} 
Z(S.B) = {ISEMPTY} 
E(S,D) = {TOP} 
Also, let E = {62,62,63,64,65,60} such that 
el: POP[NEWSTACK] = UNDERFLOW 
e2: POPCPUSHEX^Xg]] =.,Xj 
eS: ISEMPTY[NEWSTACK] = TRUE 
e4: ISEMPTY[PUSH[XJX2]]= FALSE 
eS: TOP[PUSH[X^Xg]] = 
e6: TOP[NEWSTACK] = UNDEFINED 
Now let 
t = POP<PUSH<PUSH<POP<PUSH<NEWSTACK 3»2>5» 
then 
*  * 1 * 3  ' 2 1\ ' 3  
where 
tj = POP<PUSH<PUSH<NEWSTACK 2>5», 
tg = PUSH<POP<PUSH<NEWSTACK 3»2>, 
tg = PUSH<NEWSTACK 2> 
t^ is the normal form of t and it is unique. Thus, the Church-Rosser 
property is automatically satisfied. Since the order of elements 
is important in stack data structure* it can be proved that there 
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is a unique normal form for all t in T^. It will be shown that 
this is not true for set data structure to be described short!v. • 
Our work does not directly deal with Church-Rosser properties 
in general. This is mentioned in this context because of its rele­
vance to this research. We are,however,concerned with the notion 
of "reduced trees", which are defined after a brief discussion of 
the preceding example. 
We should note that it is possible to include the REPLACE 
operation for stack data structure. That is» we may add s(SD,S) = 
{REPLACE} to E such that REPLACEES,d) replaces the topmost element 
of stack s with data value of d. Thus, informally we can write 
e9: REPLACE{S,d) = PUSH(POP{S),d) 
The equation (e9) is not completely well defined because if stack s 
is empty the POP(s) will cause an underflow. In Chapter 5,we will 
remove this drawback and introduce a more powerful class of equations 
(known as Horn clauses or conditional equations) that can handle 
these cases. 
3.5. Reduced Trees under Rewriting Systems 
This section introduces the definition of the "cycle set" of 
a tree f in z and the "reduction" of a tree f in % under tree 
rewriting systems. These definitions are crucial in our developments 
for the following chapters. Basically, if fei, then the cycle set 
of f is the set of trees, which makes a circle. That is, if feZ and 
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f =>.fj =>f2 ... => and =>f then {f^ f^} is the cycle 
set of f. There may exist other circles for a given f, but we will 
select an appropriate one. 
Below, the definition of " cycle set of a tree" and related 
concepts are given. 
Definition 3.10 [Cycle Set of a Tree] 
Let f be in Ë and E be a set of equations associated with z. 
+ * The "cycle set of f under E" is the set {g/f=>g|>f} and is desig­
nated by [f]g. Note that if for every g such that f=>g we have 
g/^f, then [f]^ = 0. The cycle set of f (i.e., [f]^) is said to 
be "final" if ge[f]g and g=>h implies he[f]g. Also, we will use the 
phrase "final cycle set of f" to denote that the cycle set of f is 
final. The subscript E will be left out when understood from the 
context. 0 
Definition 3.11 [Irreducible Tree] 
Let f be a tree in Ë. Then f under E is called "irreducible" 
if there does not exist any eeE and gei such that f=>9. 0 
Definition 3.12 [Nonreducible Forms of a Tree] 
Nonreducible forms of a tree f(NONRED(f)) is the set of trees 
which are derived from f and are irreducible. That is, NONRED(f) = 
* 
fg/fg^g and g is irreducible). 0 
Theorem 3.13 
If f is irreducible then NONRED(f) = {f}. 0 
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Let f be in Ï, Then informally, the reduction of f is the 
union of two sets, namely NONRED(f) and {f'/f=>f" where f'e[f"]^ 
and [f"]g is final}. For example, if f=>g=>fQ, [f^] 
f^}, and f=>h=>fQ and [fQ]={fQ,fp and f=>f^=>f2=>f3 and fg is 
irreducible. Then the reduction of f (i.e.,[[f]]) may be pictured 
as in Figure 3.2. 
Before introducing the definition of reduction of a tree in z 
under E, we exemplify the above concepts by the following examples. 
Example 3.14 
Let N = {Set, Integer} = {5,1} be a set of sorts and z be an 
N-sorted signature: 
z(A,I) = {a,b,c,...} 
z(IS,S) = {F} 
z(A,S) = {0} 
Also, let E = {el,e2} where (for the sake of clarity, we drop out 
the domains of equations) 
el: FEX^FtXgXg]] = FEXgFCX^Xj]] 
e2: F[XjF[X^0]3 = F[Xj0] 
Intuitively, F(x,y) is the operation to add the value of x to the 
set y. Equation el states that the order of elements in a set is 
unimportant, and equation e2 states that an element need be added 
only once. 
Let t = F<aF<bF<aF<b0»». The following reductions will 
clarify that why we are interested in selecting the "final" cycle set. 
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C M  t j i î  t ^ i î  t ,  t j i î  t j  ( n )  
*6 li h ïî 's iî h <*21 
t =^t4iî «5 à! '4 (*3) 
t " 's iî *6 Iî *5 (*4) 
where 
tj = F<bF<aF<aF<b0»» 
tg = F<bF<aF<bF<a0>»> 
tg = F<bF<bF<aF<a0»» 
= F<bF<bF<a0»> 
tg = F<bF<aF<b0»> 
te = F<aF<bF<b0»> 0 
ty = F<aF<b0» 
tg = F<bF<aj3» 
Of course, there exist many other sequences of reductions. Figure 3.3 
is the pictorial representation of the reductions (*1), (*2), (*3), 
and (*4). The above reductions imply that [ty] = (ty.tg}, [t^] = 
[tg] = {tg.tg}. 
Thus, we have 
t => t j  => tg => ty 
t => t^ => tg => t^ 
^ => ^5 tg => tg. 
The above reductions state that there are several candidates for 
reduction set of t ([[t]]); among those are [t^], [t^], and [tg]. 
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Figure 3.2 Pictorial representation of H fJ] 
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t => tj => tg => tg => => tg => tg => ty => tg 
Œt ]] 
Figure 3.3 Pictorial representation of [[ t D 
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By examining those equivalence sets, we notice that only [ty] is a 
"final" equivalence set, and the others are not final because if 
ty => gj^ or tg => §2 then gi,92E[ty] but if t^ => h then h/ê[t^]. 
Thus, [ty] is the reduction of t under E. 0 
Before studying the formal definition of the reduction of f 
(i.e., [[f]]), in % and in order to exemplify the concept of [[f]], we 
examine the following example. 
Example 3.15 
Let E = (el,e2,e3,e4} be the following equations associated with 
E. Also let f be in z such that f = aEbtXjlcEXgll. 
el: aEXjCEXgl] = 
e2: aEbEXjlXg] = 
e3: d'lXjXg] = d'UgXjl 
e4: dTEX^Xg] = d"[X2Xj] 
Using 
f{ = d'[b[Xj]X2]. fj = d'[X2b[Xj]]; fj = d"[XjC[X2]], f^ = d" 
[cLXglXj]; and applying E to f will yield the following reductions. 
(1) f  I Î  n  I I  f i  IS n  
(2) f II q II f'i IÎ f; 
Thus, (1) implies that reduction of f should be tf^fp and (2) 
implies that then should be {f'j.fg}. As we see {fj'fgl and (fj.fp 
are both in the reductions of f under E, because both are final 
cycle sets. In the first glance,it may seem that and 
{fj,fp are not equivalent (the same meaning) because they cannot 
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be reduced to each other and besides they have different represen­
tation forms. But the matter of fact is that, definition of E 
guarantees that all of f^.fg.fj.fg have the same meaning. So, we 
may consider {fj,f2»f2>f2^ as the reduction of f under E remembering 
the fact that {f^.fg} and {f^,fp are "final" cycle sets. 0 
Definition 3.16 [Reduction of a Tree] 
Given a nonterminated tree f in Ë and a set of equations E 
associated with z, we define the "reduction of f under E" (i.e., 
[[f]]^) to be the set 
[[f]]g = NONRED(f) u {f'/fg>f" and f'e[f"]^ and [f"]g is final). 
We call [[f]]g the set of "reduced trees" of f under E, or the 
set of reduction of f under E. Furthermore, if 0 = {f^ f^}, 
f.ei for i=l then [[0]]^ = The subscript E will 
be left out when understood from the context. • 
* 
Thus,xe[[f]] immediately implies that f=>x; and if fe[[f]], it means 
that f itself is in the reduced form and cannot be reduced further. 
The concept of the reduction of f will be used for construction of 
a lattice over a set of trees associated with a data structure (sig­
nature E along with equations E). An important point to note is 
that for some data structures such as set data structures, [Ef]] is 
not often a unique element (singleton set). Instead,we have many 
reduced forms for a given tree. This is because of the form of 
rewriting rules (equations). For instance, the trees ty and tg (in 
example 3.14) have the same meaning (the set {a,b}) but are distinct 
trees. 
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We next state and prove theorems and Lemmas regarding the 
reduction of trees. 
Theorem 3.17 V 
If f is irreducible the t[f]] = (f). 
Proof: From Theorem 3.14, NONRED(f) = {f}. 
* 
Also, f=>f" implies f"=f since f is irreducible. 
Then [f"] = [f] 
= {g/f=>g=>f} 
+ 
= 0 since f#>g for any g since f is irreducible. 
Thus [ff]] = {f}u 0 = {f}. 0 
Lemma 3.18 
Let E be a set of simple equations associated with E . Let t^ 
be in i(A,s.) for i=l,...,n and w=Sj...s^; and P,qei(w,s). If 
[[P]]g = [[q]]g. then 
[[Pj_(ti,...,t^)]]E = [[qj_{tj,...,t„)]]E. 
Proof: Case (1): P,qez(x,s), then the lemma is trivially true. 
Case (2): P,qeZ{w,s), then property [[P]]^ = [[q]]g implies that 
* * 
P|>X and q=>X where 
XeEEP]]^. Then 
* 
Py_(t^,...»Xj_(tj,...,t^}j and 
q-j-_(tl tj^)|^Xj_(t^,...,t^), which implies that 
[[Pj_(tj,...,t^)]]£ ~ t[qi-_(t2,...,t^)] 
Assuming P and q have only one cycle set. Figure 3.4 is the pictorial 
interpretation of Lemma 3.18. • 
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m • 
# 
\ 
implies 
r=^h h \ i 
& 
qT.(ti,...,tn) 
Figure 3.4. fiictorial representation of Lemma 3.18 
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Lemma 3.19 
Let E = {e^ e^} be a set of simple equations associated 
with z. If [[P]]g = [[P']]g and = [[t'j]]g for i=l,...,n 
then [[P^_(tj,...,t^)]]g = [[P|_(ti,...,t^)]]g. 
Proof: Let q^-e[[t^-]]g, then q^-£[[t^l]]£ since = [[tj]] for 
i=l,...,n. 
Then [[P^_(ti,...,t^)]]^ = [[P7.(qi....,q^)]]£ since q.G[[ti]]g 
= [[P|_(qp...,q^)]]£ from Lemma 3.18 
= [[Px_(tp...,t^)]]£ since q.e[[tl]]£. • 
z 
3.6 A Lattice Theoretic Approach to 
Equivalences in Tree Rewriting Systems 
We now review some lattice theory needed for our development. 
We first define the term "partially ordered set" and the concept of 
a "lattice" [12, 43]. Then the notion of a "complete lattice" will 
be shown for a set of trees under tree rewriting system. 
3.6.1. Lattice theory background 
Definition 3.20 [Partially Ordered Set] 
A "partially ordered set" (poset) is a pair (L,-) where L is 
a nonempty set and à is a binary relation on L satisfying the following 
properties: for all b^.bg.b^eL : 
(1) b^ab^ (reflexive). 
(2) b^kbg and bg^b^ implies (antisymmetric). 
(3) b^&bg and bgsbg implies b^kbg (transitive). • 
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Definition 3.21 [Least Upper Bound, Greatest Lower Bound] 
Let {L,à) be a poset, and let bj and bg be elements in L. An 
element aeL is called a "greatest lower bound" (GLB) of bj and 52» 
if bj^a, b2^a, and if for any a'eL, b^^a' and b2^a' imply a^a'; and 
a is designated by a=GLB(bpb2). Similarly, an element ceL is called 
a "least upper bound" (LUB) of bj and b2, if c^bj, c^bg, gnd if for 
any c'eL, c'^b^ and c'^b2 imply c'>c; and c is designated by c=LUB 
(BJ,B2)• D 
Definition 3.22 [Lattice, Complete Lattice] 
A "lattice" is a poset (L,^) in which every pair of elements 
has a GLB and a LUB. A lattice is called "complete" if 
LUB(H) and GLB(H) exist for all HçL. 0 
We next define a binary relation ^ between components of a poset 
determined by i. 
Definition 3.23 [Binary Relation] 
Let 0={f^ f^}, f\EË for i=l n, and P(0) be the set of 
all nonempty partitions of 0. For all Ti2»ïï2eP(0), if and only 
if every x^'^2 ® subset of some yen^. Q 
It is left to the reader to verify that P(0) under binary rela­
tion >_ forms a poset. 
Example 3.24 
Let 0={fj»f2»f3}. Then 
P(0)={{fj,f2,f3}, {{fj}, {fg.fg}}, {{fg}, {fi.fg}}, 
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P(0) under binary relation ^ can be pictured as Figure 3.5. • 
In the preceding example, we did not consider any application of 
a set of equations, E, to a set of trees (0). We will now discuss 
the application of E over components of P(0). The idea is to find 
distinct normal forms of elements of 0 under E. These concepts are 
exemplified below. 
3.6.2. Example: introducing 1(0) 
Example 3.25 
Consider Example 3.14. Let T={t2,t2,tg,t^} such that; 
ti=0 
t2=F<aF<c0>> 
t3=F<aF<bF<aF<0>?» 
t4=F<bF<aF<a0»> 
Without considering any equation (i.e., applications of E to T), 
P(T) has to be pictured as in Figure 3.6. Applying E={el,e2} of 
Example 3.14 to elements of T yield: 
Œ tjD = {tj} 
Œ tg] = 
[[ tjD = {t^.t^} 
E t^]] = {t^,tp 
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where 
t2=F<cF<aj3» 
t^=F<aF<bj8» 
t^=F<bF<a0» 
As we see, there are only three distinct representation forms for 
T. Thus, after applying E to P{T) the resulting components must put 
t^ and t^ together in braces (the same class). That is, since tg 
and t/j have the same reduced forms, their meaning must be equal. 
Now if we just keep those components of P(T) such that tg and t^ are 
together, then the result will be Figure 3.7 and we will denote it 
by L(T). 0 
Since is defined both for terminated and nonterminated trees, 
thus, we can talk about L(0). We should note that the bottommost 
element of L(0) has a property such that the elements in braces ('{', 
'}') are equivalent and those in different partitions are unequivalent. 
Intuitively, L(G) indicates the relationships between © and E (equa­
tions). That is, it shows all of the interpretations that are possible 
for elements of 0 under E. Obviously»L{0) is a subset of P(0). 
The following definition will be used for construction of L(0) 
under E directly. Then,we will prove that L(0) is a "complete 
lattice". That L(0) is a complete lattice indicates that we will not 
have endless reductions for a tree t in T^ under E. Furthermore, the 
bottommost element of L(0) gives the final representation for 8. 
That is, equivalent trees fall into one class. 
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{f,}, {fo}. {fo} 
Figure 3.5 P({f2,f2»f3}) under binary relation .> 
{A,B,C,D} 
{A} {B} {A,C} {A,B} {A,D} {C} {D} 
{B.C,D} {A,C.D} {B.D} {C,D} {B,C} {A,B,D} {A,B,C} 
{A} {A} {B} {A} m {C} 
{B} {O {C} {D} {D} {0} 
{C,D} {B,D} {A,D} {B,C} {A.C} {A.B} 
CT> 
o^ 
A = t, 
B = t; 
C = tq 
D = t| 
Figure 3.6 The lattice with four elements (P(T)) 
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Figure 3.7 Effective lattice: L(T) 
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Definition 3.26 [L(0)] 
1. 0eL(0). 
2. if TreL(0), w={A } ,  A.=A'.uAV, A'-nA;,-j3, and [ [A!]]  n 
1 J J 
E Aj 1 =0 then m' = {A^ Aj,Aj,. . .  ,A|^}eL(0). 
3. nothing else is in L{0) unless constructed by (1) and (2) above. • 
In the following example, we show how to compute the greatest lower 
bound of ÏÏJ and wg (GLBfn^.ng)) for irj, in L{0). Then, we provide 
a formal definition of and LUBCirpUg). 
Example 3.27 
L e t  ® = { f s u c h  t h a t  f ^ . e i  f o r  i = l , . . . , 6 .  Let 
ïïj> wgcLfG) such that 
TT2={{fi.f4}, {fg.f]}. {fg}, {fg}}. 
Then 
LUB(7rj,TT2)={{fj.f2,f3.f4}, {fg.fg}}, 
GLB(Trj,ÏÏ2)={{fj}. {fg}, {fg}. {f4},{f5}, {fg}}. 
That is, GLBfn^s^g) is the intersection of every element of with 
every element of ""2' leaving out empty sets, and LUB(w^,?2) is the 
union of every element of with every element of if those two 
elements have a common element. It can be verified that if ir^ and 
are elements of in a set of effective partitions of L(0) then GLB 
(ïïj.TTg) and LUB(Trj,TT2) are unique elements. This property comes 
from the definition of L(T) and the binary relation • 
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Definition 3.28 [®, 6] 
Let TTj, ngcPfG) such that and 
Then 
ïï2^(!m2={Z2,Z2,... ,Z|^}eP(0) such that for each l<££k, 
is the smallest set such that 
1. Z^nAj=Aj or 0 for l<j<ni; and 
2. ZjnB^.=Bj or 0 for ijjgi. 
ï ï j^®Tr2={Zj>Z2,.,,  ,Z^}eP(0) such that for each ll&<r, Z^ is the 
largest set such that 
1. Z^nAj= 1^ or 0 for Ifjlm; and 
2. Z nB.=Z or 0 for l<j<n. • 
Ji J £ 
The preceding defines the operations A and ®. We now state and 
prove some properties of * and ®. 
Lemma 3.29 
For all in P(0), 
(a) 1^2*^2—^1' 
(b) 
(c) TT^^ir^eTTg, ÏÏ2^iTj®Tr2 
(d) 
Proof: Suppose •^i={Aj A^}, ÏÏ2={B^,...,B^}, and Trj^<i)ir2={Zp...,Z|^}. 
(a) the proof of '<^•^^'^2^1 and '^^*^2-^2 immediate from Defini­
tion 3.28, since each A^ or B^ is a subset of the element of 
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(b) for proving part(b), we have and Now, 
let and ir^^Tg. Then Hence, 
Also, we have hence, ngW^xr^eng. 
Thus, by antisymmetry 7T^<img= 
(c,d) Proof of parts(c) and (d) are left to the reader. • 
We exemplify the Definition 3.28 by the following example. 
Example 3.30 
Let 0={f|/f^.eË for i=l 12}, and 
'n'i~{{fl»f2'^3»^4}» {fg'^gsfy}, •tf0sfgK •Cfio»^ll'^12^^~^^l*^2' 
iT2~^'f^l'^2^' ^^3»^4'^8^' ^^9'^10^' ^^ll'^12^' {fg}» {fg:fy}}= 
{62,82,Bg,B^,Bg,Bg} 
Then 
^^1'^2'^3'^4'^8'^9'^10'^11'^12 ^^5'^6'^7 ^ 
from definition. where I.^=l^=lçT and Z2=Z", 
Z'nA. = A. i=l,3,4 
Z'nAg = 0 
Z'nB^. = B. 1 = 1,2,3,4 
Z'nB.= 0 j=5,6 
J 
r' n k .  = 0 i=l,3,4 
Z"nA2 - A2 
Z'- 'nB. = 0 i=l,2,3,4 
Z"nB. = B. j=5,6 
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Similarly, 
7rj®Tr2={{f^.f2},{f3,f4}, {fg}, {fg.fy}, ffg), {fg}, {f^, 
fig}}. D 
While Definition 3.28 for a and ® is simple, it is not con­
structive. The following two algorithms give a construction for 
computing and ir.mg. In order to facilitate the algorithms, 
we use the following assumptions: 
TTj— {Aj , . . . jAj^} , 
Ï Ï2~{B I ,...,B^}, and 
Where Tf={Xj>X2 
SUM (Figure 3.8) computes and MUL (Figure 3.9) computes 
The statements in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 enclosed by the symbols 
{ and } are descriptive comments. 
Theorem 3.31 
SUM(n2^m2)=n^6n2 
MUL( ï ï j^,tt2)=Ï Ï J ® ï ï 2 .  0 
Theorem 3.32 
If irpTT2eP(0), then LUB(n^,m2) and GLB('n'j^,'n-2) exist and are in 
P(G). 
Proof: To prove the theorem, first we show that LUBfn^.ng) exists 
and is in P(0). Before proving the theorem, we restate the definition 
of and %2={B2,...,B^}, then 
Zj^}eP(9) such that for each llJik, Zj is the smallest set such that 
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function SUWCiTpïïg: P(0)): P(0); 
{The function SUM computes } 
{such that Trj={Aj,...,A|j^} and 
{ n - n ^ u # 2  '  •  •  ^  
begin SUM;=0; 
for i:=1 to m do 
begin 
Z:=A^; 
for j:=l m+n ^ 
begi n 
if (ZnXj^0) 
then Z:=ZuXj 
end; 
SUM:=SUM u{Z}; 
end; 
end; {end of SUM} 
Figure 3.8 Algorithm for computing 
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function P(0)): P(8); 
{The function MUL computes } 
{such that Tr2={Ap...,A|^} and B^}} 
{Tr=ïïj^uiiï2={Xp...,X|^^} } 
begin MUL:=j8; 
for i:=l to m ^o 
begin 
Z:=Ai 
for j:=1 to m+n do 
begin 
if (ZnXj^P) 
then Z:=ZnXj 
end; 
MUL:=MUL u {Z}; 
end; 
end; (end of MUL} 
Figure 3.9 Algorithm for computing 
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1) ZjnA^=A^ or 0 for and 
2) Z.nB =B or 0 for l^A<n. J Si, x, 
Now, suppose and "^2-^2 "here %3=(C2,...,Cp}GP(0). We claim 
that^^TT^f^g' Suppose, by way of contradiction, Then 
consider the set Tr'={D/D=CjnZj,C^.and ZjGn^&mg}. First, ÏÏ' 
is a partition. Secondly, Thus, every D is a subset of 
some Zj. Now, consider DnA^ for some A^, then 
DnA^=C^.nZjnA^ since D=C^nZj 
=C^.nA^ or C^n# since ZjnA^=A^ or 0 by definition 
of 
=A^ or 0 since C^-nA^=A^ or 0 because 
Similarly, DnBj^=B^ or 0, and each D is a subset of some Zj. Thus, 
we have found a Tr'eP(0) such that each D in n' is a subset of some 
Zj in ïïjdjTTg. Thus, Zj is not the smallest set with properties (1) 
and (2) of definition of ir^dJirg. This is a contradiction. Hence, 
Tr,>ïïi*Tr„. Also, from Lemma 3.29 we have TT,dMr_>TT, and 
J— 1 c 1 c~ 1 1 c— e. 
So far we have: 
TT^TTg imply TTgXtri (bTTg 
Thus, by Definition 3.21, n^dm2=LUB(w^,n2). Next, we prove that 
n^@n2=GLB(n^;^). Again, we restate the definition of 
n2®n2={Z2,...,Zp}Gp(G) such that for each llilr, Zj is the largest 
set such that: 
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1') ZiiA =Z- or 0 for and 
J x- J 
2') Z/iB =Z. or 0 for l_<£<n. J JT J  
Now, suppose '^2-^3 "^ere n2={R^,...,R^}GP(0). We claim that 
Tr^®Tr2^Try Suppose, by way of contradiction, Consider the 
set 
n"={D/D=R.uZ., R.eTT , Z.En\@m_, and RUnZ.f#}. 
I  J  1 J  J  ^ 'J  
Note that IT" is a partition of 0 (i.e., ir"eP(0)). Now consider DnA^ 
for some A^. Then 
DnA^=(RjUZj)nA^ since D=R^uZj for some Zj with R^nZj^d 
= {R^.nA^)u(ZjnA^) from distribution law in set theory 
Now we identify four cases; 
Case 1: R^nAg=R^ and ZjnAj^=Zj so, DnAj^=R^uZj=D 
Case 2: RjnA^=R^. and ZjnAj^=0. This is impossible because R\^nZj^0 
and R.|ÇA^. ' 
Case 3: R^.nA^=0 and ZjnA%=Zj. This is impossible because Z^sA^^ and 
R^nZj^p 
Case 4: R^.nA^=0 and so, DnA^=0 U0 = 0 
Thus, DnAj^=D or 0. Thus [)nB^=D or 0, and each D is a superset of 
Zj(Zj=D). Thus, Zj is not the largest set within the properties (!') 
and (2'), and this is a contradiction to our assumptions. Hence, 
T^2®'^2-^3' Also, from Lemma 3.29, we have and 
In conclusion: 
2' ^2-^l®^2 
imply 
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Hence, ï ï^®ï ï2=GLB{ï ï j ,ï ï2). • 
Note that the proof of Theorem 3.32 gives the corollary below. 
Corollary 3.33 
Let Then LUB(%2,?2)=n^&n2 and GLB{Trj,ÏÏ2)=Trj®Tr2. 0 
Theorem 3.34 
P{0) is a lattice. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.32, since 616(^^,^2) and LUBfn^.ng) exist for 
all then by Definition 3.22, P(0) is a lattice. 0 
3.6.3. Basic results about L(Q) 
Figure 3.7 indicates that L(0) is exactly a subset of P(0), and 
elements of L(0) have the same relationships to each other as they 
have in P(0). Also, Theorem 3.32 indicates that P(0) is a lattice 
since GLB(n^,%2) and LUBfn^.mg) exist for all in P(0). Further­
more, it will be proved that if P(0) is a lattice then the subset of 
P(0) (i.e., L(0)) is a lattice. Before proving that L(0) is a lattice, 
we define a "sublattice". 
Definition 3.35 [Sublattice] 
Let (L,l) be a lattice and fcL. Then is a "sublattice" 
of L if and only if z is closed under both operations GLB and LUB. 0 
Definition 3.35 indicates that a sublattice itself is a lattice. 
Theorem 3.36 
If n2,%2EL(G)5P(0), then GLB(n^,n2) and LUB(Trj,7r2) are in L(0). 
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Proof: We have already proved that LUB(Tr^,7rg)=Tr^*Trg and GLB(m^,w2)= 
prove the theorem we have to show that 
are in L(0) for Let Tr2={B^,...,B^}. 
Suppose %j6n2={Z^,...,Zp} is not in L(0). Thus, there exist Z^,Zj 
such that Z^nZj=0 and EZ^En E ZjD ^0. On the other hand, we know 
that \(DTr >Tr and Tr.m >tî . Let A , A. A.-£Z. such that there 
I d i i c. L 12 k 
is no A,- = Z. where Z.=A-uA. u...uA. . Also, let A. , A. ,...,A.cZ; 
Tk+1 ^ ^ ^1 ^2 \ h r^~ J 
such that there is. no A. c Z. where Z.=A.u A u...uA. . Also, 
Jr+l J J Jj J2 Jy, 
we know that IIA^-ln CAj]=0 for all i,je{l ml. Since ttZ^-In 
IIZ.I1?^0, then there must exist A'.cZ. and I\\qL. such that [[A!]]n[[A'-]] 
J 1 1 J J 1 J 
7^0. This implies that 3^fL(0), and this is a contradiction. Hence, 
must be in L(0). Proving that is in L(0) is similar to 
proving that is in L(0) and will not be repeated here. Q 
In Theorem 3.36, we proved that L(0) is a lattice. We now 
extend the definition of GLB and LUB to a subset of poset. Later, 
we will use the following definition to prove that L(0) (or L(T)) 
is a complete lattice. 
Definition 3.37 [GLB(A), LUB(A)] 
If (L,l) is any poset and A is any subset of L, then element c 
in L is a least upper bound (LUB) of A if: 
(i) c>a for all aeA; 
(ii) xia for all aeA implies xic; and c is designated by 
c=LUB(A). 
Dually, d in L is a greatest lower bound (GLB) of A if: 
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(i)' aid for all aeA; 
(ii)' a^ for all aeA implies d>x; and d is designated by 
d=GLB(A). 0 
Lemma 3.38 
If A=[7^5....ir^} and n^l then LUB(A)=LUB(...LUB(LUB(n2,T2)*^3) 
• • • > ) • 
Proof: The proof is by induction on 1A|. If |A1=1 then A={N^}. 
Then GLB(A)=LUB(A)=n^ follows from the reflexivity of ^ and the 
definition of GLB and LUB. Now, let |A|=3 and To 
show that LUB(A) exists, set d=LUB(Trjir^), e^LUBfd.ng). We claim 
that e=LUB(A). Since d^ir^, dl^r^, and e^d, e^ir^; therefore, by transi­
tivity e^a, for all aeA. Also, assume b%T^, b^irg then b^d; also b^g 
so that b^TTg, b>d; therefore, b>e, since e=LUB(d,ng). Thus, e is the 
LUB(A). The proof of inductive step is left to the reader. • 
Theorem 3.39 
If &çL(0), then GLB(&) and LU8(&) are in L(0). 0 
Theorem 3.40 
(L(0),l) is a complete lattice. • 
Theorem 3.41 
Let Ti|^={Zj,...,Z. Z|^} be the least element of L(0) (i.e., 
ïï i^r(j for all TreL(0)). Then n Q Zj l  =0 for i^ j  and for each 
feZ,, [[ n =[[ Z.I . 
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Proof: The property of [[ Z^ .I n g ZjH =0 for is immediate from 
the definition of L(0). To prove E fl =E Z^]] for feZ^-, suppose 
Ifl fEZ^E ; then by definition of L(0), there must exist 
7î' = {ZJ^,...,Z^._J^,Z1,ZV,Z^^^,...,Z|^}eL(0) such that Zj=Z^uZ^ where 
C Zj] =E fl and Œ Zl]]n Œ ZVL =0. Thus Tr^^xr', since every element 
in ïï' is a complete subset of some element in This contradicts 
the assumption of the statement of this theorem, which states that 
for all TreL(0). • 
3.6.4. Algorithm for construction of L(0) 
We now give an algorithm for construction of L(0). Suppose, 
we are given a finite set 0 of nonterminated trees (or terminated 
trees), and a routine for computing the reduced forms of each member 
of 0. That is, given a fe0, we assume that EF] can be found under 
equations E. Then our task is to find L(0). First, we will give 
the general algorithm (possibly nonterminating) for construction of 
L(0). Then, we will impose some sufficient conditions on tree 
rewriting system (E), which will guarantee the termination of al­
gorithm. 
The technique for finding L(0) is to repeatedly refine the blocks 
(elements) of the original partition ({0}) by the following method. 
Let B be a block. Examine C bj for each b in B. Then partition;B 
in such a way that B=B'uB" where B'nB"=0. The process is iterated 
until no further refinement are possible. 
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Let 0={fj,..n>0, f^ez, for i=l,...,n; and assume the 
existence of a (possibly noncomputable) function TEST such that 
We will use the "unaryandbinaryrefinement" function (Figure 3.10) 
for construction of L(0). The unaryandbinaryrefinement operates on 
any nonempty subset of 0 and finds all of the partitions which 
satisfies the requirements of L(0). We will use the convention that 
any text enclosed by braces { and } is a comment. 
We next define a function "a11 refinements", which successively 
finds the elements of L(0) by using the unaryandbinaryrefinement's 
function. The function "allrefinements" is shown in Figure 3.11. 
Lemma 3.42 
Unaryandbinaryrefinement (X) is either (X) or {%/n is a binary 
partition {X^.Xg} of X such that H Xj]] n [[X2]]=0} 
Proof: Let X={xj,...,X|^} arid x be a fixed element of X. After 
applying the "unaryandbinaryrefinement" to X we have: 
EQ={X/TEST(X,X^ )=true,x. eX}; 
NONEQ=X-EQ. 
From the above identities, we can see that EQnNONEQ=p. Now, if 
NONEQ=0 or EQ=0 then unaryandbinaryrefinement(X)={X}; otherwise 
NONEQfg and EQ/0. We set X2=EQ and Xg^NONEQ, Furthermore, defini­
tion of the TEST function guarantees that [[ X^^]] n [[ Xgll =0. 0 
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function unaryandbinaryrefineraent(X: set): partitions; 
{X is a nonempty subset of 0={fj f^} } 
{unaryandbinaryrefinement(X) is the set of binary } 
{partitions of X with disjoint reduced forms } 
{or just X itself if X has no such binary partitions} 
begin 
refine:=0 {refine is a partition} 
for each element f.- in X do 
begin {EQ and NONEQ are binary partitions of X } 
EQ:=0;-
NONEQ:=0; 
for each element f,• in X do 
begin 
if (TEST(fi,fj)) 
then EQ:=EQ u{fj} 
else NONEQ;=NONEQ u{fj}; 
end; 
refine:=refine u-({EQ,NONEQ}-{0}); 
end; 
unaryandbi naryrefi nement:=refine; 
end; {end of unaryandbinaryrefinement function} 
Figure 3.10 Unaryandbinaryrefinement function 
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function all refinements (0 = set): poset of partitions; 
{the allrefinement function finds the elements of L(0)} 
begin 
1. if (|0|= 1) 
2. then all refinements:={0} 
3. else begin {put both {0} and its refinements into PL} 
4. PL:={{0}}u unaryandbinaryrefinement (0) 
5. repeat 
6. all refinements:=PL; 
{for each element of "allrefinements",} 
{add all possible refinements } 
{to "allrefinements". } 
7. for each A = {AJ :,...,A^}E all refinements ^ 
8. PL:=PL u{a2ua2«...a^/a^.e all refinements (A^-) 
for i=l r} 
9. until (allrefinements = PL); 
end; 
end; {end of the allrefinements function} 
Figure 3.11 A11refinements function 
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Theorem 3.43 
The algorithm all refinements (0) computes 1(0). 
Proof: The key of the "a11 refinements" algorithm is the function 
"unaryandbinaryrefinement" with the property described in Lemma 3.42. 
The proof proceeds by considering the following cases. 
Case 1: |0|=1, then the algorithm all refinements computes L(0) and 
terminates, and the conditions of 1(0) are met. 
Case 2: |0|=n, n>l, and 0={fj f^}- I" the first pass to the 
algorithm, after execution of the lines 4-6 '{Figure 3.11), 
we will have: 
PL={{0}, {EQj,NONEQ^},..., {EQ^.NONEQ^}} where EQ.uNONEQ.=0, 
EQ^.nN0NEQ^.=j3, and [[ EQ^.]] n[[ NONEQ^.]] =0 for i=l,,,.,n from 
Lemma 3.42. 
We note that, the unaryandbinaryrefinement function computes all of 
the binary partitions, which satisfy the requirements of the defini­
tion of L{0). The lines 7-8 (Figure 3.11) examines each element of 
"allrefinements" and checks whether each element of the "allrefine-
ments" can be refined furthermore; and if so, it finds all of the 
partitions which satisfy L(0), L(EQ^-), and L(NONEQ^) requirements. 
Line 9 (Figure 3.11) checks whether lines 7-8 have added additional 
elements to "a 11 refinement", if so then it repeats the process 
from line 5 and if not then it means that no further refinements 
are possible, and we have to stop. Line 6 of Figure 3.11 guarantees 
that each time in the iteration we are refining the whole possible 
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elements for generating the remaining elements of L(0). Since for 
each set we find the maximum possible binary and unary partitions; 
thus, it is impossible to exclude any element from L(0). • 
Example 3.44 illustrates the construction of L(0) by executing all-
refinements (0). 
Example 3.44 
Let 0={f2»f2'^3»^4^ and Rf^E =[[f4]]- Applying algorithm allr 
refinements to 0 will result: 
PL={{0}}u unaryandbinaryrefinement(0) 
={{0},{{f^}, ffg'fg'f*}}, {{f;,}, {f1.f3.f4}}. {{fj.fg}. {fg.f*}}} 
Now, executing lines 7-8 (Figure 3.11) for each member of L say 
(A={{fj}, {fg.fg.f^}} will result: 
L(Aj)={{fl}} since Aj={fj}; and 
L(A2)={{f2}, ^^3'^4^^ since {fg.fg.f^}. 
Thus a^ua^c {{f^}, {f2},{f3,f4}}. 
Similarly, repeating the above process for other members of L, we will 
have: 
PL={{0} , {{fj}, {f2.f3.f4}}. {{fg}' {f1.f3.f4}}, 
{{f^.fg}. {fg.f*}}, {{fi}, {fgl. {fg.f*}}} 
and allrefinements=PL. 
Now, the refinements of elements of L will not add new elements to PL. 
Hence, L=PL and this terminates the computation. Thus, "allrefine-
ments" correctly computes L(0). • 
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3.6.5. Conditions for compatibility of L(Q) 
So far in construction of L(0), we have assumed the existence 
and decidability of the function TEST. In general, it has been shown 
that the TEST function is uncomputable for tree rewriting systems 
[16, 27]. Thus, we have to consider a class of rewriting systems 
such that TEST function is computable. Hence, a basic question 
which must be answered in the construction of L(0) is what condi­
tions must be imposed on e and the tree rewriting system to guarantee 
the decidability of the TEST function and hence the halting of 
algorithm "allrefinements" for computation of L(0). 
In [16], they have imposed sufficient syntax-checkable con­
ditions on tree rewriting systems, which guarantees the termina­
tion of tree rewriting system, and hence the TEST function becomes 
computable. Briefly, we will address the problem of showing under 
what conditions the TEST function is computable. In order to talk 
about those sufficient conditions and deal with the TEST function 
* 
in terms of =>, we need to introduce the following concepts. 
Let E be a tree rewriting system associated with z, then a 
"nonterminating" reduction sequence from f is an infinite sequence 
f=>fj=>.... The reduction relation (i.e., =>) is said to be "ter­
minating" for f if there is no nonterminating reduction sequence 
from f. Let ©çË be a finite set, then -'termination over 0 is dec id-
able" if => is terminating for every f in 0. 
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Definition 3.45 [Globally Finite Relation] 
A reduction relation => is "globally finite" if for every f 
in GçË the set of f such that f =>f' is finite. • 
Shortly, we will see that global finiteness of => and finiteness of 
0 are sufficient conditions for computability of the TEST function. 
In [16, 22] they have proved the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.46 
If a rewriting relation => is globally finite and 0 is finite, 
termination over 0 is decidable. 
Proof: for each element of 0, we just have to follow all possible 
rewriting sequences until we either reach a terminal form (normal 
form) or a cycle. By global finiteness, there can be only finitely 
many such sequences and each is of finite length. • 
Lemma 3.47 
There is no decision procedure for global finiteness of tree 
rewriting systems. • 
Lemma 3.46 implies that if => is globally finite and 0 is finite then 
termination over 0 is decidable. Termination over 0 indicates that 
we are able to compute [[ fl for every f in 0. Hence, if the condi­
tions of Lemma 3.46 are satisfied then the TEST function becomes com­
putable. So, the only thing we need to find, are sufficient conditions 
for global finiteness of => . We need the following concepts from 
[16] for deriving those sufficient conditions. 
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Definition 3.48 [Size of Tree] 
The size of a tree feZ is the number of function (operation) 
and variable symbols it contains. Denoting this SIZE(f). For 
example, we have SIZE(f[glX^X^X^jj)=5. 0 
Definition 3.49 [ Nonexpanding Rewrite Rule] 
A rewrite rule L = R is "nonexpanding" if SIZE(L)>SIZE(R). 
Furthermore, a tree rewriting system (E) is nonexpanding if and 
only if every rewrite rule in E is nonexpanding. • 
We can now state the following Lemma proved in 116]. 
Lemma 3.50 
If a rewriting relation => is nonexpanding, it is globally 
finite. • 
From Lemma 3.50, we can derive the conditions for computability of 
L(0) using the algorithm allrefinements (0) in Lemma 3.51 and Theorem 
3.52 below. 
Lemma 3.51 
Let the rewriting relation => be globally finite and 0={fj 
f^}, n>0, be a finite set. Then the TEST function (equality of 
reduced forms) is computable. 
Proof: Lemma 3.46 implies that the termination over 0 is decidable. 
This implies that Œ f^-Il is computable for i=l n. Furthermore, 
global-finiteness of => indicates that H f\.]] is a finite set. 
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Thus, given any f^ and fj, it is possible to write an algorithm 
which can test whether [[f,-]]= because Œf.Jand Œf.]] 
• J • J 
are finite. Hence, the function TEST is computable. • 
Theorem 3.52 
Algorithm "allrefinements" halts if 0 is finite and the reduction 
relation => is globally-finite. 
Proof: Let 0 be a finite set and => be a globally-finite. Then 
from Lemma 3.51, the TEST function (function for testing equality of 
reduced forms) is computable. Hence PL of Figure 3.11 is computable. 
Thus, the algorithm "a 11 refinements"' halts if 0 is finite and the 
reduction relation => is globally-finite. 0 
3.7. Conclusions 
We have introduced rewrite rules as directed equations. It 
provides a formal way of simplifying the elements of data structures 
to obtain "reduced forms". An equation (L=R) is considered as a 
rewrite rule (R is usually simpler than L) and one simplifies any 
tree having the form of L to the form R. Thus, for Ë the set of 
rewriting rules can form a systematic method for simplifying elements 
(for example, trees) of data structures and rewriting rules enable 
us to obtain a lattice for a set of trees in Ê. 
We proved that under a binary relation (^) the set of all nonempty 
partitions of a set of trees 0ci form a lattice, called P(0). Then 
by using the concept of reduced forms we described a sublattice L(0) 
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of P(0). Furthermore, we proved that L(0) is a complete lattice. 
We found that the least element of L(8) is the most useful one, 
since it is the element where the "equivalent" elements of 0 are 
put in the same block. 
We have investigated an algorithm for construction of L(.0), 
given a function for test of equality of reduced forms (TEST). In 
general the TEST function is uncomputable. But, we investigated 
sufficient conditions to be imposed on rewrite rules to guarantee 
that the function TEST (function of equality of reduced forms) is 
computable. We should note that imposing those sufficient conditions 
restricts the class of rewrite rules. In Chapter 5, we will work 
with more powerful rewriting rules, called conditional rewriting 
rules (or Horn clauses), which are more generally applicable. Before 
delving into that, however, we study tree transducers and the relation 
between tree rewriting systems and tree transducers in Chapter 4. 
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4. NATURAL TREE TRANSDUCERS 
In this chapter, we will describe "tree transducers" in terms 
of homomorphisms between algebras. Our tree transducers will 
transform syntax trees of one grammar into syntax trees of another 
grammar. 
4.1. Introduction to Tree Transducers 
In this section,we will be concerned with the concept of tree 
transducers. Basically, a tree transducer is a machine that takes 
a tree as an input and produces another tree as an output [7]. 
The concept of a tree transducer is crucial in our developments 
for implementation of data structures. 
4.1.1. Construction of a tree transducer within L(9^) and L(9^) 
This chapter is concerned with the translation (implementation 
of a data structure by another one) and construction of "natural 
tree transducers". Here, we focus on translations which are 
specified by a finite set of rules, a tree transducer. Our first 
task is to examine how to construct a "natural" tree transducer 
from Lattices L(0^) and LfOg). That is, given 0. £ L(GL) 
for i=l,2; and their least elements L^ and Lg respectively, does 
there exist a translation from Ty to T„ ? Can we use L, and 
^1 2 ^ 
Lg to find that translation. That is, can we produce the finite 
set of rules (tree transducer) defining that translation? 
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After establishing the context for tree transducers, we will 
see in Chapter 6 to determine the implementation of a source data 
structure by a target data structure. To do this, however, we 
examine issues regarding "consistency" of the constructed tree 
transducer within the equations (tree rewriting systems) in this 
chapter. 
This chapter presents a method for giving the finite speci­
fication of a tree transducer, using the least elements of L(0j) 
and LfGg). To illustrate the construction of a tree transducer 
(finite set of rules) and in order to exemplify the concept of 
construction of a tree transducer using the least elements of 
L(0^) and LfOg), we present the following examples. 
4:1.2. Informal construction of a tree transducer 
Example 4.1 
In this example we show how to construct a tree transducer 
using the least elements of L(0j) and L(02). Consider , 
and for i=l,2 such that: 
Nj.= {SET,nDATA, BOOLEAN} = {S,D,B}, 
Ng = {LIST, ATOMS} = {L,A} 
signature signature E. 
Zj(X,S) = {#} 
Zl(A,D) = {0,a,b,c,d,e z} 
Zj(DS,S) = {INSERT,REMOVE} 
Zl(S,D) = {SIZE} 
ZgfX.L) = {NIL} 
Z2(L,L) = {REVERSE} 
Z2(A,L) = {MAKE} 
Z2(LL,L) = {APPEND} 
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Zl(D,D) = {SUCC} EgfAL.L) = {CONS} 
Eglx.A) = {0,1,...,9} 
As before, in specifying the equations of and Eg we will 
eliminate the domain of equations (the complete version of set 
data structure will be given again in Chapter 5). 
equations E^: 
(1): INSERTtXiINSERTtXgXg]] = INSERTtXglNSERTLXiXg]] 
(2): INSERT[XjINSERT[Xi0]] = INSERTW^^] 
(3): REMOVEtXiINSERTEXiXg]] = REMOVEU^Xg] 
( 4 ) :  R E M O V E [ X j R E M O V E C X j X g ] ]  =  R E M O V E [ X ^ X g ]  
(5): SIZE[0] = 0 
(6): SIZECINSERTEX^Xg]] = SUCCtSIZELXg]] 
equations EQ : 
(1)': APPENDENIL Xj] = Xj 
(2)': APPEND[MAKE[Xi]NIL] = MAKEIXj] 
(3)': APPENDCAPPENDEMAKEtX^JXgjXg] = APPEND[MAKE[Xj]APPEND[XgXg]] 
(4)': CONSEXjX^] = APPENDEMAKECX^lXg] 
( 5 ) ' :  R E V E R S E E N I L ]  =  N I L  
( 6 ) ' :  R E V E R S E [ C O N S [ X j X ^ ] ]  =  A P P E N D [ R E V E R S E [ X 2 ] C 0 N S [ X ^ N I L ] ]  
( 7 ) ' :  R E V E R S E [ R E V E R S E [ X j ] ]  =  X ^  
Now let ©1 = •t^'i>f2'^3'^4'^5'^6^and Gg = (f'i,f'2'f'3'f'4' 
f'5 } £^2 where: 
fj = INSERTEXjXg] 
fg = INSERT[Xj INSERT[X20]] 
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fg = INSERTEXglNSERTEXi#]] 
f4 = INSERT[a INSERTEbX^]] 
fg = INSERT[X2lNSERT[XjINSERT[Xj|33]] 
fg = INSERTEb INSERTEaXg]] 
= CONStX^Xg] 
= CONS [XjAPPEND[NIL X^U 
= CONSEX^CONSEXg NIL]] 
= CONS[2CONS[3 X3]] 
= APPEND[MAKE[XJ]MAKE[X2]] 
Let L^ be the least element of L(0^) for i=l,2, then 
L^ ~ {fj}j'[f2>^3»f5>^> (f^ifg}} ~ {A2JA2»A23' 
L2 = {{f^.f^}, {f^,f&}, {f^}} = {8^,82,83} 
Figure 4.1 shows the pictorial representation of L(0j) and Lfe^). 
Figure 4.1 gives an informal picture for construction of a tree 
transducer for implementation of a source data structure (set) by 
target data structure (list). Also, in Figure 4.2 we picture 
the informal tree transducer by using arrows (-^). That is, we 
associate each element of L^ (the least element of L (®|^)) to a 
unique element of L2 (the least element of L^Gg)) (bijections). 
We can construct many tree transducers, regarding Figure 4.2. 
Informally, for example and Tg (below) are two possible tree 
transducers, which are equivalent. 
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a) L(0,): 
Figure 4.1 LfG^) and 1(02) 
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Row Possible Source Trees Possible Target Trees 
(1) {fj} > {fj.fp 
(2) {fg.fg.fg} > 
(3) 
Figure 4.2 Picture of an informal tree transducer 
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row source tree target tree 
3 
3 
1 
1 
• 
4.1.3. Tree transducers, tree translation 
Tree transducers are mechanisms which transform trees into 
other trees. Tree transducers are used to define the translation 
of trees from one language into another. 
Tree transducers have been examined by several researchers, in­
cluding Engelfriet [7], Thatcher [40], and Baker [3] to mention a 
few. Our development follows that of Krishnaswamy and Strawn [31], 
who investigated conditions to be imposed on tree transducers to 
guarantee that they induce semantic-preserving translations. 
Our algebraic tree transducers process their inputs in a 
bottom-up (frontier-to-root) fashion. It reads a subtree (source-
tree of a row of a tree transducer) of the input tree at a time 
and produces its output tree (target-tree of the same row of the 
tree transducer). 
Example 4.2 
Consider tree transducer of Example 4.1 in this chapter. 
In this example, we illustrate translation table for an algebraic 
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tree transducer whose source trees are in and target trees 
are in Figure 4.3 is a translation table for Tg. Informally 
in Figure 4.3, for each we draw an arrow from Xj of source 
tree to X^. of target tree to show the attachment of the trans­
duction of subtrees at the leaf nodes of source tree to target 
tree. • 
The tree transduction performed by a tree transducer t is 
defined to be a set of ordered pairs of trees such that 
t can produce output tg from input t^. Figure 4.4 illustrates 
a transduction by the tree transducer of Figure 4.3. Note that 
in the translation table for a tree transducer every variable 
which appears in the right side of a rule must appear in the 
left side, but not every variable which appears in the left side 
need be in the right side. 
4.2. Formal Definition of a Tree Transducer within 1(0^) and LfGg) 
To begin with, we provide the definition of a tree transducer 
(finite set of rules), which is just syntactic. Later on, in 
Chapter 6, we will consider translations which are determined 
by syntactic and semantic considerations. Thus, we will consider 
tree transducers which specify how to replace trees in the source 
data structure with semantically equivalent trees in the target 
data structure. The key problem is in finding the finite set of 
rules which correctly specify the translation. 
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m. SOURCE TREE TARGET TREE 
INSERT CONS 
APPEND X X X 
NIL 
APPEND INSERT 
MAKE INSERT MAKE X 
CONS INSERT 
b INSERT CONS 2 
X a X 3 
Figure 4.3 Pictorial representation of tree transducer Tg 
INSERT 
INSERT 
INSERT 
b) transduced tree 
Figure 4.4 A tree transduction by tree transducer Tg 
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First, we provide the general definition of an algebraic tree 
transducer and then we give a definition for natural tree trans­
ducers, which can be built by using the least elements of LfG^) 
and L(02). 
4.2.1. Algebraic definition of a tree transducer 
The algebraic tree transducer and other related concepts are 
defined below. 
Definition 4.3 [Signature Representation] 
Y = (z',z, n,n) is a "signature representation" if z' is repre­
sented in E via representation functions n and w. 0 
Definition 4.4 [Algebraic Tree Transducer] 
An "algebraic tree transducer" is a pair T = (Y^YG) of signa­
ture representations Y^. = for i=l,2. The algebraic 
tree transducer determines a family of tree transductions {TRANS 
(T,s)/seN'} where 
TRANS(T,s) = {(hj(t).h2{t))/tGT^,, 
h.: T^i->-T-, for i=l,2 is a unique homomorphism from I L 
T;,}. 
Furthermore, if PeE', is called a "row" of tree 
transducer T, and we write this as 0 
Thus, a tree transducer (T) may be specified by homomorphisms h^ AND 
hg as illustrated in Figure 4.5. In this case, the tree transducer 
T is given by the composition HGOH^^. 
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Source 
Trees 
Target 
Trees 
Common \ 
Representable 
Signature . 
Figure 4.5 Informal view of a tree transducer 
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4.2.2. Example; formal construction of a tree transducer 
Example 4.5 
Consider Example 4.1 and Figure 4.2. In Example 4.1, we, in­
formally, constructed two tree transducers and Tg. Now we 
make as a formal tree transducer with full specifications as in 
Figure 4.6. From now on, if the domains of each row of a tree trans­
ducer is understood from the context, then we will eliminate those 
domains; for example, the first row of the tree transducer in Figure 
4.6 will be written as: 
•"'l TTo 
INSERTU^Xg] i P^: (R^Rg.Rg) 1 CONSEX^Xg] • 
4.2.3. Tree transducer within 1(0^) and LfQo) 
Definition 4.6 [Tree Transducer within 1(0^) and LfOg)] 
Let 0^ £ be a finite set and L^. be the least elements of 
L(GL) for i=l,2, such that = {Aj,...,A^} and Lg = (Bj B^}. 
If there exists signature representations for 
1=1,2 such that z' = {P^,...,P^} and for each j=l,...,n, iT^(p}EAj 
and TTgtPjeBj.PeZ', then T = (V^JYG) IS a "tree transducer within 
L(0^) and L(0g)." Note that by this definition if P^fPj, then 
Tri(Pi)^Tri(Pj) and ^ 
Our definition of tree transducers within L(0^) and 1(02) 
differs from the definition of a tree transducers that has been 
developed in [31]. The difference is that we do not allow repeated 
source (target) trees in the tree transducer rows, while in [31] they 
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N' = {RpR2> 
s'CR^Rg.Rg) = {P}} 
E'CR^RjRg.Rg) = {Pg.Pg} 
niCRj) = D 
nifR^) = S 
1st row of Tj 
2nd row of 
3rd row of T ^  
n2(Ri) ~ A 
^ L 
= INSERTEXiXgjOS 
ir^CPj) = CONSCXjXg]^'-
'"ifPg) = INSERT[XiINSERT[X20]]DDS 
wgfPg) = CONSEXjCONSEXgNIL]]^*-
'iTjCPg) = INSERT[a INSERTLbXg]]'^'^^ 
'  wgfPg) = C0NS[2 C0NS[3 
Figure 4.6 Full specification of tree transducer 
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permit this. That is, if t is a tree transducer within L(0j) and 
1(02) then TTj and are injections from Z' into 0^ and respec­
tively. Later on, we will remove this condition. 
4.2.4. Mono tree transducer 
Next, we define a restriction on tree transducers within L(0j) 
and [(Qg) called "mono" tree transducers. These will be used in proving 
the major theorems of this chapter. The phrase "mono" is from the 
concept of "monotonicity" which is the property of a function when 
it gives larger values for larger arguments. 
Definition 4.7 [Mono Tree Transducer] 
Let t = (YpYg) be a tree transducer within L(0^) and LfOg) 
which determines a family of tree transductions (TRANS (T,s)/seN'} 
where 
TRANS(t,s) = {(hi(t),h2(t))/teTj,. ,h^.: T^.-q"-, for i=l,2 
is a unique homomorphism from T , to T-,}. I 
If hj(P) = Pp h^(q) = q^, and SIZE(Pi)>SIZE{qi) implies that 
$IZE(P)>SIZE(q) then t will be called a "source mono tree trans­
ducer". Similarly, if hgfP) = P2» h2(q) = q2, and SIZE(P2)l 
SIZE(q2) implies that SIZE(P)>SIZE(q) then t will be called a 
"target mono tree transducer". Furthermore, t is called a "mono 
tree transducer" if it is both source mono and a target mono tree 
transducer. • 
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4.3. Introduction to Properties of Tree Transducers 
As we shall see in Chapter 6, signature E, equations E, and 
tree transducers will be used for implementation of a source data 
structure by a target data structure. Properties of tree trans­
ducers (consistency, semiconsistency) within equations is going 
to be introduced for checking the implementation of a source data 
structure by a target data structure. That is, given a tree trans­
ducer T and sets of equations (source equations) and Eg (target 
equations) we will examine whether each equation in E^ is a "theorem" 
of the target language. In order to define properties of tree 
transducers, we need to define the following concepts, 
4.3.1. Source tree and transduced tree 
The following definition will be used in finding the output tree 
(transduced tree) given an input tree via a tree transducer. 
Definition 4.8 [^] 
Let t = (y2>Y2) be a tree transducer within L(0j) and L^gg) 
where 0^. £ and = (z'for i=l,2 and 
TRANS(t,s) = {(hj(t),h2(t))/teT^,, h^: T^.-^Tg, for i=l,2 is a 
unique homomorphism}. 
Let hj be the derived homomorphism of h^ for i=l,2. Then we write 
'if; 
(1) there exists a fes', and 
(2) h^(fg,[yi y^]) = [h.(yj)...,fi^.(y|^)] for i=l,2. • 
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4.3.2. Informal discussion of tree transduction 
Definition 4.8 enables us to transform a nonterminated tree 
(tree with variable) into a nonterminated tree by using a tree 
transducer. Without having the Definition 4.8, we were just able 
to transform terminated trees into terminated trees. In order to 
see how the preceding definition works, we consider the following 
example. 
Example 4.9 
Let t be a tree transducer with a single row such that: 
7rj{P) = b[Xjb[XjX2]h 
ngfp) = clcfXiXglXg); and PeE'(qq,q} 
Let f = P[P[X2X2]X3] such that fez', then h^(f-, = 
btb[Xj[b[XjX2]lb[b[Xj blX^XgjjXgll^ufh^tyii.h^tygï.h^fyg)) and 
hg/fg,(yi,y2'^3)) = c[c[c[c[XjX2]X2lX3]X2]-,(h2(yi),h2(y2).h2(y3)). 
Hence, we can write 
h^Cf^i (ypy2.y3)) = fi(hj(yi),h^(y2).hi(y3)); and 
h2(fz'(yi,72:^3)) = 
where 
fj = b[b[Xi[b[XjX2]]b[b[Xj b[XjX2]]X3]]; 
fg = c[c[c[c[XiX2]X2]X3]X3] 
Thus f^:^2" ^ 
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4.3.3. Informai discussion of consistency of tree transducers 
We now present an example to illustrate the need for the con­
cepts of "semiconsistency" and "consistency" of tree transducers. 
In the next section,we develop these ideas formally. 
Example 4.10 
The purpose of this example is to introduce the concept of semi-
consistent and consistent tree transducers related with a set of 
equations. 
Let Nj = N2 = {H and be an N^-sorted signature and E| be a 
set of equations associated with for i=l,2; such that 
signature signature 
Zj(II,I) = {+,*} 
Z j ( X , I )  =  { 0 , 1 }  
ZgdI.I) = {-./} 
Zgd.I) = 
ZgfA'I) = {0,1,°=)} 
E^: source equations Eg: target equations 
(al): +[X^X2] = +[X2Xi] 
,(a2): +[XjO] = X^ 
(aS): «[X^Xg] = «[XgX}] 
(bl): -[X^O] = X^ 
(b2): MMXj]] = Xj 
(53): :[0] = 0 
(a4): *[0 Xj] = 0 
(a5): *[1 Xj] = Xj 
(b4): -[OX^] = iCXj] 
(b5): -[XjMXg]] = -[Xg-rXi]] 
(b6): /[Xj 1] = Xj (a6): +[*[XjX2^*tV3" = 
«iXl+EXgXg]] 
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Cb7): /[G Xj] = 0 
(bS): /[X^O] = « 
(b9): /[1/[1 Xj]] = Xj 
(blO): /[Xj/El Xg]] = /[Xg/LlXj]] 
Now, let - ^ 1» ^nd Gg = {fj, fg, ^4} where 
fj = +[XiX2] fj = -[XjPXg]] 
2 = iiXgXi] =/[Xi/ElXg]] 
3 = «[XiXg] = 0 
4 = nXgXj] = 1 
Then and Lg are the least elements of Lfo^) and LfOg) such that 
*-1 " {f3,f4}, {'5}, {fg}}; and 
L g  =  { { f [ } ,  { f p ,  { f ^ } ,  { f ^ } } .  
Figure 4.7 shows the pictorial representation of L(0^). Pictorial 
representation of is similar to Figure 4.7 and will not be 
repeated here. Examining and Lg will lead to the following tree 
transducer : 
row source tree target tree 
1 tlX^Xg] -[Xj-IOXg]] 
2 *[XiX2] /[Xi/[1X2]] 
3 1 1 
4 0 0 
A 
B 
C 
D 
{C} 
{A,B.D} 
{A} 
{B.C.D} 
{A} 
{B} 
{C} 
{D} 
{A} 
{D} {B.C} 
{B} 
{C} {A.D} 
O 
'O 
Figure 4.7. Pictorial representation of L(0^) 
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Suppose that a source (target) data structure has been repre­
sented by and Ej (Zg and E^). In order to verify that tree 
transducer t within and LfOg) implements source data structure 
by target data structure, we have to prove that each equation of 
source data structure is a "theorem" of target data structure. That 
is, if e = (L,R)GE, , L;^', and RàR', then [[L'Bp = [R'H  ^  must 
i ^ i ^2 Eg 
be true for every e in E^. 
Let us show how to prove +[XjX2]= +[X2X2], regarding the fact 
that target data structure has already been implemented. Using 
A = -[X2~[0X2]] and B - -[Xgi^EOX^]]: 
+[X2Xi]^B 
Now, we have to show that Œ AB _ = [[ BJ _ , 
h ^2 
ŒAI E^ = {-[X1MX2]], -[X2MX1]]}, 
ŒB]] 2^ = {-[Xg-tX}]], -[Xi-tXg]]}. 
Thus, II AI r- = Œ BJ p and this implies that properties of source 
^2 2 
data structure (equations E^) can be established by using properties 
(operations) of target data structure. 
Also, to prove *[OXj] = 0, we have *[0X2]^/[0/[lXj]] and 
0 ^ 0  
So, we have to show that HO] p = Œ/[0/[lX,]]]] ^ 
h h 
H O ]  _  =  { 0 }  
h 
[[/[O/ElXj]]]] = {0} since /[0/[lXj]] 0. 
Verifying other equations of E^ is left to the reader. 
I l l  
4.4. Formal Definition of Consistency and Semi consistency 
In this part,we will be concerned with the notion of a "con­
sistent" and "semiconsistent" tree transducers. These concepts 
will be used in Chapter 6 for the purpose of implementing a 
source data structure by target data structure. Before defining 
semiconsistency and consistency of a tree transducer, we first pre­
sent the following example. 
4.4.1. Example: Boolean type implementation 
Example 4.11 
This example implements the OR function by AND and NOT functions. 
Consider and for i=l,2. 
Zy source signature Zg: target signature 
Îj(a ,B) = {T,F} Î2,(^.B) = {T,F} 
zj{b,b) = {NOT} ZgfB.B) = {NOT} 
z^(BB,B) = {OR,IMPLIES} ZgfBB.B) = {AND} 
E^: source equations Eg: target equations 
(el) OR^X^Xg] = ORWgXj] (cl): NOT[F] = T 
(e2) OR[TXj] = T (c2): NOTET] = F 
(e3) OREFXj] = Xj (c3): NOT [NOT [X^]] = Xj 
(e4) IMPLIES[X^Xg] = (c4): ANDfXjXg] = ANDEXgXj] 
OR [NOTtXilXg] (c5): AND[TXj] = Xj 
(c6): ANDIFXj] = F 
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Furthermore, let t (Figure 4.8) be a tree transducer within l(0^) 
and LfGg) for some 0^ and Gg- Now, we show that OR function can 
be implemented by the tree transducer T and using the target equa­
tions. Hence, we have to show that equations el, e2, e3, and e4 are 
"theorems" of the target language. That is, if e = (L,R)eEj, L;^L', 
and R;:^' then IIL']] = ER'E must be true. 
T EG TG 
To prove OREX^Xg] = ORtXgX^] 
using A = N0T[AND[N0T[Xj]N0T[X2]]]; and 
B = N0T[AND[N0T[X2]N0T[XJ]]]; and 
using tree transducer T we have: 
ORtXiXg]^# and OREXgX^l^B, E A] = {A,B} and [[Bl ^ = {B,A}. 
Thus, K A]]g = implies that ORfXjXgJ = OREXgX.J. Also, in 
order to prove OR[TXj] = T, using Aj = NOT[AND[NOT[T]NOT[Xi]]] and 
Bl = T we have: ORITXjl^Aj and T^^, [[Bjl = {T}, 
Aj |> NOT[AND[F NOT[Xj]]] 
=> NOT[F] 
^2 
Thus, E AjU = H Bj]] = {T}. 
To prove OR[FXj] = X^, using A^ = NOTEANDENOTEFlNOTEXj]]] and Bg = Xj, 
and using t we have: 
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N' ={ M}, n^fM) = igCM) = B 
z' = {z'(w,n)/wEM*, neM) 
= {Pj.Pg.PgjP^.Pg.Pg} 
1st row of T 
2nd row of T 
3rd row of T 
4th row of T 
5th row of T 
6th row of T 
\(P^) = ORfX^Xg] 
ÏÏGCPJ) = N0 T[AND[N0T[XJ]N0T[X2 ] ] ]  
^(Pg) = 0R[N0T[X^]N0T[X2]] 
"gfPg) = NOTLANDLX^Xg]] 
TT^CPg) = NOTLOREX^Xg]] 
7r2(p3) = AND[N0T[XJ]N0T[X2]] 
\(P4) = IMPLIESEX^XG] 
TTgCP^) = N0T[AND[XJN0T[X2]]] 
•"iCPj) = 
TjCPj) = 
"itPe' ° F 
.^(Pe) = F 
Figure 4.8 Tree transducer T within L(G^) and 1(02) 
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OR [F Xj] ^2 ^1T®2 where [[Bgl ^ = {X^} 
Ag l> NOT[AND[T NOT[Xj]] 
=> NOT [NOT [X J] 
Eg *1 
Thus, [[Agï = {Xj}, which implies [[Agi = [[LBgll = {X^}. 
Similarly, it can be proved that equation e4 is a theorem. Thus, 
we prove that the source language (having operations OR, NOT, IMPLIES) 
can be implemented by the target language (having operations NOT, 
AND). 0 
We are now in a position to study the properties of tree trans­
ducers with respect the source and target equations. That is, to 
investigate relationships between tree transducers and equations. 
We will consider two kinds of tree transducers. First, we define 
"local consistency" and "local semiconsistency". Then, we define 
"global consistency" and "global semiconsistency". 
4.4.2. Local consistency and local semiconsistency 
Definition 4.12 [Local Consistency and Local Semiconsistency] 
Let T = (Y^jYg) be a tree transducer within L^G^) and LCog). 
Let Ej be a set of source equations and E^ a set of target equations 
associated with and Zg respectively. Then T is said to be 
"locally consistent with respect to Ej and Eg" if conditions (CLl) and 
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(CL2) are satisfied. Also, T is said to be "'locally seroiconsistent" 
from source (target) to target (source) if CLl (CL2) is satisfied. 
(CLl): for all (L=R)eE2> 
L;jrL' and R^' implies [[L"! = IIR'B 
(CL2): for all (L=R)eE2 
L'+L and R'^R implies E L'B r = K R'] r . 
T T "l ""l 
Furthermore, if T is "locally consistent with respect to Ej^ and Eg" 
and Ep Eg are understood from the context then we will leave out 
and Eg. 
4.4.3. Global consistency and global semi consistency 
Next, regarding the definition of local consistency and local 
semiconsistency, we define "global consistency" and "global semi-
consistency". 
Definition 4.13 [Global Consistency and Global Semiconsistency] 
Let T = (YpYg) be a tree transducer within L(0j) and [(Og). 
Let be a set of source equations and Eg be a set of target 
equations associated with and Zg respectively. Then T is said 
to be "globally consistent with respect to E^ and Eg" if the 
following conditions (CGI) and (CG2) are satisfied. Also, T is said 
to be "globally semiconsistent" from source (target) to target 
(source) if CG1(CG2) is satisfied. 
(CGI): If RsI g = C t , s^s', and t+t' then [5']^ = E t'] ^  , 
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(CG2): If KsH ^ = Œ t IL , s";^, and t";>t then IIs"]]_ = 
^2 ^2 1 
[ [ t ' l p  ^ 
h  
Consistency (semiconsistency) differs from the previous 
approaches [15, 39] for correctness of implementation (Chapter 6) 
of one data structure along with E^) by another (Zg along with 
Eg). In [15, 39] for demonstrating the correctness of an implementa­
tion of source data structure with respect to the target data 
structure, they establish a homomorphism from the source langauge to 
the target language. If T is "globally consistent with respect to 
Ej and Eg" and EpEg are understood from the context, then we will 
call T as a "globally consistent" tree transducer. 
4.5. Weak Syntactical Honest Tree Transducer 
In this section,we will identify another important property 
of tree transducers by using algebraic equations. Then, this 
property will be used to prove two important theorems. These con­
cepts will be generalized in Chapter 6. 
Definition 4.14 [Weak Syntactical Honest Tree Transducer] 
Let T = be a tree transducer within 1(0^) and L(Og) 
such that Yj = for i=l,2 and TRANS(T,a) = {(hj(w), 
hg(w))/hj: Tj,,-»T-, and h^ is a unique homomorphism for i=l,2}. 
Let E^fEg) be a set of source (target) equations. Tree transducer 
T is "week syntactical honest" if 
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i) T is locally semiconsistent from source to target; 
ii) Ej and Eg are non-expanding; 
iii) T is mono from source to target; 
iv) SBASE = {hj(w)/|w|<2}, TBASE = {hgCw)/|wll2}if 
* 
SB e the lease element of L(SBASE), eSB, b^.|> c^, 
Cj ^ d^ for i=l,2 implies that there exists a TB in the least 
element of L(TBASE) and dpd2 e TB 
v) = Œ TTJ(q)]] implies Eg 
= Œ Trp(q)Il r where P,qeJ:' ^ 
"2 
Definition 4.15 [Weak SYNIMPL] 
Let T = (YjjYg) be a tree transducer. Let E^fEg) be source 
(target) equations. If A => B, A;^', B;^' implies that il
[[ A'B r = Œ B'l p , then T will be called as a "weak SYNIMPL " 
^ 2  "2 
tree transducer. • 
In Chapter 6, we will generalize this definition. That is, we 
will define a SYNIMPL (syntactical implementation) tree transducer, 
that is a generalization of the above definition. In the above 
definition we require KA'E n = [[B'l] ^ if A transforms to A', 
1 "2 h  
B to B' and A F> B. A SYNIMPL tree transducer will have 
•"l 
E A ' D r  = [ [ B ' I p  i f  E A ] ] r  = [ [ B ] ] p .  T h u s ,  a  w e a k  S Y N I M P L  tg tg tj hj 
tree transducer is a special case of the more general SYNIMPL tree 
transducer studied later. 
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4.6. Major Theorems 
Theorem 4.16 
If T is a weak syntactical honest tree transducer, and [^(Eg) 
are a set of source (target) equations, then T is a weak SYNIMPL 
tree transducer. 
Proof: Using Definition 3.3, we consider three cases and we have 
t o  s h o w  t h a t  i f  A  = >  B ,  A ^ ,  B ; + D ,  t h e n  [ [  C D  ^  =  K D ]  g  .  
case (11 ' ' ' 
A=L, B=R, and (L,R) = eeEj. Let L;^' and R^'. Since T is 
honest, then T must be locally semiconsistent from source to target; 
and this implies that E L'B r = ER'% _ - Now, setting L'=C and 
tg Eg 
R'=D, we conclude that II CI p = Œ D ]] . 
2 4 
Case (ii) 
A=L- [t, t„] and B = R- [t t ], and (L,R)eE,. Let 
i  n i n  J .  
A^ and B;^, then we must have C=L'[tj t^] and D=R'[t^,...,t^]. 
Since T is honest, thus, T is locally semiconsistent from source 
to target. Hence (L,R)eE,, L+L' and R;^' implies [[L'Jc = KR'2_ 
i T T ^2 ^2 
Using lemma 3.18, we must have EC IL = ED] . 
tg kg 
Case (iii) 
A-f(t^s'^'jtj,...,t^), 
B=f(tj...,tj t^), and 
tj e^^j e=(L,R)eEj. 
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Let kS and B;^D. For proving iï CI ^ = ED] we will use induction 
T T kg bg 
on |w| where hj(w) = A. 
base step: l^|wk2 
Using condition (iv) of Definition 4.14. Letting bj=Cj=A, 
b2=A, C2=B, and b^.b^eSB, an element of the least element of L(SBASE) 
where SBASE = {hj(w)/|w|<2}. Condition (iv) of Definition 4.14 implies 
that dj=C and 4^=0 and dpd^eTB, an element of the least element of 
L(TBASE) where TBASE =(h^w)/|w|^2i}. Using Theorem 3.41,we must have 
E d . ]  =  Œ  d „ ] ]  .  T h u s ,  w e  m u s t  h a v e  Œ  C D  _  =  E D ]  .  
[^2 2 2 2 
inductive step: Given hj{w)=fj,fj |> f^, |w| = m, f^^f^, fg+fg 
which implies Œ fi]] = Œ fi] . We have to show that if hJw) = 
A, A |>B, |w| = m+1, A^, B;^D, then [[Cl = [[DI ^ . 
case (1) 
Let A = (h2(w2),... ,h2(w^)) (1) 
TIj(P) = f(...,tj,...) (2) 
B = ïïj(q)(hj(wj),...,hj{w^)) (3) 
"ifq) = f(...,tj,...) (4) 
|(P)]] E^ = 
Thus, 
E CD = E %2(P)(h2(Wi) hg(w^))]] 
EngfqifhgfW}) hgfWp))]] from (5) 
= E DI c • 
^ 2  
(5) 
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case (2) 
A=ïï^(P)(hj(Wj) hj(w') hj(w^)) 
B=Trj(q)(hj(Wj)...,hj(w")^...,hj(w^)) 
such that tj is a subtree of hj(w') and tj is a subtree of h^(w"), 
>i and h^(w') => h^(w"), and Trj(P) = %^(q). 
C=ir2(P)(h2(Wj),...,h2(w') hgfw^)) 
D=%2(q)(h2(wi),...,h2(w") h2{w^)) 
%l(P)=n2(q) implies K ^gCP)] 
EClg — I ' ^ 2 (P)(^2^^2.^'''''^2^^ )»••• ^)3 g 
= 11 %2(P)(h2(w2) x....,h2(w^))]] ^ h2(w') =>;x by induction 
= Em (P)(hp(w ) h„(w"hj,(w ))]] hpCw") => X 
^ ^ ^ r Eg ^ by induction 
= E D3 r • 
2 1 
This theorem proved that under certain conditions if A f> B, 
h 
A^C, B^D then Œ CI £ = Œ D]] ^ . In Chapter 6,.we will generalize 
this and will show (under special conditions) that if tt All ^ ~ 
•"l 
Œ BI A^. then II Cj] = E D]] 
Theorem 4.17 
Let T be a weak syntactical honest tree transducer. Let Sjp^^, 
s^sg, tt s.]g^= tt S2I and t |> s. If t^tj and then tt ^ = 
tt 
Proof: t F> s implies that t => A, => Ao=>..- f> A_ = s 
El ei 1 eg 2 e^ n 
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Now let A^.^Al and for i=l,...,n. Using Theorem 4.16, 
we conclude that EAjlg. = % for i=l,...,n-l (*1) 
2 2 
but we know that s^=A^ and thus, 
(*2) 
Comparing (*1) and (*2), we conclude that II tjl g =E t^J ^ . • 
Theorem 4.17 generalizes Theorem 4.16 by requiring that t i> s 
'"I 
in n steps where n^l (Theorem 4.16 did this only for n=l). This is 
getting closer to what we actually desire. In general, we would 
like a theorem like 4.17 to hold if t and s were equivalent, i.e., 
if I tl p "K s] . This generalization, however, will require some 
"l "^1 
additional concepts and conditions, and is developed in Chapter 6. 
4.7. Simplifications, Summary 
We have examined the problem of constructing an algebraic tree 
transducers using the concept of lattice theory. Then,we identified 
certain important properties of tree transducers (consistency and semi-
consistency) within the source and target equations. We then developed 
the concept of "weak syntactical honest" and "weak SYNIMPL" tree 
transducers. Also, we proved that if a tree transducer (T) is weakly 
syntactical honest then T is a weak SYNIMPL. The concepts of this 
chapter will play an important role in the development of Chapter 6. 
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5. CONDITIONAL REWRITING SYSTEM 
The definition of some data structures (signature z along with 
equations E) requires the use of conditional equations (rewrite rules), 
that is, equations which do not hold for all possible substitutions 
of expressions for the variables, but which hold only for substitu­
tions which satisfy some conditions. 
5.1. The Idea of Conditional Rewrite Rules 
In this chapter, we investigate conditional rewriting rules 
(conditional equations). One of the important implications of con­
ditional rewriting rules is that it provides a powerful machinery 
for expressing the properties of complex data structures. By using 
simple equations, equations discussed earlier, we will only be able 
to work with fairly simple data structures. In general, it will 
be shown that simple equations are not sufficient for expressing 
the properties of data structures. Indeed, there exist data struc­
tures (array, set, ...) which have finite conditional specifications 
but only infinite equational specifications. 
5.2. Related Work and Discussion 
Simple equations and conditional equations for expressing the 
properties of data structures (signature Z along with equations E) 
can be seen in Guttag et al. [16], Goguen [9], Huet and Oppen [23], 
Thatcher et al. [41], and Liskov and Zilles [34]. Some of the 
researchers used conditional equations without distinguishing between 
equations and conditional equations. 
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In [41], they argue that using conditional equations allows 
powerful deductive techniques for establishing correctness of im­
plementation of data structures. Also, in [4:1] they provide examples 
demonstrating that conditional equations are powerful than simple 
equations. They give a data structure whose properties can not be 
expressed by simple equations but can be expressed by conditional 
equations or by an infinite number of equations. 
The approach taken by [16] and [14] involves the introduction 
of an auxiliary function "if-then-else". They have provided suffi­
cient conditions for termination of equations using the if-then-else. 
Guttag et al, [16]. and Thatcher et al. [42] also have focused on 
using specification of data structures with using if-then-else •: 
function. 
Our research formalizes and provides a notion of conditional 
equations which differs from the above works. Our approach handles 
the if-then-else concept using Horn clauses. 
5.3. Conditional Equations versus Simple Equations 
The purpose of this section is two fold. First, we introduce 
an example, which shows the necessity of introducing the "conditional 
equations" and shows the drawbacks of simple equations. Then, after 
introducing the concept of equivalence data structures (Chapter 6), 
we will prove that the "conditional equations" are "more powerful" 
than simple equations. 
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Example 5.1 
This example considers conditional equations in a data structure 
context. Consider the integer set data structure SET (signature z 
along with a set of equations), which has operations to create a new 
set by adding an integer to an existing set, to create a set by re­
moving an integer from an existing set, to find the largest integer 
value of existing set, and to test if an integer is in a set. These 
operations are defined over the set of Integers, the set of Booleans, 
and the set of integer sets. The functionality of operations is an 
N-sorted signature z such that N={Set, Integer, Boolean}={S,I,B}; and 
Let s be a variable which range over integer set objects (Sets) and 
i,j be variables which range over the Integers. The operation 0 
is the empty set, operation INSERT(s,i) means that insert i into set 
s, DELETE(s,i) indicates that the integer i must be deleted from the 
set s, and operation LARGE(s) yields the largest integer in set s. 
For example, DELETE(INSERT(s,i),j) is observably equivalent to 
INSERT{DELETE(s,j),i) only if i and j are not equal. Also, we assume 
that in the SET data structure outlined above, adding the same integer 
twice should have no observable effect. This property can be expressed 
Z(S,I) = {LARGE} 
Z(X,I) = {0,UNDEFINED} 
2(1,1) = {SUCO 
Z(SI,S) = {INSERT,DELETE} 
E(X,B) = {TRUE,FALSE} 
E(S,B) = {ISEMPTY} 
Z(SI,B) = {MEMBER} 
E(A,S) = {0} 
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by the equation: 
(i=j) = INSERT(INSERT(s,i),j) = INSERT(s,i) (*1) 
where ":3" stands for implication. Equation (*1) is a "conditional 
equation" and indicates that INSERT(INSERT(s,i),j) can be replaced 
by INSERT(s,i) only if i=j. Also, let the order of adding integer 
be unimportant to the SET data structure, which can be expressed by 
the equation: 
INSERT(INSERT(s,i),j)=INSERT(INSERT(s,j),i) (*2) 
ThuSiequations (*1) and (*2) can be used and combined to establish 
equivalences among elements of SET data structure. Informally, the 
equations (E) for SET data structure has shown in Figure 5.1. We 
should note that every expression in the integer Set operations 
(T„ ) is equivalent to an expression of the form: 
^S 
INS ERT<...INS ERT<0,i J >...i^> 
where i,<i„<...<i„. 1 2  m 
In Figure 5.1, equations (2), (3), (4), (8), (9), (13), and (14) 
are conditional equations. Thus,a conditional equation is a 
tuple <b,e> where b is a coolean condition and e=<L,R> is a simple 
equation, which is called the consequent of the conditional equation. 
Conditional equation <b,<L,R» is like a law but the equality of 
expressions L and R does not always hold. That is, whenever Boolean 
condition b holds then L can be replaced by R. 0 
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s is a variable over Sets 
i and j are variables over Integers 
(1): DELETE (0,i) = 0 
(2): (i=j)=DELETE(INSERT(s,i)J) = DELETE(s,i) 
(3): ( i j)= DELETE (I NSERT(s,i)J) = INSERT(DELETE{s,j).i) 
(4): (i=j)3lNSERT(INSERT(s,i),j) = INSERT(s,i) 
(5): INSERT(INSERT(s,i),j) = INSERT(INSERT(s,j),i) 
(6): LARGE(0) = UNDEFINED 
(7): LARGE(INSERT{0,i)) = i 
(8): (i<j)=LARGE(INSERT(INSERT(s,i),j)) = LARGE(INSERT{s,j)) 
(9): (i>j)=LARGE(INSERT(INSERT(s.i),j)) = LAR6E(INSERT(s,i)) 
(10): ISEMPTY(0) = TRUE 
(11): ISEMPTY(INSERT(s,i)) = FALSE 
(12): MEMBER(0,i) = FALSE 
(13): (i=j)3MEMBER(INSERT(s,i),j)) = TRUE 
(14): (i/j)=MEMBER(INSERT(s,i),j)) = MEMBER(s,j) 
Figure 5.1 Equations for SET data structure 
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5.4. Formal Definition of Conditional Equations 
By studying Example 5.1 we observe that, it is possible to 
' include conditional equations in specification of data structures. 
The benefit of conditional equations is that they yield more precise 
specifications for expressing the properties of complex data 
structures. First, we give the definition of "z-Boolean condition", 
which will be used in formalizing the definition of "conditional 
equations". 
Definition 5.2 [z-Boolean Condition] 
Let z be an N-sorted signature. Then "z(w,s)-Boolean condi­
tions" are defined as 
1) TRUE and FALSE are z(w,s)-Boolean conditions. 
2) if bpb2ez(w,s) then (b^ rbg) is a z(w,s)-Boolean condition. 
3) if b^ibg, and b are e(w,s)-Boolean conditions then (b^' and 
b2)>(bi or b2), and (not b) are z(w,s)-Boolean conditions. 
Furthermore, we write "z-Boolean condition" (or just "z-Boolean") 
instead of "z(w,s)-Boolean condition" whenever w and s are understood 
from the context. Q 
We will be mostly interested in z-Boolean conditions. Now, let 
us see how to evaluate z-Boolean conditions. 
Definition 5.3 [Evaluation of a z(w,s)-Boolean Condition] 
Let b be a z(w,s)-Boolean condition and let the symbol s -,, v 
and & respectively used for negation, disjunction (or), and con­
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junction (and). Let A be a s-algebra. Then the evaluation of b^ 
is defined using a function EVAL as below: 
1) if b^=TRUE or b^= FALSE then EVAL(b^)=by^. 
2) if f',f"EZ(w,s), v .eA for i=l,...,n, w=s,...s , and I 5^ 1 n 
b=(f'=f") then 
y „ ) )  =  
Sometimes,we write EVAL(b^) for EVAL(b^(yj,...,y^)) when 
are understood. 
3) if b^=(b^ and bjj). then EVAL(b^)=EVAL(b^)&EVAL(bp 
4) if b^=(b^ or bp then EVAL(b^)=EVAL{bp^V EVAL(b"^) 
5) if b^=(not bp then EVAL(b^)=-,EVAL{bp. • 
For the preceding definition, if algebra A is understood, then 
we will leave out the subscripts of A. 
Definition 5.4 [Conditional Equations] 
Let Z be an N-sorted signature. A "conditional equation" is 
a tuple c=<b,e> where b is a Ë(w,s)-boolean condition and e is a 
simple equation of the form e=<L,R>ei(w,s) x z(w,s) as discussed 
earlier. If c=<b,e> is a conditional equation then e is called the 
"consequent" of c and we write <b,e> in the notation. 
c: b 3 e 
Furthermore, if A is a r-algebra, then A "satisfies" <b,e> if and 
only if for all (yp»• • x...x A^ , EVAL{b^(yj,...,y^))=TRUE 
implies that ^n^' ^ z-algebra A "satisfies" 
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CE (a set of conditional equations) if and only if A "satisfies" 
every c in CE, and is called a (z,CE)-algebra, and the class of 
all (z,CE)-algebras with all homomorphisms between them is denoted 
A signature z along with CE determines the class of ALG(z,CE) 
of z-algebras satisfying CE. The class of ALG{E,CE) of z-algebras 
satisfying a family CE of equations has an "initial algebra" which 
is obtained as a "quotient of by the smallest equivalences 
satisfying CE" [41, 42]. Also, we should note that conditional equa­
tions include the definition of simple equations. That is, if 
<L,R> is a simple equation then it can be replaced by a conditional 
equation such as <TRUE, <L,R». That is, regardless of any condi­
tion L can be replaced by R. 
Definition 5.5 [Application of CE to Î] 
Let z be an N-sorted signature and let CE={c2 c^^} be a 
set of conditional equations. Let c=<b,<L,R» be in CE. Then => 
c 
is a relation defined as 
(i) if f^=L, f2=R, and EVAL(b-)=TRUE then f^ =>f^. 
(ii) if f' =Lj(t2»• • • » f""Rg(t2,...,t^), and EVALfb^ft^,..., 
t ))=TRUE, then f =>f". 
m c 
ALG(Z,CE). • 
(iii) if f^^fy (y^»• • • syj»• • • »yjjj)» 
f2=^j and 
• 
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Furthermore, f^={f'/f =>f'), for every c in CE}, and 
if f'ef^g then we write f => f'. 
If <b,<L,R» is a conditional equation,then <L,R> will be treated 
as a directed rewrite rule, as discussed earlier. For a conditional 
equation c, the relation => will be called a "reduction" relation. 
Also, if CE is a set of conditional equations, then we denote the re-
t * + flexive and transitive closure of by => and -> respectively. 
Likewise, , and denote the complements of these rela­
tions. The subscript CE will be left out when understood from the 
context. Also, from now on the terms "conditional equations", 
"conditional rewriting system", and "conditional rewrite rules" 
will be used equivalently. 
Next, we define the "cycle" set of a tree and the reduced form 
of a tree under conditional equations. Actually, the definition of 
a cycle set and reduced forms of a tree under conditional equations 
are similar to the ones given in Chapter 3; but for sake of complete­
ness, we give those definitions below. 
Definition 5.6 [Cycle Set of a Tree under CE] 
Let f be in i and CE be a set of conditional equations associated 
with i. The set {g/f => g.f} is the cycle set of f under CE" and is 
designated by [f]^g. The cycle set of f (i.e., [f]gg) is said to be 
"final" if geEfJ^^ and 9 h implies he[f]^^. The subscript CE will 
be left out when understood from the context. • 
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Definition 5.7 [Reduced Tree under Conditional Equations] 
Let feZ and CE be a set of conditional equations. The "reduction 
of f under CE" (i.e.. If]] is the set 
E f ]  C E  =  N O N R E D ( f )  u {f'/f f" and f'Et f" ]^^ and [f"]^^ is 
final}. 
n 
Furthermore, if 8={fi,...,f_}, f.-ez for i=l,...,n, then [[ i n »  L c  i * " i  
[[fiH The subscript CE will be left out when understood from the 
context. 0 
Definition 5.8 [Nonexpanding Conditional Rewrite Rule] 
A conditional rewrite rule <b,<L,R» is "nonexpanding" if 
SIZE(L)^SIZE(R). Furthermore, a conditional rewriting system CE 
is non-expanding if and only if every rule in CE is non-expanding. 0 
The following lemmas are the obvious extension of Lemmas 3.18, 
3.19 to conditional equations. As the proofs are similar, we simply 
state the lemmas. 
Lemma 5.9 
Let CE be a set of conditional equations associated with %. 
Let P,qei(w,s) and t^-ei(AjS^.) for i=l,..,n and w=s^...s^. If 
[[ PB = Œ Ai then 
tt ^T-^^l'' "'^n^CE ~ ^T-^^1'" CE' O 
Lemma 5.10 
Let CE be a set of conditional equations associated with z. 
Let Peï(w,s) and P'ez(w',s). Let t.ez(x,s^.) and tlei(A,sp for 
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i=l,...,n. If HP]] ttP'l gg and Œ t^.L t!]] then 
Œ t^)ll CE^K gg' • 
Since conditional rewriting systems (CE) define a binary relation 
Qg » thus, all of the concepts of sections 3.5 and 3.6 hold for 
conditional rewriting systems. This is because of that all of the 
concepts of sections 3.5 and 3.6 are defined for binary relation =>. 
5.5. Examples: Power of Conditional Equations 
For illustration of the concept of conditional equations, two 
examples will be specified. As we shall see by a tuple, one of data 
structure components is a set of "conditional equations", which is 
associated with signature z. The first example introduces QUEUE data 
structure, and the second example will introduce BTREE (binary tree) 
data structure. Within the second example, we will use the QUEUE 
data structure for the purpose of binary sort tree. 
5.5.1. Example 1: QUEUE 
Example 5.11 
Let N={Queue, Boolean, Data}={Q,B,D} and z (Figure 5.2) be an 
N-sorted signature such that 
z(A,D) = {UNDEFINED,a,b,c,...,z} 
E(A,Q) = {NEWQ} 
Z(QD,Q) = {ADDQ} 
z(q,Q) = {DELETEQ} 
E(Q,D) = {FRONTQ} 
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Z(Q,B) = {ISNEWQ} 
e(QQ,Q) = {APPENDQ} 
E(X,B) = {TRUE,FALSE} 
We assume that QUEUE (signature z along with the following equations 
E to be defined shortly) is a class of queues intended to be a first-
in-first-out storage device whose operations are defined below: 
1) NEWQ: returns an instance of the empty queue; 
2) ADDQ(q,d): places a new item d in the queue q and returns 
the resulting queue; 
3) DELETEQ(q): deletes the oldest item in the queue q and 
returns the resulting queue; 
4) FRONTQ(q): returns the oldest item in the queue q leaving 
the q unchanged; 
5) ISNEW(q): tests if queue q is empty; 
6) APPEND(qpq2): appends q^ on left of qg such that the front 
of qg becomes the front element of the resulting queue and 
the rear of the resulting queue becomes the rear eTeuient of 
qi-
The equations(E) for QUEUE data structure is given in Figure 5.3. 
In this example, equations for DELETEQ are used in reduction of any 
arbitrary sequence of operations to its simplest form without changing 
its value. An easy way to understand equations is to conceive of the 
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TRUE,FALSE 
BOOLEAN 
UNDEFINED ISNEWQ 
ADDQ 
FRONTQ DATA QUEUE 
APPENDQ 
DELETEQ 
Figure 5.2 Signature of QUEUE data structure 
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(1): ISNEWQ[NEWQ] = TRUE 
(2): ISNEWQ[ADDQ[X^X2]] = FALSE 
(3): DELETEQENEWQ] = NEWQ 
(4): ISNEWQCXjloDELETEQEADDQEXjXg]] = NEWQ 
(5): not ISNEWQ[Xj]=DELETEQ[ADDQ[XjX2]] = ADDQ IDELETEQIX^iXg] 
(6): FRONTQ[NEWQ] = UNDEFINED 
(7): INSEWQEXjl^FRONTQEADDQEXjXg]] = Xg 
(8): not ISNEWQEXjl^FRONTQEADDQEXjXg]] = FRONTQ[X^] 
(9): APPENDQEX^NEWQ] = X^ 
(10): APPENDQEXjADDQEXgXg]] = ADDQEAPPENDQrx^XgjX^] 
(11): DELETEQEADDQENEWQ X^]] = NEWQ 
Figure 5.3 Equations of QUEUE data structure 
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set of all queues as being represented by the set of strings 
consisting of 
1) NEWQ as an empty queue; or 
2) ADDQ<...ADDQ<ADDQ<NEWQ a]>a2>...a^> as a queue of length 
n where n^l and a^j e{a,b,...,z} such that the item a^ is 
at the front and a^ is at the rear. 
The final note is that QUEUE data structure properties cannot be 
specified by just simple equations. • 
5.5.2. Example 2: BINARY TREE 
Example 5.12 
The concept of a "binary tree" can be used for sorting of 
elements. In this example, we consider a binary tree as a set of 
nodes which is either empty or a root node and two disjoint binary 
trees (called the left and right subtrees). In this example, we 
include an operation, SORT, which performs the "inorder traversal" 
of a given binary tree. Consider N-sorted signature z and equations 
E of Example 5.12. Let N' = {Binarytree}u N, z'=E u and CE=E u C 
where N' = {Q,B,D,Binarytree}={Q,B,D,T} and 
Ej(A,T) = {EMPTYTREE,ERROR} 
Zj(TD,T) = {INSERT,DELETE} 
Zj(TDT,T) = {MAKE} 
Zj(T,B) = {ISEMPTYTREE} 
Z^(T,T) = {LEFT,RIGHT} 
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Ej(T.D) = {ROOT} 
2;j(TD,B) = {MEMBER} 
E^(T,Q) = {SORT} 
Let CE (Figure 5.4) be a set of equations associated with Then 
signature z' along with the equations CE is called BTREE data 
structure. The operations for manipulating BTREE data structure 
is given below. 
a. EMPTYTREE: which creates the empty tree; 
b. MAKE: which joins two trees together with a new root; 
c. ROOT: which accesses the data at the root of a tree; 
d. LEFT: which returns the left subtree of a tree; 
e. RIGHT: which returns the right subtree of a tree; 
f. MEMBER: which tests if a given data item is in the tree; 
g. ISEMPTYTREE: which tests if a tree is empty. 
In expressing equations only the first two characters of each opera­
tion is given and with our specification, an element of BTREE data 
structure is of the form 
<leftsubtree, root, riqhtsubtree> 
such that root is greater than any item in leftsubtree and less than 
any item in rightsubtree. For example, if t=MAKE<t^ 8 where 
tj=INSERT<INSERT<INSERT<EMPTYTREE 5>9>6%; 
t2=INSERT<INSERT<EMPTYTREE 4>10>; 
then repetitive application of CE to t will yield t', that is, 
t t' and using IN instead of INSERT we have: 
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(el): IN[EM Xj] = MA[EM Xj EM] 
(e2): (Xg = X^jalNEMAEXiXgXglX^] = MAtX^XgXg] 
(e3): (Xg > X^ysINCMAEXiXgXg]^^] = MA[IN[X^X^JXgXg] 
(e4): (Xg < Xjf^INEMAtXiXgXglX^] = MAtX^XglNEXjX^]] 
(e5): MALEM X^ EM] = IN[EM X^l 
(e6): MA[EM X^ IN[X2X3]]= INEINLXgXgJXj] 
(e7): MA [IN [X^Xg ]Xg EM] = IN [IN EX^Xg ]Xg ] 
(e8): MA[IN[XjXg]X3 INEX^Xg]] = MAElN[IN[XiXg]X5]X3X4] 
(e9): DE [EM X^ ] = ERROR 
(elO): (Xg=X3)=DE[IN[XiX2]X3] = Xj 
(en): (XgfXg} :, DE[IN[XjX2]X3]=IN[DE[XjX3]Xg] 
(el2): IS [EM] = TRUE 
(el3): IS[IN[X^Xg]] = FALSE 
(el4): LE [EM] = EM 
(el5): LE MAIXiXgXg]] = Xj 
(el6): RI [EM] = EM 
(el7): RI[MA[XiXgX2]] = X3 
(elB): RO[EM] = ERROR 
(el9): ROEMAEX^XgXg]] = Xg 
(e20): ME [EM X^ ] = FALSE 
(e21): (Xg=X3)=ME KNlXiXglXg] = TRUE 
(e22): (XgfX3)3ME [IN [XjXg ]X3 ] = ME ] 
(e23): SO [EM ] = NEWQ 
(e24): SOBMAEXiXgXg]] = APPENDQ[ADDQES0[Xj]Xg]S0[X3]] 
Figure 5.4 Equations CE of BTREE data structure 
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t'=IN<IN<IN<IN<IN<IN<MAKE<EM 5 EM>9>6>10>4>8> 
and the concept of tree t' may be pictured as Figure 5.5. Applying 
SORT operation on t' will yield a sorted queue. 0 
5.6. MAjor Theorem 
After defining a few syntactic issues about tree transducers, 
which are associated with conditional equations we will state a 
theorem. Likewise,sections 4.4.2. and 4.4.3. we define local con­
sistency, local semiconsistency and global consistency and global 
semiconsistency under conditional equations. 
Definition 5.13 [Conditional Local Consistency and Semiconsistency] 
Let T = (YpY2) be a tree transducer within L(0^) and LfGg) 
and CE. be a set of conditional equations associated with z. for 
• i; 
i=l,2. Then t is said to be a "conditionally locally consistent" 
if the following conditions (CCLl) and (CCL2) are satisfied. 
Also, t is said to be "conditionally locally semiconsistent" from 
source (target) to target (source) if CCLl (CCL2) is satisfied. 
(CCLl): for all (b,<L=R>)eCEp 
if EVAL(b^^(tj t^))=TRUE, then 
if Lj_ (tj t^)^L' and 
^1 
Rj_ (tp...,t^)|R' then 
^1 
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Figure 5.5 Representation of a binary tree (sort tree) 
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(CCL2): for all (b',<L'=R'>)eCE2 
if (tj t^), 
H  
R^j_ (tj tj|), and 
H  
EVAL(b'^(tJ t^))=TRUE, then KLD R] 0 
Definition 5.14 [Conditional Global Consistency and Semiconsistency] 
Let T = be a tree transducer within 1(0^) and LfG^) 
and let CE^ be a set of conditional equations associated with 
for i=l,2. Then T is said to be "conditionally globally consistent" 
if the following conditions (CCGl) and (CCG2) are satisfied. Also, 
T is said to be "conditionally globally semiconsistent" from source 
(target) to target (source) if CCGl (CCG2) is satisfied. 
(CCGl): if [I si =[I t , 
s^s' and t^t' 
then [Is'Il(^^^= Ct'I 
(CCG2): if Œ s"3 Œ t"] , 
s^s" and t^t" 
then II sII _|- ~ [[ tj pp . 0 CEi 
Definition 5.15 [Conditional Week Syntactical Honest Tree Transducer] 
Let T = ( y yy , ^ )  be a tree transducer such that i :^.=(z',n^-,Tr^.) 
for i=l,2 and TRANS(T,a)={(hj(w),h2(w))/h^-: T^,-^T-i and h^ is a 
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unique homomorphism for i=l,2}. Let CE^, CEg be sets of conditional 
equations for source and target, respectively. Tree transducer T is 
"conditional week syntactical honest" if 
i) T is conditionally locally semlcorisistent from source to 
target; 
il) CEj and CEg are nonexpanding; 
iii) T is mono from source to target; 
iv) SBASE={hi(w)/|w|<2}, TBASE={h2(w)/|w|<2}, if SBe the least 
element of L(SBASE),b^.b^eSB, b^ => c^., for i=l,2 
implies that there exists a TB in the least element of 
L(TBASE) and d^.d^cTB; 
V) [[ TTI(P)]] Œ Tri(q)ll implies [[ W2(P)]] % *2(9)% CEg 
where P,qeZ'. • 
Theorem 5.16 
If T is a conditionally weak syntactic honest tree transducer, 
then T is a weak SYNIMPL tree transducer. 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 
4.16 and will not be repeated here. • 
5.7. Summary and Results 
We have extended the concepts of Chapter 3 to conditional equa­
tions. In the next chapter, we will see the application of such 
equations to define data structures. Simple equations are not able 
to specify the properties of complex data structures. This draw­
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back is removed by introducing conditional equations. 
We have also examined the proof of constructing an algebraic 
tree transducer whose properties are related to conditional equations. 
We believe that in many ways, the benefits of using conditional 
equations to simple equations are similar to the benefits of using 
"context-free languages" to "regular languages". 
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6. DATA STRUCTURE IMPLEMENTATION AND CORRECTNESS 
In this chapter, we develop a general technique to implement 
one data structure (the source data structure) in terms of another 
(thfe target data structure). In the algebraic framework, we will 
consider a data structure as a signature z along with a set of 
equations. Given algebraic specifications of data structures ^ 
and an "implementation of ^ by is defined on the syntactical 
level of specifications and on the semantic level of algebras. 
First, we give the basic definitions and constructions for 
specification of data structures. Secondly, implementation of the 
source data structure by the target data structure will be defined. 
Then, correctness of implementation will be considered. It will be 
shown that the concept of consistent and semiconslstent tree trans­
ducers are useful for provably correct implementations,. That is, 
the correctness of an implementation can be demonstrated from 
concepts of consistency. 
Finally, we will show that there exist data structures which 
have finite conditional specifications but only infinite equational 
specifications. Implicitly, this chapter shows that initral z-
algebras are important algebras because they are not only can be 
used for defining the semantics but also used for proving properties 
of data structures. 
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6.1. Related Work and Discussion 
The algebraic approach to the specification, correctness and 
implementation of data structures has been examined by several 
researchers, including Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright [10], 
Guttag [13], and Goguen [9] to mention a few. Guttag [13] and 
Goguen [9] have used algebraic equations for an implementation of a 
data structure. Related work has been done by Hoare [17]. In our 
approach, the syntax associated with a data structure is merely 
the signature of a context-free grammar and its semantics is given 
by an algebra. 
Guttag's technique is programming language independent. Goguen's 
work implements a data structure by using algebraic homomorphisms. 
Parsian [36], similar to Guttag, developed the following idea. Suppose 
a data structure ^ along with its operations is to be implemented in 
a language L2. Let LI be another language that includes all primitives 
for manipulating the data structure If we can now translate 
from LI to L2, we would have "implemented d in L2". 
Thus, there are several approaches to make the notion of imple­
mentation of a data structure precise. Our method is:one way we 
can implement a source data structure by a target data structure and 
prove the implementation correct. We introduce a conceptually 
simple but adequate notion of data structure implementation in terms 
of tree transducers and equations. Our approach defines the set of 
rules (a tree transducer) to implement a new (source) data structure 
by an old (target) data structure. 
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Guttag [13] argues that implementation of a data structure 
d is a mapping from d to other data structures. For example, a 
stack data structure can be implemented by a pair comprising an 
array and a pointer, where the pointer indicates the position of 
top element of the stack in the array. 
Liskov et al. [33] state that "the behavior of the data objects 
(data structure) is expressed most naturally in terms of a set of 
operations that are meaningful for those objects and this set 
includes operations to create objects (data structure elements), 
to obtain information from them, and possibly to modify them". 
In our approach to implement a source data structure by 
target data structure, we use the following strategy. If each 
operation and compound operation of a source data structure (^) 
can be simulated (expressed in a tree transducer) by operations 
synthesized from those in target data structure {^), then ^ 
is said to have been implemented by 
In this approach we give a precise definition for correct­
ness of implementation of data structures. Correctness of an imple­
mentation can be examined from two viewpoints: syntax and semantics. 
We will consider both of these views. 
Finally, recent attention in implementation of data structures 
has resulted in a number of data abstraction languages. For example, 
ADA [44] and CLU [33] are programming languages designed to support 
the use of abstractions in program construction. 
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6.2. Algebraic Specification of a Data Structure 
Algebraic specification techniques have been examined by several 
researchers, including Liskov and Zilles [34], Goguen [8, 9], and 
Guttag [13, 14]. The intuitive idea behind algebraic specification 
of data structures is that data are defined by the effects of opera­
tions (functions) on it, rather than by some particular representation. 
Basically, a data structure is a set of operations (z) whose 
behavior is to be governed by a set of equations (E). We now turn 
to a formal definition of a specification of a data structure. 
6.2.1. Definition of a data structure 
Definition 6.1 [Specification of a Data Structure] 
Let G be a context-free grammar, D=(G,A) be an LDS, and z be 
the signature of G. Let E be a set of equations associated with E 
that satisfies A. Then d=(z, A,E) is a specification of a data 
structure, called d. Furthermore, 
i) if E=0 then d=(z,A,E) is called 6-4free data structure" (FDS); 
ii) if E is a set of simple equations, then d^(z,A,E) is called 
a "simple data structure" (SDS); 
iii) if E is a set of conditional equations, then d=(z,A,E) is 
called a "complex data structure" (CDS). 0 
We note that if d^^z,A,0), then every element of data structure 
d is in irreducable form and cannot be reduced further. In order to 
illustrate the definition of a data structure, consider the following 
example. 
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6.2.2. Example of a data structure 
Example 6.2 
Let N={Array, Domaintype, Rangetype}={A,D,R} and i be an 
M-sorted signature such that 
e(x,A) = {NEWARRAY} 
Z(ADR,A) = {ASSIGN} 
Z(AD,R) = {ACCESS} 
z(a,R) = {UNDEFINED} 
Let B be a r-algebra<{By^,BQsBp>» {NEWARRAYgjASSIGNg,ACCESSg,UNDEFINEDg}> 
informally defined as: 
1) NEWARRAY is an empty array, 
2) ASSIGN(a,i,v) means that the array identical to a except 
possibly in the i-th position where the value is v; 
3) ACCESS(a,i) returns the value in position i of the array 
a; if a is a NEWARRAY then it returns UNDEFINED. 
These properties can be expressed by the following equations: 
(cl) ACCESS[NEWARRAY X^] = UNDEFINED 
(c2) (XgrX*): ACCESS[ASSIGN[XjXgXg X^] = X3 
(c3) not (X2=X^)3 ACCESSEASSIGNtXiXgXglX^] = ACCESSLX^X^] 
Let E={cl,c2,c3}j then ARRAY=(z,B,E) is complex data structure 
because E is a set of conditional equations. • 
The preceding example illustrates the need to separate the 
specification and implementation of a data structure. That is, 
in the specification phase we are not stating how the operations 
will be implemented, but merely specifying the properties of those 
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operations. That is, the specification of a data structure must be 
its abstraction; this should be all that a user of the data structure 
needs to know about it. The implementation of a data structure is 
a separate issue and may be done by a different person. That is, 
the implementation should be hidden from the user. 
6.3. Equivalence of Data Structures 
This section defines when data structures ^ and ^ are "equiva­
lent". We then state and prove a theorem, which indicates that com­
plex data structures are "more powerful" than simple data structures. 
Given and ^=(z,A,E2), the question is "are ^ and ^ 
equivalent"? A positive answer to this question is useful, because 
if is known to be correct then their equivalence will yield 
the correctness of d2(dl). Besides if ^  and ^ are equivalent and ^ 
has an efficient implementation, then we can choose 
First, a method for checking the equivalence of data structures 
will be presented. Then, the method will be illustrated by the example 
of linear lists. 
6.3.1. Method for checking equivalent data structures 
In order to define equivalence of data structures, we need to 
define the concept of a "theorem in E". • 
Definition 6.3 [Theorem in E] 
Let E be a set of equations associated with z. Let 
z . Then f^sfg is a "theorem in E" if and only if f^ |>f and fg ^>f 
for some f in Z. • 
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Let ^=(2,A,E^ and ^=(2,A,Eg) be data structures. The method 
for checking equivalence consists of verifying that each rewrite rule 
of Ej is a theorem of Eg, and vice versa. The following is a formal 
definition of equivalent data structures. 
Definition 6.4 [Equivalence of Simple Data Structures] 
Let ^=(z:,A,E2) and ^=(%:,A,E2) be simple data structures. If 
for every (L=R)eEj, LaR is a theorem of Eg and for every (L'=R')eE2> 
L'=R' is a theorem of Ej, then ^ and ^ are "equivalent" data 
structures. • 
Definition 6.5 [Equivalence of Complex Data Structures] 
Let ^=(^,A,C2) and ^=(E,A,C2) be complex data structures and 
v be a semantic homomorphism from Tg to A. If for every (b,<L=R>)eC2. 
and if (EVAL(b^(yj y^))=TRUE) and y^-=y{f^) for i=l implies 
that Ts a theorem of Cg for f=(fj>.->fp); and if for 
every (b',<L'=R'>)eCg. and if (EVAL(b^(w^,...,w^))=TRUE) and w.=y(t^.) 
for i=l,...,m, implies that L'g(t)=R^(t) is a theorem of for 
t=(t2 t^), then ^ and ^ are equivalent data structures. • 
6.3.2 Example of equivalent data structures 
In order to illustrate Definition 6.4 consider the following 
example. 
Example 6.6 
Let N={L,D} and e be an N-sorted signature such that 
%(\,L) = {NIL} 
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Z(D,L) = {MAKE} 
Z(DL,L) = {CONS} 
Z(LL,L) = {APPEND} 
Furthermore, let A be a z-algebra and E^.Eg be a set of equations 
(Figure 6.1) associated with Z. Our claim is that ^=(2:,A,E2) 
and ^=(z,A,E2) are equivalent data structures. In order to prove 
this, we first check that for each equation (L.RjeEg we can 
derive L=R in Ej^. For instance consider 
cl=<MAKElXj], CONS[Xj NIL]> 
Then 
CONS[XJNIL]=> APPEND[MAKE[XJ]NIL] 
=> MAKEtXJ 
ed. 1 
Thus, cl is a theorem of Ej- Verifying the other equations are similar 
and will not be repeated here. D 
6.3.3. Power of complex data structures 
Having a method for checking equivalence of data structures, we 
can show that complex data structures are "more powerful" than simple 
data structures. 
Theorem 6.7 
There exists a complex data structure with a finite conditional 
specification, which is not equivalent to any simple data structure, 
with a finite number of simple equations. 
Proof: Consider the complex data structure ODDEVEN=(z,A,E). 
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(el): APPENO[NIL Xj] = X^ 
(e2): APPEND[MAKE[Xj]NIL] = MAKE[Xj] 
(e3): APPENDEAPPENDEMAKEEXjlXgjXg] = APPENDCMAKEEXjJAPPENDEXgXg]] 
(e4): CONSEXjXg] = APPEND[MAKE[X^lXg] 
(cl): MAKE[Xj] = CONS[Xj^ NIL] 
(c2): APPEND[NIL X^] = X^ 
(c3): APPENDECONSEX^XgJXg] = CONSEX^APPENDEXgXg]] 
Figure 6.1 Equations Ej, Eg 
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Let z be an N-sorted signature, A be a z-algebra, and E be a set 
of conditional equations for ODDEVEN where 
N={Even, Natural number}={V,R} 
Z(A,R) = {ZERO}, z(x,V) = {ODD} 
Z(R,R) = {SUCC}, Z(R,V) = {RED} 
A=<A,F> where A={Ay»A|^} with 
A^={0,1,2,3,4,...} 
AY={0DD,0,2,4,...} 
F={ZERO^,SUCC^,ODD^,RED^} with 
ZERO^=0; SUCC^(x)=x+l; ODD^=ODD 
/ \ _ R X  if X  is an even number 
RED^IX^-1-ODD otherwise 
The properties of the above functions can be expressed by the following 
equations, where E={el,e2}. 
(el): RED[SUCC[ZER0]] = ODD 
(e2): (RED[X] = ODD) =RED[SUCC[SUCC[X]]] = ODD 
Now suppose d' = (z,A,E') is a simple data structure and E'={ej e^^} 
for some finite k. Suppose d' is equivalent to ODEEVEN, we will now 
derive a contradiction. Equation el in E is a simple equation and " 
could be part of E'. Obviously el could be a theorem of E'. Consid­
ering equation e2, we are now going to find for what values of X 
RED[SUCC[SUCC[X]]] = ODD is a theorem of E'. 
Define SUCC"[X] for n^O as follows: 
1. SUCC^CX] is X 
2. SUCC"[X] is SUCC[SUCC"~^[X]]. 
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Now, EVAL(RED^[W] = ODD^) is TRUE if and only if W=SUCC^"^[ZERO] 
for n>0. Hence, if the consequent of e2, 
RED[SUCC[SUCC[X]]] = ODD, 
is to be a theorem of E' we must have W=y(X) and hence X=SUCC^"^^[ZERO]. 
Thus, we have to show that 
RED[SUCCLSUCCLSUCC^""^^[ZERO]]] s ODD 
is a theorem of E' for nlO. 
We now claim that RED[SUCC[SUCC[SUCC^"*^[ZERO]]]] and ODD are 
irreducible forms in E'. This is proved as below: 
Suppose there are k equations for E'. That is, E'={ej,...,ep. 
Find an m such that none of e^ e^ have term L (lefthand side) 
or R (righthand side) equal to 
RED[SUCC^"hx]] 
or RED[SUCC^'"[X]] 
Now, let 
L^,={L/<L,R>eE'}, and 
Rg,={R/<L,R>EE'} 
Lg, and R^, are finite sets. Thus, there exists m such that 
RED[SUCC^^"^[X]]dL[,uRg,; 
AND RED[SUCC^'"[X]]^L^,UR^, 
We will show that it is impossible to have as theorems of E' 
RED[SUCC^'""^[X]] = ODD; 
( 2m (*^) 
and REDLSUCC [X]] 5 X 
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or 
RED[SUCC^'""^[X]] =X; 
( , 2m (*2) 
and REDtSUCC [X]] = ODD 
Without loss of generality let us suppose that (*1) is true. We 
will derive a contradiction. The contradiction for (*2) will be 
P 
similar. Suppose (*1) is true. Suppose X=SUCC [ZERO], then the 
following are theorems of E' 
RED[SUCC^^*^"1[ZER0]] = ODD; 
2m+P P 
and RED[SUCC [ZERO]] = SUCC [ZERO] 
But this is not true because if P is odd, then 
RED[SUCC^^*^"1[ZER0]] e ODD 
is no longer a theorem of E', on the other hand if P is even, then 
RED [SUCC^"^''[ZERO]] = SUCC^^ZERO] 
cannot be a theorem of E', for if it were, then RED^{2m+P)=RED^(P) 
where P is even, which is impossible fay definition of RED^. This 
is the end of our claim. Thus, neither (*1) nor (*2) are theorems 
in E'. But we know that either (*1) or (*2) must be theorem of E. 
Thus, 
RED [SUCC [SUCC [SUCC^""*"^ [ZERO]]]] = ODD 
must be in E' for n>0. Hence, E' must have an infinite number of 
equations, and this is in contradiction with our assumption that E' 
has a finite number of equations. • 
Hence, the preceding theorems shows that conditional equations 
are "more powerful" than simple equational ones, in the sense that 
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there exist finite conditional specifications which require infinite 
equational specifications. 
At the end of this section, we give an example of how a complex 
data structure can be equivalent with a simple data structure. One 
purpose of this example is to show that conditional equations implicitly 
contain the "if-then-else" operation, which has been used in the 
Guttag's work [14, 16]; and the other purpose is to illustrate Defi­
nition 6.5. 
Example 6.8 
Let z be an {V,R} sorted signature, A be a z-algebra, E be a 
set of conditional equations (Figure 6.2), and E' be a set of simple 
equations (Figure 6.2) such that 
E(A,R) = {ZERO}, E(R,R) = {SUCC,EVEN} 
E(X,V) = {ODD}, E(RVV,V) = {IF} 
e(R,V) = {RED} 
A=<A,F> where A={Ay,Ap} with 
AQ={0,1,2,3,4,...} 
Ay={0DD,0,2,4,...} 
F={ZERO^, SUCCy^, ODD^, RED^, EV EN^, I Fy^} wi th 
ZER0,=0; SUCC^(X)=X«; ODD^=ODD; RED,(x)= {oDo'ojhe^isr" 
The properties of the above functions have been expressed in Figure 6.2. 
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Conditional equations E: 
(1): (X = ZERO) or (X = SUCC[ZER01)DEVEN[X]-= X 
(2): (EVEN[X] = SUCC[ZERO])=RED[X] = ODD 
(3): EVEN[SUCC[SUCC[X]]] = EVEN [X] 
(4): (Xi = ZEROjpIFEXiXgXg] = Xg 
(5): not (Xj = ZERO)= IFEXjXgXg] = Xg 
Simple equations E': 
(6): EVEN[ZERO] = ZERO 
(7): EVENfSUCC[ZERO]] = SUCC[ZERO] 
(8): EVEN[SUCC[SUCC[X]]] = EVEN[X] 
(9): IF[ZERO XjXg] = X^ 
(10): IF[SUCC[Xj]X2 X3] = X3 
(11): RED[X] = IF[EVEN[X]RED[X]ODD] 
Figure 6.2 Conditional and simple equations 
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Let^=(2,A,E) and ^=(i,A,E") be complex and simple data structures. 
We now will show that d and ^ are equivalent. First, we prove 
that the consequence of equation (1) is a theorem of E'. Thus, 
we have to prove that whenever X=ZERO or X=SUCC[ZERO] then EVEN[X]=X 
is a theorem of E'. 
Let X=ZERO, then EVEN[ZERO] = ZERO; since EVEN[ZERO]=ZERO is an 
equation of E' thus EVEN[ZERO]=ZERO is a theorem of E'. Similarly, 
EVEN[SUCC[ZERO]] =SUCC[ZERO] is a theorem of E'. 
It can be verified that equations (2), (3), (4), (5) are theorems 
of E' and also, it can be proved that equations (6), (7), (8), (9), 
(10), and (11) are theorems of E. Hence d and are equivalent. • 
6.4. Implementation of a Data Structure 
Implementation of data structures will be defined on syntactical 
and semantical levels. In our work, we use algebraic equations and 
tree transducers for the implementation of data structures. 
Given data structures ^(z^,A^,E^) and tree 
transducer T is a syntactical implementation of ^ by ^ if (TJ,tj) 
eTRANS(T,s) for i=l,2 and [[ t^I g =[[ t^]] ^ implies [[ tj]] ^ =[[ tp ^  . 
Also, T becomes semantical implementation if T is a syntactical imple­
mentation and if (tj,t2)eTRANS(T,s) implies that tj and tg are 
semantically equivalent. 
Before introducing the implementation of data structures, we 
define the following concepts. 
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Definition 6.9 [Syntactically Equivalent, Semantically Equivalent] 
Let ^=(z^,A^,E^) and be data structures. Let 
T=(YI«Y2) a tree transducer such that and 
"^1 1=1.2. If (t^.tgÏGTRANSfT.s) and yj(tj)=y2{t2) then we 
say that tj and t^ are semantically equivalent. If Et^I - =[I tgl ^  
and (t^.»tl)eTRANS(T,s) for i=l,2 implies Dtp ^ =11 tp ^  , then 
1) tj and tg are syntactically equivalent within E^. 
2) tj and tg are syntactically equivalent within £2-
3) tj.tj and t^.tg are syntactically equivalent within E^ 
and Eg. • 
6.4.1. Syntactical level of implementations 
In this section we will consider syntactical level of implemen­
tation of data structures. Let ^=(J:j,Aj^,Ep and d2=(£o,A2»Eo). 
Also, let t be a tree transducer which converts elements of ^ into 
elements of If [[t^I ^^=[[ t^I ^  and t^^tj and tg^t^ implies 
Œ tjl g =[I tp g then ^ is said to have been "implemented syntac­
tically" by via tree transducer t, then it does not necessarily 
mean that {t^>t2)eTRANS(T,s) implies tj and tg are semantically 
equivalent. 
Intuitively, if ^  has been "implemented syntactically" by ^ 
via tree transducer t, then t takes elements of an equivalence class 
from ^ and associates these elements with an equivalence class in 
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That is, if A={t/E t'l p =[[ tB r for some t' over z.} then if 
ti 1 
t';|:t" and B={y/x^ and xeA) then Dt"! £ =[[yl]£ for every yeB. 
We will prove that if t is locally consistent, then it is 
possible to correctly map an equivalent class of elements of data 
structure into an equivalent class of elements of The 
following definition is the generalization of the Definition 4.15. 
Definition 6.10 [Syntactical Data Structure Implementation] 
Let CL=(G^,Aj) be an LDS, be the signature of G^, and : 
T +A. be the semantic homorphism of D- for i=l,2. Let ,A. ,E. ) I  I  i l l  
and ^=(Z2,A2,E2) be source and target data structures repectively. 
Then ^ is said to have been "implemented syntactically" in d2 by 
a tree transducer T=(YJ,Y2) where: 
1) Yj=(z',Zj,nj,n^) for i=l,2; and 
2) for tptgcTj and tjijtj, tg^t^ and Œt^I ^ =[[t2]] | implies 
tttil Œtp 
Furthermore t is called a "syntactical implementation" (SYNIMPL) 
tree transducer. • 
Thus, syntactical implementation of in ^  implies that we 
are only interested in converting the elements of source data 
structure (dl) into target data structure (d2) without checking that 
those elements have the same meaning. Basically, syntactical 
implementation of dl in ^ means that if lltjD £ =11 and tj^t^ 
and t2^t2 then Etj] g =[^2]] g . After defining the concept of a "tree 
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translation", we will introduce the formal definition of semantical 
(iiilii structure implementations. 
6.4.2. Semantical level of impléméhtàtiôhs 
Definition 6.11 [Tree Translation] 
Let Dj=(Gj,Aj) be an LDS and be the signature of G- for 
i = l , 2 .  L e t  t = ( Y J , Y 2 )  b e  a  t r e e  t r a n s d u c e r  s u c h  t h a t  Y ^ - = ( 2 ' > i r | )  
for 1=1,2, and TRANS(t,s) be a family of tree transductions such that 
TRANS(T,s)={(tj,t2)/t^-=h^-(t) for i=l,2 and teT^i where h^ is a 
unique homomorphism from T^, to T-,. Let be the semantic 
homomorphism of D^. Then a tree transduction TRANS(T,s) is a "tree 
translation" if yj(tj)=y2(t2) for all (t^.tgJeTRANSfT.s). 0 
Definition 6.12 [Semantical Data Structure Implementation] 
Let OL=(G^,Aj) be an LDS, 2. be the signature of G. and 
Ty -^A. be the semantic homomorphism of D. for i=l,2. Let 
(Zj>A^,E^) and be source and target data structures 
respectively. Then ^ is said to have been "implemented semantically" 
by ^ if 
1) ^ has been implemented syntactically by ^ via tree trans­
ducer T; and 
2) TRANS(t,s) is a tree translation for every s in N', where N' 
is the sort of common representable signature of T. 
AlsOs T will be called a semantical implementation (SEMIMPL) tree 
transducer. • 
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Semantical data structure implementation of ^ by ^ will imply 
that if tj is an element of and t^^tg, (where T is a SEMIMPL tree 
transducer) then t^ and t2 are semantically equivalent. 
6.5. Correctness of Implementation of Data Structures 
Much work on proof techniques for proving correctness of imple­
mentation of data structures has been done using Hoare-like [17, 18] 
axioms. Goguen, Thatcher, and Wagner [11] have discussed techniques 
of "canonical term algebras" for correctness proofs; [11] also gives 
a definition of "implementation" within the initial algebra framework. 
In [11], they state that the whole idea of specifications is to be 
able to use them to check the correctness of implementations. 
Actually, correctness problems arise in two separate but related 
directions: one wants to be sure one's specification is correct; as 
well as to be sure that one's implementation matches the specification. 
We will assume that the specification is correct. That is, we will 
assume that properties of the operation of a data structure have been 
correctly specified. We will be concerned only with the correctness 
of an implementation. 
Let ^=(Sj,Aj,Ej) and be source and target data 
structures, and t be a SYNIMPL tree transducer. Then, we say that ^ 
has "correctly been implemented syntactically" by ^ if t is a globally 
consistent tree transducer. Furthermore, we say that^ has "correctly 
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been implemented" by ^ if T is not only a SYNIMPL tree transducer 
but also TRANS(t,s) is a tree translation for every possible s. 
Definition 6.13 
Let be a source data structure and ^(Zg,Ag,Eg) 
be a target data structure and t=(Y2»Y2) be a SYNIMPL tree transducer. 
Then 
(i) implementation of dl(d2) with respect to is "syn­
tactically correct" if t is "globally semiconsistent" from 
source (target) to target (source). 
(ii) implementation of dl(d2) with respect to d2(dl) is 
"semantically correct" if 
(a) T is globally consistent; and 
(b) TRANS(t,s) is a tree translation. • 
6.6. Development of Correct Implementations 
In this section, we first investigate sufficient conditions to 
be imposed on tree transducers and equations to guarantee that they 
have induced correct implementations. Then, we can use these condi­
tions for establishing correct implementation of data structures. 
The least elements of the lattices developed in Chapter 3 will be 
found useful. 
6.6.1. Development of SYNIMPL tree transducer 
Let ^=(Zj,A^,Ej) and ^(Zg.Ag.Eg) be source and target data 
structures. Further, let t=(YJ^,Y2) be a tree transducer such that 
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Yi=(z',z^, TT^) for 1=1,2. First, we will impose sufficient 
conditions on E^.Eg, and T. Then,we will prove that if those 
conditions are satisfied, then T is a SYNIMPL tree transducer. 
The following definition is the generalization of the Definition 
4.14. 
Definition 6.14 [Syntactical Honesty] 
Let and source and target data 
structures. Let T={yj^,Y2) be a tree transducer such that TRANS(T,a)= 
{(hi(w),h_(w))/h.: T ,-^T-,, h. is a unique homomorphism for i-1,2}. i ^ 1 Eg 1 
Then T is "syntactically honest" if 
i) T is locally semiconsistent from source to target; 
ii) Ej and Eg are non-expanding; 
iii) T is "mono"; that is, if t^-=h{w.) for i=l,2 and t^ |> tg then 
Iwjllwgl. 
iv) Let SBASE={h2(w)/|wl_<2}, TBASE={h2(w)/|w|<2}; If SBe the least 
* 
element of L(SBASE), b,,b«eSB, c., c. d, for i=l,2 1 ^ 1C"! 1 ITI 
implies that there exists a TB in the least element of L(TBASE) 
and d^.dgcTB; 
v) Let SOURCE={n^(P)/PGZ'}, TARGET={ïï2(P)/PeI'}; 
Se the least element of L(SOLIRCE), 
Te the least element of L(TARGET), 
a,ceS, beT, and (a,b)eT implies that (c,d)eT if and only if 
deT. 
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vi) hj(w)=t, |w|>2, then there exists a v with hj(v)=t', 
|v|>|w|, and t' |> t. • 
Note that Definition 6.14 for a syntactically honest tree trans­
ducer imposes some additional constraints from the definition of the 
weak syntactically honest tree transducer (Definition 4.14). In 
particular, clauses (v), (vi) of definition 6.14 are needed to prove 
the generalization of Theorem 4.17 that we are aiming at. 
6.6.2. Correctness of SYNIMPL tree transducer 
The following theorem establishes that every syntactically honest 
tree transducer within ^ and ^ gives rise to a SYNIMPL tree trans­
ducer. Thus, the process of constructing a syntactical implementation 
can often be reduced to constructing syntactically honest tree trans­
ducer. The following theorem is the generalizations of the theorems 
presented in Chapter 4. That is, in Chapter 4, we proved that if 
A |> B, A|C, B:p, then [[ CJ g^=II D] Here, we prove that if 
[[A]] _ =[[B]] , then [[CI =[10]] ^ . 
t i  T T kg Eg 
Theorem 6.15 
If T is syntactically Honest within data structures ^ and 
then T is a SYNIMPL tree transducer of ^ by d2, 
Proof: Let R(n,m) be the following proposition: 
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if |w|gi, hj(w,)=s, 
. dn, s t, and ffs]] =[[t]] , 
S *^1 ^1 *^1 
s^', t^f, then ffs'Il g^=[[ t'J] 
In order to prove that R(n,m) is true for every n and m, we prove 
the following: 
(*1) prove that for every m, R(0,m) is true; 
(*2) prove that for every m, R(l,m) is true; 
(*3) prove that for every m, R(n,m) implies R(n+l,m). 
(*1) R(O.m) is true for every m 
In order to prove that R(0,m) is true for every m, we have to 
prove 
(*1.1) R(0,1) and R(0,2) are true; and 
(*1.2) R(0,m) implies R(0,m+1) 
(*1.1) R(0,1) and R(0.2) are true 
Let s & t, h, (w)=s, |w{^2, s-j-s', and t-+t', then we must show i T T 
that [[ s'D r t'lp . If s'=t', then we are done. Suppose s'^t'. 
t2 to 
Now s i> t implies that s=t; and |w|^2 implies that s, teSB and SB 
"l 
is some element of the least element of L(SBASE) where SBASE={hj(w)/ 
|w|^2}. From condition (iv) of Definition 6.14, letting s=bj,, t=b2; 
and bj=c^, ^2=^2'^ and s'=dp t'=d2. Thus we must have d2,d2ETB, an 
element of the least element of L(TBASE), where TBASE={h2(w)/ |w|<^2}. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.41, we conclude that Œ djl g =[[dgH and this 
implies that [[ s'J ^ =[[ t']] ^ . to to 
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inductive step: R(0,m) implies R(0,ni+1): 
Let s |> t (i.e., s=t), h^(w)=s, |w|=m. Since R(0,m) is 
ture then if s^s', t^t' then iïs'I] g =iï t'D g • Now using condition 
(vi) of Definition 6.14 let A=h,(v) and |v|=m+l and A => A^ => ... => 
^ 1 2 ®n 
A =s and A;>B^, AH^B,. Then we will show that iï B, I B-D ^ . Now 
n T i. T 1 ^2 ^2 
consider Figure 6.3. R(0,m) implies 
Es'] =iït']]p (+1) 
E2 ^2 
Since T is locally semiconsistent from source to target, then we 
must have 
Œ B,]] p =Œ s'l r (+2) i bg t2 
ŒBp]] =[[t'I]p (+3) 
c kg 
Oompa,ning>(+r), (+2), and (+3), we conclude that [[ B ]] =iïB ]] . 
1 1^2 Cg 
(*2) R(l,m) is true for every m 
For proving that R(l,m) is true for every m, we have to prove 
(*2.1) R(l,l) and R(l,2) are true; and 
(*2.2) R(l,m) implies R(l,m+1). 
(*2.1) R(l,l) and R(l,2) are true 
Let h^(w)=2, |w|<2, s =>t, ecE^, s^', t;+t'. Then we must 
show that H s'B =œ t'D . Since t is mono, thus we conclude that 
^2  ^2  
if hj(v)=t then Iwlllvj. s =>t implies that s, teSB, SB is an element 
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A=>Ai=>... =>A, 
Figure 6.3 Pictorial representation of R(0,m+1) 
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of the least element of L(SBASE) where SBASE={h^(w)/|w|<2}. Now 
using Definition 6.14, letting bj=Cj=s and b2=C2=t; and dj=s', 
d2=t', and d^.dgcTB, where TBASE={h2(w)/|w|£2}. Hence, by Theorem 
3.41, we conclude that gd^H ^ =11^2^ E ' since s'=d^ and t'=d2. 
thus K s'D r =E t'g . 
"2 h  
(*2.2) R(l,m) implies R(l.m+1) 
Let hj(w)=s, |w|=m+l, s =>t, eeEj, s;^s', t;|rt', and R(l,m) is 
true, then we must show that II s']] j. =|l t'j . Using Definition 
4 h  
3.3 we consider three cases. 
(*2.2) Case (i) 
s=L, t=R, and e=(L=R)EE-^. Then we will have L^L', R^R'. Since 
t is syntactically honest, then t must be locally semiconsistent 
from source to target, and this implies that [[ L'I r =[[R'I c • 
t2 ^2 
Letting s'=L' and t'=R', we conclude that Œ s']]_=[[ t']] _ . 
h  h  (*2.2) Case (ii) 
s =>t, e=(L=R)EEj where s=L- ..,tj^], t=R- [t^,...,tj^]. 
Hence, we must have: 
s'=L' [t^ t^], t'=R' [tj t^] 
where t^-^tj for i=l k. (L=R)eEj implies that II LB ^ = Œ RB ^ .  
Since T is syntactically honest, hence by condition (i), (iv) of 
Definition 6.14, we conclude that Œ L'I _ =[[ R']] ^ . Using Lemma 
h  ^2 
3.18, we must have E s'D _ =K t'B _ . 
E2 Eg 
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(*2.2) Case (iii) 
s =>t, e=(L=R)GE., and t.=>t'. where 
G  A  J  J  
S—f[ t J  J •  •  •  » t j  J •  .  .  
t—f [tj J . • . J tj J . « . J t|^ ] 
where feZj(w,a) and |w|=k. 
Now let s^s', t;^t', then we must show that Es'Ilg=[t'I|g . Several 
cases are possible: 
(*2.2) case (iii) case (a) 
Let E Tr^(g^)]] £^=11^1(92)]] and 
s=Trj(g^)(hj(wj),... ,hj(w^ ),... ,h^(Wp)), r<k 
t=ïïj(g2)(h2(w^),...,h^(wJ),...,hj(w^)), r^k 
where tj is a subtree of hj(w^.) and tj is a subtree of hj(w|). Thus 
hi(wi)|>hi(wi) and ijj. Now, let s^' and t^t', then we must have 
s "^^(9^)(h2(Wj^)).. • «hgiiw^)».. » ))I 
t "'"'2(92)(^2(^2);*"' >b2(wj),... »h2(w^)) 
Since R(l,m) is true and |w^-|, |w,| |<m for i=l r, then by induction 
hypothesis we conclude that Œ hgfw^)] ^ "Œ ^^(wpil ^ ; and this 
implies that h2(w^.) |> x and hgfwj) |> x. Now, let h2(Wj)=Vj for 
3=1,...,r; and h2(w;)=vj. 
Then Œ s ' ]] p 
, 2  
= E Trg(g^)(v^,...,v. Eg since s'=ir2(gj)(vp...,v. v^) 
ic 
=  E T r g ( g ^ ) ( v ^ , . . . , x , . . . , v ^ ï ' S i n c e  v ^ . = > x  b y  i n d u c t i o n  
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= [[ Vp)] ^ since v! =>x by induction 
= En2(g2)(Vi,...,vî,...,Vr)II [ since E:rg(g^)]] ^ ^ 
2 2 2 
by condition (iv) of Definition 6.15. 
(*2.2) Case (iii) case (b) 
Suppose tj and tj are not subtrees of hj^(w^) for any i. Thus, 
we must have: 
s='^j(p2)(hi(wi) hj(w^)), sp ' ,  ïïj(Pj)=f(...,tj,...) 
t=%i(P2)(hi(Wi),...,hi(wy)), t;ft', %i(P2)=f(.'.,tj,...) 
Since ŒsB c =11 tl _ , then using Lemma 3.18, we must have [[7ri(Pi)]] r ti bi 11 
= En^(P2)3 snd by using condition (iv) of Definition 6.14, we must 
have E E ' hence, using lemma 3.18, we conclude 
that 
[[ s' B n2(p^)(h2(wi),...,h2(wp))2 ^ 
= 117r2(P2){h2(w2) hgfWp))] E, 
• K t ' J l  . 
"2 
(*3) R(n,m) implies R(n+l,m) for every m 
Let s P>^ t, Œ sU p =11 tu , s;>s', t;+t', h^(w)=s, |w|<m. Then 
t j  I T J. 
we must show that Es']] r =[t']i ^  . 
h  h  
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s P>^ t implies that s => A |> t. Now let . 
h  h  h  T 
Obviously, H SB c =I[ AU p =[[ tl c • 
ti tj 
Since R(n,m) is true, then we conclude that HA']] r =C s'] ^  • Now hg Eg 
if we prove that llt'l_ = [[ A']] r then we are done. 
h  ^2  
Suppose h2(v)=A. Since Ej and Eg are non-expanding, then SIZE(s)^ 
SIZE(A). Then since T is syntactically honest, thus T is a mono tree 
transducer, and this implies that |w|i|v|. Hence, II All c =1 tl p 
•"l "l 
implies Œ A']]_=[[ t']] r • Hence we conclude that Us'],. =[[ t'] p .• 
Eg t2 ^2 "2 
Thus, we have shown that the least element (Theorem 3.41) of a 
finite set of elements of a data structure is needed to prove that the 
implementation tree transducer is SYNIMPL. It can be verified that 
removing any condition from syntactical honesty definition will cause 
a problem in proving that ? is a SYNIMPL tree transducer. 
6.6.3. Development of SEMIMPL tree transducer 
The definition of an "algebraic tree transducer" just concerns 
the structure issue, that is, it converts source tree into target tree. 
Concerning the structure issue, if I t,]] p =11,]] p , and T is a i ti 
SYNIMPL tree transducer then Œ tjll ^  =[[ tp ^  where t^^tj and 
tg^tg. Thus, we just map equivalent trees in to equivalent trees 
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without checking that the source tree has the same meaning of 
the target tree. Covering both the syntactic and semantic issues, 
if E t, I r =It t»]j r and T is a SEMIMPL tree trandsucer, then 
Œ t^I tp g and t^ and tj have the same meaning if t^^jrtj and 
^2T^2-
Thus, if T is a SEMIMPL tree transducer, then T converts elements 
of the source data structure into elements of the target data structure 
without changing the meaning of the elements of the source data 
structure. That is, we need tree transducers that preserve the seman­
tics of source trees after transformation. 
Our development follows that of Krishnaswamy and Strawn [31], 
who investigated conditions to be imposed on tree transducers to guar­
antee that they induced semantic-preserving translations. That is, 
if T is a semantic-preserving tree transducer and TRANS(T,s) is a 
family of tree transductions then (t2)t2)GTRANS(T,s) must imply that 
tj and t2 have the same meaning. The following definition covers both 
the syntactic and semantic issues. 
Definition 6.16 [Semantic-Preserving Tree Transducer] 
Let Dj=(G^,A^.) and be the signature of for i=l,2. 
L e t  T = ( Y i ' Y 2 )  h e  a  t r e e  t r a n s d u c e r  s u c h  t h a t  Y ^ - = ( z ' , 2 ^ - f o r  
i=l,2 and TRANS(T,s)={(hj(t),h2(t))/hj: T^,-)T-, and h^ is a unique 
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homomorphism from T^, to T^, for i=l,2}. Let iil: T-,-»Aj be the 
z'-homomorphism determined by the semantic homomorphism of D^-. The 
t is "semantic-preserving" if 
Pt,(x) for all PeE ' (a ,n) and for all xew !oh(T ,)°. • 
A2 IE 
It has been shown in [31] that semantic-preserving tree transducers 
induce a tree translation. This result is applicable in our context 
of data structure implementations to prove correct an implementation 
of a data structure. We investigate this in the next section. We will 
call "semantic-preserving" tree transducers as "SEMIMPL" tree trans­
ducers. 
6.6.4. Correctness of SEMIMPL tree transducer 
Informally, if T is a SEMIMPL tree transducer for implementing 
a source data structure ^ by a target data structure then T is 
correct if TRANS(t,s) determines a tree translation. That is, when 
a meaningful element of ^(t) is in input, it outputs a target element 
of ^ that shares a meaning with t. We determine sufficient conditions 
under which it may be proved that SEMIMPL determines a tree translation. 
Krishnaswarny and Pyster [30] have examined the correctness of 
semantic-syntax-directed translators. Here, we follow the work of [30] 
but extend the notion of tree transduction. In our work, equations 
will be used to extend the notion of tree transduction, and hence 
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to provide an additional capability to the tree transducers developed 
prior to this work. Considering the SEMIMPL tree transducer and 
combining the "translation" and "data structure", correctness of data 
structure implementation might be reduced to the correctness of 
translation. 
We next define an "extended tree transduction" using equations 
which will be used not only in data structure implementation but 
also will be used in correctness of implementations. 
Definition 6.17 [Extended Tree Transduction] 
Let T=(Y2»Y2) be a tree transducer such that 
for i=l,2. Let [^(Eg) be a set of source (target) equations associated 
with Let TRANS(T,s)={(hj(t),h2(t))/h.; T^, to T-. 
where h. is a unique homomorphism from T?, to T=, for i=l,2r I E .  
Then t along with E^ and Eg induces an "extended tree transduction" 
ETRANS(T,s,Ej,E2)={(tj,t2)/ weT^ such that t^eKh^Cw)] ^ for i=l,2}. • 
Theorem 6.18 
Let and specifications of free data 
structures. Let the associated tree transducer be semantic-
preserving such that for i=l,2. Then tree transduction 
of t(i.e., TRANS(t,s)) is a tree translation and t is a SEMIMPL of ^ 
by 
Proof: Let TRANS(T,s)={(hj(t),h2(t))/h^-: T^.^T-, and h^ is a unique 
homomorphism for i=l,2. h Then we need to prove that P]^(hj^(t))=P2(h2 
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(t)) for the unique homomorphisms y.-: T ->A,- and for all teT ,. 
The proof is by induction on |t| (length of t) and we need to show 
that yj (hj{t))=p2 (hgft)) for all t in T-,. The full proof has 
been given in our earlier work [36] and the proof will not be 
repeated here. ^ 
Theorem 6.19 
Let and be some data structures. 
Let T=(Y2»Y2) ^ semantic-preserving tree transducer such that 
for i=l,2; and TRANS(T,s)={(hj^(t),h2(t))/h|: 
T„i-^T-i is a unique homomorphism for i=l,2}. Then the extended 
^s i 
tree transduction of t, ETRANSfT.s.E^.Eg) is a tree translation. 0 
Figure 6.4 illustrates graphical representation of Theorem 6.19. 
6.7. An Illustration of Correctness of 
Syntactical Implementation of Data Structures 
In this section, examples will be illustrated to show the actual 
concept of implementation of data structures. For this purpose, we 
have identified three examples: the first example illustrates the 
source data structure (DEQUEUE); the second example will illustrate 
the target data structure (ARRAY); and finally the third example 
will implement the source data structure by the target data structure. 
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Qj :  [ [  U  £  > i - l >2  
i  i  
Figure 6.4 Pictorial representation of Theorem 6.19 
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6.7.1. Example 1: the source data structure (DEQUEUE) 
Let DÈQUEUE=(E2.Aj^,Ej^) be a dequeue (double ended queue) data 
structure. A dequque is an ordered set of items from which items may 
be deleted at either end and into which items may be inserted at 
either end. Call the two ends of a dequeue LEFT and RIGHT. 
Let Nj={DEQUEUE,DATA,BOOLEAN}, abbreviating DEQUEUE,DATA and BOOLEAN 
as Q,D, and B. The major operations (IJ) on dequeue are defined in 
Figure 6.5. 
We abbreviate CLEAR,INSERÏLEFT,REMOVELEFT,INSERTRIGHT,REMOVERIGHT, 
RIGHTELEMENT, and EMPTY as CLR,INL,REL,INR,RER,RI6 and EMP. Let 
Ai=<Ai,Fi> where (intentionally we have dropped the subscripts,) 
F2={CLR,INL,REL,INR,RER,RIG,EMP}. In order to deal precisely with 
the underlying elements of Aj, consider the modeling domain of dequeues 
of length n (n>0) to be finite sequences denoted <d2 d^> where d^ 
is the left(rear)element and d^ is the right(front) element. Empty 
dequeue will be denoted <>. Using this concept we can define the 
operations on the data structure DEQUEUE as in Figure 6.5. For 
clarity we have dropped all of the subscripts(A2) from the function 
descriptions. 
To complete definition of DEQUEUE, Figure 6.6 gives a suffi? 
ciently complete semantic definition of data structure DEQUEUE. 
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signature % 1 
(A,Q) = {CLEAR,ERROR} 
(QD,Q) = {INSERTRIGHT, INSERTLEFT} 
(Q,Q) = {REM0VERI6HT,REM0VELEFT} 
(Q,D) = {RIGHTELEMENT} 
(Q,B) = {EMPTY} 
( X .D) = {d} 
definition of functions in algebra Aj 
CLEAR{ ) = <> 
INSERTRIGHT(<dj d^>,d) = <dp...,d^,d> 
INSERTLEFT(<dj d^>,d) = <d,dj...,d^> 
REMOVERIGHT(<d,,...,d„ ,,d >) 
' ^ n-i n [ ERROR 
REMOVELEFT(<d, ,d« d >) = ( ^^2 
^ "I ERROR 
RIGHTELEMENT(<d,,...,d >) =/^n 
^ " 1 UNE 
E«PTY(<di....,d„>) ={ 
DEFINED 
if n>0 
otherwise 
if n>0 
otherwise 
if n>0 
otherwise 
if n=0 
otherwise 
Figure 6.5 Specification of DEQUEUE data structure 
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(1): RER[CLR] = ERROR 
(2): REL[CLR] = ERROR 
(3): (Xj=CLR):3RER[INL[XJX2]] = CLR 
(4): not (Xj=CLR)ORER[INL[X^X2]] = INLEREREXJJXG] 
(5): (X^=CLR)OREL[INR[X^X2]] = CLR 
(6): not (Xj=CLR)3REL[INR[X^X2]] = INRERELIX^JXG] 
(7): REREINRFX^XG]] = X^ 
(8): RELEINLEX^XG]] = XJ 
(9): EMP[CLR] = TRUE 
(10): EMPLIMREX^XG]] = FALSE 
(11): EMPELNLEX^XG]] = FALSE 
(12): RIGECLR] = UNDEFINED 
(13): (XJ=CLR)=>RIGEINR[XJX2]] = X2 
(14): not (X^=CLR)ORIG[INLEX^Xo]] = RIGEX^] 
(15): RIGELNRTX^XG]] = XG 
(16): INRFLNLEX^XGLXG] = INLELNREX^XGLXG] 
(17): INLELNREX^XGLXG] = INRELNLEX^XGLXG] 
(18): RELTLNRELNLEXJXGLXG] = INREX^XG] 
(19): RER[INLEINREXjX2]X3]= INLEX^XG] 
(20): INRECLR X^] = INLECLR X^] 
Figure 6.6 Equational specification of DEQUEUE data structure 
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6.7.2. Example 2: the target data strueture(ARRAY) 
Let ARRAY=(£2>A2>E2^ be an array data structure. For arrays 
we are concerned with only two operations which retrieve and store 
values. 
Let A2=<A2»F2^ where (we intentionally have dropped the subscripts 
(Ag)). 
F2={UNDEFINED,NEWARRAY,UNDERFLOW,SUCC,PRED,ASSIGN .ACCESS,LEFT, 
RIGHT}. 
Let N2={ARRAY,INTEGER,RANGE,BOOLEAN}={A,I,R,B}. Then the operations 
(^2) on array are defined in Figure 6.7. The semantics of an array 
will be a set ARcINT x INT where INT denotes the set of integer numbers. 
AR has a property that (x,y)EAR and (x,y')eAR implies y=y'. Thus if 
array AR was {(xj>yi)>.••then it means that AR(x^)=yi for 
i=l and AR is undefined elsewhere, where x^.y^EiNT. The car­
dinality of AR is unbounded. That is, we are using arbitrary large 
size arrays. Following this concept,we can define the operations on 
the data structure ARRAY as in Figure 6.7. Note that, in description 
of the functions in F2 we have left out the subscripts A2. 
We abbreviate NEWARRAY, ASSIGN, ACCESS, LEFT, RIGHT, and ZERO 
as NEW, ASN, ACC, LFT, RIT, and ZER. Equational specification of 
an ARRAY data structure is given in Figure 6.8 
6.7.3. Example 3: implementation of DEQUEUE by ARRAY 
A DEQUEUE data structure can be implemented in terms of an ARRAY 
data structure. Each "dequeue" value is a structure with an "array". 
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signature Zg 
ZgfA'R) = {UNDEFINED.d} 
Zgfx.A) = {NEWARRAY,UNDERFLOW} 
ZgtAIR.A) = {ASSIGN} 
ZgfAI.R) = {ACCESS} 
ZgCk.I) = {LEFT,RIGHT,ZERO,ONE} 
Zgfl,!) = {SUCC.PRED} 
Zgdl.I) = {EQ} 
definitions of functions in algebra Ag 
ASSIGN({(x^,y^),...,(x^,y^)}, index,value) = 
r[{(xi.yi)..-.(xp.yp)>-((xi.yi)}]ut(index,value)} 
if there exists a unique x,- such that index = x,-
^ 11 
RCxi.yi) {xn.yp)}u{(index,value)} 
if Xi's are distinct and x<findex for i=l,...,n; 
^ I 1 
error 
< 
if there exists x^=Xj=index for i?!j 
ACCESS({(xpyp>-..»(xn,yf,)>»index) = 
y^. if there exists a unique Xi=index 
UNDEFINED otherwise 
NEWARRAY0 = {} 
PRED(x) = x-1 
SUCC(x) = x+1 
EQCxi.x^) = I™' 
[FALSE otherwise 
Figure 6.7 Specification of ARRAY data structure 
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(1): ACC[NEW X^] = UNDEFINED 
(2): (Xg = X^fsACCEASNEXiXgXgjX^] = Xg 
(3): not (Xg = X^j^ACCEASNEXiXgXg] X^] = ACCEXjX^] 
(4): EQEZER ZER] = TRUE 
(5): EQESUCCEX^JSUCCEXg]] = EQEX^Xg] 
(6): SUCC[PRED[XJ]] = XJ 
(7): PRED[SUCC[XJ]] = XJ 
(8): SUCC[ZER] = ONE 
Figure 6.8 Equational specification of ARRAY data structure 
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whose two indexes of array have especial meaning. The array element 
with index of LEFT and RIGHT will point to the rear element and the 
front element of dequeue respectively. For instance, if <d2d2d^> is 
a value for a dequeue then the LEFT is pointing to dg (rear) and 
RIGHT is pointing to d^^ (front). 
The implementation of the DEQUEUE data structure with the ARRAY 
data structure is given in Figure 6.9. Also, in [46], using Pascal 
programming language, they have given implementation of dequeues using 
arrays. In Figure 6.9 we have left out the domains of source and 
target trees. 
We now illustrate a representation of dequeues using arrays. 
For instance, the empty dequeue is shown in Figure 6.10(a), the 
dequeue with just one element (<d>) is represented as shown in Figure 
6.10(b), and the dequeue <djd2d2> is represented as shown in Figure 
6.10(c). Thus, the dequeue is empty if and only if (LEFT+1=RIGHT). 
The implementation tree transducer is syntactically honest. To 
prove that this tree transducer is syntactically honest, we need to 
prove conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), and (vi) of Definition 
6.14. 
Condition (i) of Definition 6.14 
Here, we need to show that if (L=R) e E^, L^L', R^', then 
Œ L'l r =E R'E r . For illustration, we will just show that equation 
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0: (\,P) 
REL[INL[CLR X^]] 
RER[INR[CLR Xj]] 
REL[INR[CLR X^]] 
RER[INL[CLR X^]] 
CLR 
RER[CLR] 
REL[CLR] 
8: 
RER[Xj]^ 9: 
(P,q)\  
ASN[ASN[NEW LFT ZER]RIT ONE] 
(P,q)/  
(A,q) 
( X , q )  
( A , q )  
UNDERFLOW 
REL[Xj] 
EMM[X^]^ 10: 
INLUjXgJ-Ml: 
(q.q) 
(q.q) • 
(q,b) . 
(qP.q) 
ASN[X^ ACC[Xj LFT]SUCC[ACC[Xj LFT]]] 
ASN[X^ ACC[Xj RIT]PRED[ACC[X^ RITl]] 
EQ[ACC[X, RIT]SUCC[ACC[Xj LFT]]] 
INREXiXg]^ 12: (qP,P) 
ijCq) = Q 
TljCP) = D 
B nj(b) 
ASN[tj^t2t3] where 
= ASN[XjACC[XJLFT]X2]] 
tg = ACCEXj LFT] 
tg = PRED[ACC[Xj LFT]] 
^ASNfWiWgWg] where 
Wj = ASN[XjACC[Xj RIT] Xg] 
Wg = ACCEXj RIT] 
W3 = SUCC[ACC[Xi RIT]] 
ngfq) = A 
ngfP) = R 
ngfb) = B 
Figure 6.9 Implementation tree transducer T 
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(a) an empty dequeue (<>): 
n 
LEFT RIGHT 
(b) a dequeue with one element (<d>): 
1 
LEFT RIGHT 
(c) a dequeue with three elements (<d]d2d2>): 
1 1 1 
4 — — -r 1 
LEFT RIGHT 
Figure 6.10. Dequeue representation 
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(3) of Ej is satisfying the local semiconsistency condition. Thus, 
we have to show that 
RER[INL[CLR and CLR^' 
implies G L'L R =E R'Ï R • By applying T, we will have: 
'^2 ^2 
L'=ASN[ASI\|[NEW LFT ZERIRIT ONE]; 
R'=ASNIASN[NEW LFT ZERIRIT ONE]. 
Thus, Œ L'I p =1 R'I r . In like manner, it can be proved that the 
"2 "2 
other equations of Ej satisfy the conditions of local semiconsistency. 
Condition (ii) of Definition 6.14 
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.6 are proofs of this condition. 
Condition (iii) of Definition 6.14 
fl=hi{wi), t2=h2(w2), SIZE(tj)lSIZE(t2) implies IwglllwjI. 
The proof of this condition emerges from E^Eg, and T. 
Condition (iv) of Definition 6.14 
SBASE={INRICLR d], INLICLR d],...} 
TBASE={ASN[w^W2Wg], ASNEt^tgtg],...} 
where 
Wi=ASN[X ACC[X RIT]d], 
W2=ACC{X RIT], 
W3=SUCC[ACC[X RIT], 
X =ASN[ASNÏNEW LFT ZER]RIT ONE] 
tj=ASN[X ACC[X LFT]d] 
t2=ACC[X LFT] 
t3=PRED[ACC[X LFT]] 
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Let bj^=Cj=INR[CLR d], b2=C2=INL[CLR d], d2=ASN[w2W2Wg], 
Obviously, using eqution (20) of Figure 6.4, 
g^=E bg] 2^' We have to show that Œd^I] E dg] It can 
* * be proved that d, => m, dp -> m where meT . Similarly, this condi-
i tg ^ hg ^2 
tion can be proved for other elements in SBASE and TBASE. 
Condition (v) of Definition 6.14 
From Figure 6.7 construct 
SOURCE={n^(P)/PEZ'}; and 
TARGET={Tr2(P)/PeE'}. 
For simplicity, let us use P' for m^fP) and P" for Then the 
least elements of L(SOLIRCE) and L(TARGET) will be L' and L" respec­
tively. 
L'={{1',2',3'.4',5'}, {6',7'}. {8'}, {9'}, {10'}, {11'}, {12'}} 
L"={{1"}, {6"}, {8"}, {9"}, {10"}, {11"}, {12"}} 
Now, having L' and L", it can easily be verified that L' and L" are 
satisfying the condition (iv) of Definition 6.15. 
Now, let S={1',2',3',4',5'}, a=l', c=2'. (a,l" )eT,  let T={1"}. 
Now (2',r')eT. Now since T'eT, thus, we are done. 
Condition (vi) of Definition 6.14 
This condition can be proved by using the concept of E^.Eg, and 
T.  •  
Thus, implementation tree transducer (t) is syntactically honest. 
Hence, by Theorem 6.14, t is a SYNIMPL tree transducer. 
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6.8. Summary, Conclusions 
We have presented an algebraic framework for data structures, 
and studied four important aspects of data structures, namely speci­
fication, equivalence, implementation, and implementation correctness. 
Within this framework, we made a clear distinction between a data 
structure specification and its implementation. Also, we used the 
concept of equivalency to prove that conditional equations are "more 
powerful" than simple equations. 
A general technique for the implementation of data structures 
developed. That is, given data structures d% and an implementation 
of ^ by ^ is defined separately on the syntactical and semantical 
levels of data structure elements. 
One of the key results of this chapter is the development of 
syntactically honest tree transducers. This development is based 
on a lattice developed in Chapter 3. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This thesis primarily dealt with developing a framework within 
which we could discuss the implementation of abstractly specified 
data structures. An emphasis of this thesis was to develop criteria 
for correctness of implementation. To this end, it was necessary 
for us to develop a theory within which data structures may be 
specified and implemented. As the specification of data structures 
is intended to be implementation independent, we develop an algebraic 
theory for our framework. It turns out that this theory is adequate 
not only to specify a data; structure abstractly, but also to determine 
the implementation of one data structure by another. We give several 
examples of algebraic specification and implementation of data struc­
tures. 
The algebraic framework provided a base from which many important 
results and questions arose about data structures. Some of these 
questions have been addressed in this thesis, while others suggest 
directions for further research. Below, we first summarize the 
conclusions and results of our work, and then indicate how this work 
may be further extended. 
7.1. Results and Summary 
We have investigated an algebraic model to specify and implement 
data structures, and developed a framework to analyze the correctness 
of implementations. In our approach, the specification of data struc­
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tures is by initial algebra semantics and algebraic equations. 
We use tree transducers to implement data structures, reducing the 
problem of implementation to a problem of translation. This work 
makes a sharp distinction between the specification of a data 
structure and its implementation. 
This thesis reduces the problem of implementation of data 
structures to a problem of translation of languages by the following 
approach. Let D be a data structure to be implemented in a language 
L. Let L' be a new language comprising all of L and primitives for 
the data structure D. Then a translation from L' to L determines 
an implementation of D in L. To this end we give a formal definition 
of data structures on an abstract level. The definition of data 
structures enables us to define their implementation. We then address 
the issue of correctness of the implementation on two levels: syn­
tactical and semantical. Syntactically correct implementations deal 
with the algebraic equations that specify a data structure, while the 
semantically correct implementations define correctness on the basis 
of the semantic algebra in the data structure specifications, All 
the implementations, however, are specified by tree transducers. The 
issue of the tree transducers is addressed on the syntactic and 
semantic levels as described informally above. 
Two key syntactical properties of tree transducers have been 
investigated in this thesis, the "consistency" and""semicon^istench" 
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of tree transducers with respect to the algebraic equations defining 
the source and target data structures. In our work, we need these 
properties for the syntactical correctness proof of the implementation 
of data structures. 
We provide several illustrations of our techniques for data 
structure specification and implementation. The examples that are 
examined in this thesis include set, binary tree, queue, dequeue, and 
an array. In particular, an example of an implementation of a dequeue 
data structure by an array data structure has been provided in full. 
The criteria developed for syntactically correct implementations of 
data structures are used to prove this implementation correct. 
One of the key steps required to develop the criteria for correct 
implementations of data structures was to determine the effect of 
equations used in their specification. It was necessary to apply 
lattice theoretic techniques to determine when instances of a data 
structure formed by apparently different sequences of operations 
were in fact equivalent. It was shown that a set of operations and 
composite operations on a data structure could be partitioned by 
lattice theoretic techniques into equivalence classes of operations 
and composite operations which were "equivalent". It is this parti­
tion that is crucial in developing the criteria for syntactically 
correct implementations of data structures. 
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7.2. Directions for Future Research 
This thesis raises several open questions and points to research 
directions in the area of provably correct implementations of data 
structures. One of the key results of this work is the development 
of criteria to determine whether an implementation is correct with 
respect to specification of source and target data structures. A 
set of sufficient conditions is provided to determine the correctness. 
It would be useful to develop an algorithm for the construction of 
a tree transducer which is provably correct implementation of the 
source data structure by the target data structure. 
We used "applicative" languages for the specification and imple­
mentation of data structures. This is because algebraic methods are 
more amenable to applicative languages. This work does not examine 
the implementation of data structures in "nonapplfcative" languages. 
The work presented here can be complemented and extended by 
analyzing data structures in nonapplicative and hybrid (applicative 
and nonapplicative) languages. 
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